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Roadmap: Next-generation chemical-kinetics, transport,
and reacting-flow software tools

Robert J. Keea,∗, Steven C. DeCaluwea, Gregory S. Jacksona, Huayang Zhua, Canan Karakayaa,
Peter Weddlea, Benjamin Keea, Gandhali Kogekara

aMechanical Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO 80401, USA

Abstract

This project articulates a roadmap for developing next-generation, open-source software to model chemically re-

acting flow processes. The Chemkin software, which was developed initially in the 1980s, is still the leading software

package worldwide. However, advances in the scientific underpinnings and object-oriented programming create op-

portunities to substantially further the state of the art in widely available, open-source software as exemplified by Can-

tera. New initiatives proposed herein are based on extending capabilities beyond those of the current-day Cantera

software. This roadmap exercise gathers and evaluates input from existing and potential user communities. In broad

terms, the initial scope addresses new capabilities in modeling non-ideal chemical processes (e.g., high-pressure or

supercritical combustion), heterogeneous catalysis (e.g., complex bifunctional catalysts), and electrochemistry (e.g.,

batteries and fuel cells). In addition to new capabilities, the roadmap addresses usability (e.g., documentation, user

interfaces), extensibility (e.g., incorporating new chemical theories), compatibility (e.g., interfacing with ab initio

models and computational fluid dynamics), and maintainability (e.g., version control, bug fixes, community support).
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1. Introduction1

Modeling and simulation play critical roles in the re-2

search, development, and deployment of chemical pro-3

cesses. Energy-conversion processes in the context4

of primary propulsion (e.g., combustion) or auxiliary5

power (e.g., batteries or fuel cells) are topics of par-6

ticular interest to the Air Force. The objective of the7

present project is to identify critical needs and establish8

a Roadmap that can serve as a guide in the development9

of advanced modeling capabilities. The Roadmap’s10

scope ranges from fundamental physical chemistry to11

software development and support. The present project12

focuses on long-term planning, setting the stage for13

implementation in future development and deployment14

projects. This report documents the first year of a two-15

year planning process.16

By way of background, the widespread availability17

and use of Chemkin for over 30 years has made major18

contributions to enable the modeling of complex com-19

bustion processes and coupling into reactive flow sim-20

ulations. The present project builds on the foundation21

of these successes, planning for the next generation of22

modeling tools with major advances in non-ideal chem-23

ical kinetics, heterogeneous catalysis, and electrochem-24

istry.25

The Roadmap is expected to lay the foundation for26

next-generation computational simulation software that27

enables fundamental scientific advances in thermody-28

namics, transport, chemical kinetics, and electrochem-29

istry. The project considers three stakeholder groups30

and their diverse different needs. The stakeholders in-31

clude:32

• Scientists and engineers who develop and imple-33

ment new theories and approaches, such as for34

combustion kinetics or electrochemistry,35

• Software developers who design and write new ap-36

plications, such as in chemically reacting compu-37

tational fluid dynamics,38

• Practitioners who apply models to assist funda-39

mental research and technology development.40

New software for chemically reacting processes will41

facilitate significant new scientific functionality. How-42

ever, to be of great value to diverse scientific and en-43

gineering communities, the software must be designed44

and implemented to be understandable and flexible for45

use in a broad range of applications.46

The planning is based on extending and supporting47

the Cantera software (cf., Appendix A). The object-48

oriented approach and the core C++ kernel in Cantera49

provide an excellent foundation for building and sup-50

porting next-generation software. Moreover, especially51

in the academic combustion community, there is already52

a substantial user base and active community support.53

Because Cantera is open-source and will remain so,54

the planning must consider unique aspects of extend-55

ing, distributing, maintaining, and supporting a large56

and complex software package in the open-source en-57

vironment.58

2. Roadmap structure59

The Roadmap is intended to chart a course for sub-60

stantially advancing the state of the art in reactive flow61

modeling. The planning is based on long-term ex-62

perience in developing and applying high-performance63

modeling software (i.e., Chemkin) and on soliciting in-64

put from other stakeholders. Although advancing sci-65

entific capabilities is the paramount objective, other66

software-related objectives are important to successful67

long-term outcomes and impact.68

For a variety of reasons, the Cantera software forms69

the foundation onto which new capabilities will be de-70

signed, developed, and implemented. Developed ini-71

tially by Prof. David Goodwin (Caltech), Cantera is de-72

signed and implemented in C++ using object-oriented73

software paradigms. The long-term intent is to de-74

velop and maintain new capabilities as open-source soft-75

ware. Thus, important elements of the Roadmap are76

concerned with managing large, scientifically complex,77

software capabilities with community-based develop-78

ment and support. As Fig. 1 illustrates, the Roadmap79

is organized around five complementary elements —80

Capability, Usability, Extensibility, Compatibility, and81

Maintainability.82
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Figure 1: Contributing elements to the software Roadmap.

Accomplishing the Roadmap objectives will require83

financial support, which is expected to be partially from84

government sponsorship and partially from community85

service. As it stands today, Cantera is community86

supported, mostly by academics, without specifically87

targeted government funds. Contributors are indepen-88

dently supported on research grants where modeling89

and software advances play central roles. This model90

has certainly advanced the state of the art. Nevertheless,91

managing and structuring large scientific efforts usually92

benefit from some degree of formal coordination, thus93

benefiting the broader user community.94

2.1. Capability95

Although there are numerous opportunities for ex-96

tending modeling capabilities for reactive flow gener-97

ally, the present planning concentrates on three areas98

that are expected to be priorities in energy conversion99

technologies. These are:100

• Non-ideal behaviors associated with high pressure101

and supercritical flows,102

• Heterogeneous catalysis with multifunctional cat-103

alysts and supports,104

• Electrochemical processes that are relevant to top-105

ics such as rechargeable batteries and fuel cells.106

The current capabilities in Cantera (and Chemkin)107

are largely oriented around gas-phase chemistry and108

transport, with the dominant applications being in as-109

pects of combustion research. Both Chemkin and Can-110

tera are concerned primarily with ideal-gas mixtures.111

However, Cantera has incorporated some non-ideal-gas112

capabilities in the form of the Redlich–Kwong equation113

of state and associated thermodynamics.114

Both Chemkin and Cantera have capabilities to rep-115

resent surface chemistry, such as in heterogeneous catal-116

ysis and chemical vapor deposition. However, these ca-117

pabilities are based on mean-field approximations and118

are limited in their ability to handle complex multi-119

component surfaces, such as bifunctional catalysts and120

chemically participating supports.121

Electrochemistry plays essential roles in energy tech-122

nologies such as batteries and fuel cells. Electrochem-123

istry is also important in processes such as corrosion.124

Cantera has some ability to handle electrochemistry,125

but was largely designed to support applications such126

as solid-oxide fuel cells. Chemkin simply does not con-127

sider electrochemistry. Thus, there are good reasons to128

significantly expand electrochemical modeling capabil-129

ities.130

2.2. Usability131

Extraordinary scientific capabilities do not assure132

widespread use of specific software tools. Software us-133

ability is concerned with making the capabilities widely134

accessible, in large part through comfortable user in-135

terfaces and clearly written documentation. An impor-136

tant objective of general-purpose open-source software137

is to enable development of new applications by users.138

Lowering user barriers to modify or extend existing139

capabilities accelerates the pace of new development.140

For example, numerous “applications” have been writ-141

ten to model different types of laboratory flames using142

the Chemkin or Cantera software. Well documented,143

object-oriented, open-source software greatly facilitates144

writing new applications that follow logically from fore-145

going models. New applications typically involve the146

derivation of representative conservation equations and147

possibly solution algorithms, but do not involve new148

representations of the fundamental underpinning chem-149

istry and transport capabilities.150

2.3. Extensibility151

As envisioned here, extensibility is understood to152

mean advancing the core software by incorporating new153

fundamental theories or alternative representations of154

existing models. This objective is conceptually differ-155

ent from writing new applications that use existing core156

capabilities. For example, an extension could involve157

reformulating chemical rate expressions to include pro-158

cesses such as non-thermalized transition states, or de-159

veloping new equations of state to represent non-ideal160

3
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behaviors of supercritical fluids. Assuming good object-161

oriented software implementations, existing applica-162

tions could make direct use of extended core capa-163

bilities. For example, an existing flame model could164

easily be used to study effects of supercritical circum-165

stances, where ideal-gas approximations are no longer166

valid. Broadly speaking, writing new applications will167

be much more common than incorporating fundamen-168

tally new underpinning scientific concepts. Neverthe-169

less, the new scientific concepts are essential compo-170

nents of next-generation chemical kinetics software,171

serving as a tool to incorporate, validate, and dissem-172

inate new theories and ideas.173

2.4. Compatibility174

In some sense, chemical kinetics software occupies175

a middle ground between fundamental ab initio chem-176

istry on one hand and computational fluid dynamics177

(CFD) on the other hand. Thus, it must have sufficient178

compatibility to reach in both directions. The kinet-179

ics software should be capable of incorporating ther-180

modynamic, transport, and chemistry information from181

fundamental models. At the same time, incorporating182

high-performance chemical kinetics models into com-183

plex CFD software is also a priority. For example, new184

chemistry models should be accessible from Direct Nu-185

merical Simulation (DNS) turbulence models. Practical186

combustor or chemical reactor design and development187

often uses geometrically complex CFD models. Most188

commercial CFD offerings already have Chemkin in-189

terfaces. The Cantera development must also be cog-190

nizant of the need to interface comfortably with CFD191

codes employed by academic and industrial user bases.192

2.5. Maintainability193

Cantera is already a large and complex body of soft-194

ware, which is expected to continue growing. Much195

of the growth will come as the result of contributions196

from scientifically and geographically diverse contribu-197

tors. Some level of coordination and control is needed198

to maintain long-term coherence and viability of the ca-199

pabilities. Currently, to a very large extent, the control200

and coordination is handled by Dr. Ray Speth (MIT),201

who is not directly compensated for his efforts. Ad-202

ditionally, there is group of approximately ten experts203

who contribute greatly by answering on-line questions204

from a much larger, and growing, group of users around205

the world. Not to diminish the great value of volunteer206

community support, but core aspects of the maintenance207

and coordination functions should be officially codified208

and supported. Of course, that requires some level of209

resource (including financial) commitment.210

3. Non-ideal Thermochemistry211

With the objective of improving efficiency, there is212

a trend in combustion technologies (e.g., gas turbines,213

diesel engines) to increase operating pressures. A va-214

riety of important chemical processes operate at very215

high pressure and low temperature (e.g., Haber–Bosch216

ammonia synthesis). Such processes may operate in217

trans-critical and supercritical regions. Thus, there is218

a growing need to develop predictive models that ac-219

curately represent non-ideal thermodynamics, transport,220

and chemistry phenomena. While current software tools221

(including Cantera and Chemkin) provide considerable222

support for gas-phase thermochemistry (e.g., homoge-223

neous combustion), current models are concerned pri-224

marily with ideal-gas formulations. There is a ma-225

jor unmet need in chemical kinetics software for ro-226

bust thermodynamic phase models that can accurately227

model thermodynamic properties and chemical kinetic228

rates across a wide array of non-ideal states.229

3.1. Compressibility230

The ideal-gas law, which is accurate at high temper-

atures and low pressures, assumes equal molar volumes

for all species and no interaction potentials between

molecules. However, thermodynamic properties near

the critical point violate both assumptions and as such

depart significantly from ideal-gas behavior. Deviation

from ideal volumetric behavior is typically represented

in terms of the compressibility factor

Z =
pv
RT
, (1)

where p is the pressure (Pa), R the gas constant (J mol−1
231

K−1), T the temperature (K), and v the molar volume232

(m3 mol−1).233

Figure 2 is a generalized compressibility chart, which

plots Z as a function of the reduced temperature Tr and

pressure pr,

Tr =
T
Tc

, pr =
p
pc

, (2)

where Tc and pc are the critical temperature and pres-234

sure, respectively.235

4
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Figure 2: Generalized compressibility chart. The upper panel isolates

Tr > 3.5 data, for ease of viewing.

3.2. Redlich–Kwong equation of state236

Cantera currently represents real-gas effects using

a mixture-averaged, multi-species implementation of

the cubic Redlich–Kwong (R–K) equation of state [1],

which is stated as

p =
RT

v − b∗
− a∗

v
√

T (v + b∗)
. (3)

The species-specific Van der Waals attraction parameter237

a∗ and repulsive volume-correction parameter b∗ rep-238

resent molecular interaction effects [2]. For mixtures,239

a∗ and b∗ are evaluated from the pure-species param-240

eters ak and bk, using well-known mixture-averaging241

rules [3, 4]. At low pressure and high temperature, the242

specific volume v is large relative to a∗ and b∗. Thus,243

Eq. 3 is very well approximated by the ideal-gas law.244

3.3. Thermodynamic properties245

Especially near the critical point, it is well known that246

thermochemical properties are highly sensitive func-247

tions of temperature and pressure. Accurate property248

evaluation depends on real-gas behavior, as represented249

by an accurate equation of state (EoS) and consistent250

thermodynamic properties. Although a variety of real-251

gas models are available [1, 5, 6], their application to252

complex combustion and other reactive-flow simula-253

tions remains limited [7, 8]. In 1994, Prof. Barry Butler254
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Figure 3: Comparison of predicted T–v relationships for CO2 for

a range of isobars at the specified reduced pressures. Comparisons

between CoolProp and Cantera’s R–K implementation demonstrate

the challenge of accurate thermodynamic calculations near the critical

point, which is labeled with the star.

(Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University) and colleagues255

implemented a real-gas version of Chemkin [9]. How-256

ever, it found limited use and is certainly no longer read-257

ily available.258

In broad-brush terms, the cubic equations of

state (e.g., Redlich–Kwong) permit evaluation of the

Helmholz free energy A from its definition as

p = −
(
∂A
∂v

)
nk ,T
, (4)

where v is the molar volume and the composition and259

temperature are fixed [3]. Once the Helmholtz free en-260

ergy is established, all the other thermodynamic prop-261

erties follow from their definitions [4]. Although the262

details are not spelled out in the present document, they263

have been implemented into Cantera.264

Evaluating non-ideal thermodynamic properties265

presents numerous challenges. For example, some266

thermodynamic properties can be nearly singular near267

the critical point and liquid-vapor equilibrium. Such268

behavior is illustrated by comparing Cantera’s multi-269

component R–K implementation to predictions using270

a more accurate, multi-parameter EoS (i.e., NIST’s271

CoolProp, which implements a Helmholtz EoS). Al-272

though multi-parameter EoS are not currently practical273

for incorporation into large-scale CFD, they provide274

valuable references for evaluating the accuracy of275

more-approximate models. Figure 3 shows temperature276

as a function of specific volume for CO2 for a range of277

isobars, while Figs. 4 and 5 show the constant-volume278

specific heat for CO for an elevated temperature (Fig. 4)279

5
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Figure 4: Comparison of predicted cv for CO for a range of pres-

sures at T = 500 K. Comparisons between CoolProp and Cantera’s

Redlich–Kwong implementation demonstrate close agreement at tem-

peratures well above the critical point.

and at the critical temperature (Fig. 5).280

These figures illustrate the difficulty in accurate ther-281

modynamic property evaluation near the critical point.282

Figure 3 shows that the Cantera predictions are qualita-283

tively correct, but differ significantly from the CoolProp284

predictions near the critical point (starred in Fig. 3).285

Similarly, Fig. 4 shows that the Cantera predictions are286

accurate far from the critical point (the error in cv is287

0.1% across the range of pressures). However, Fig. 5288

shows that Cantera’s cv predictions are not only highly289

inaccurate near the critical point, but do not even re-290

produce qualitative trends in the data. The CoolProp291

data shows a maximum in cv at the critical point, while292

the Redlich–Kwong EoS predicts a discontinuity and293

a monotonic increase in cv with increasing pressure p.294

Not only will future software tools require increased ac-295

curacy in the vicinity of the critical point, but the singu-296

larity at the critical point, such as that in cv, makes some297

thermodynamic properties intractable for calculations.298

3.4. Chemical kinetics299

The rate of progress q̇i for a reversible reaction i may

be written according to mass-action kinetics as [10, 11]

q̇i =
1

γ∗i

(
kfi

∏
Cν

′
ki

ac,k − kri

∏
Cν

′′
ki

ac,k

)
, (5)

where ν′ki and ν′′ki are the forward and reverse stoichio-

metric coefficients, respectively, kfi and kri are the for-

ward and reverse rate constants for species k, and γ∗i is

the activity coefficient of the activated complex in the

transition state for reaction i. The activity concentration

of species k is written as

Cac,k = αkC◦k , (6)

0.7
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Tc = 132.86 K
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Figure 5: Comparison of predicted cv for CO for a range of pressures

at T = Tc. Comparisons between CoolProp and Cantera’s Redlich–

Kwong implementation demonstrate qualitative disagreements in the

vicinity of the critical point.

where αk is the species activity and C◦k is the species mo-

lar concentration (molk m−3) at a thermodynamic refer-

ence state. Using the activity coefficient γk, the activity

concentration may be written as

Cac,k = γkCk, (7)

where Ck is the actual species molar concentration

(molk m−3) at the current state, evaluated as:

Ck =
Xk

v
, (8)

where Xk are the mole fractions. The activity concentra-

tion can be converted into a number of equivalent forms

to represent departure from ideality (such as the species

fugacity fk). For example, the molar concentrations can

be written as

Ck =
p

ZRT
Xk, (9)

which results in

Cac,k =
p

ZRT
γkXk. (10)

For an ideal gas, Z = 1 and γk = 1, leading to

Cac,k, Ideal gas =
p

RT
Xk. (11)

Although the required mathematical manipulations

are tedious, the activity coefficients γk can be derived

from the Redlich–Kwong equation of state as [3]

RT ln (γk) = RT ln
( v
v − b∗

)
+ RT

(
bk

v − b∗

)

+
a∗bk − 2b∗

∑
j a jkX j

b∗2
√

T
ln

(
v + b∗

v

)

− a∗

b∗
√

T

(
bk

v + b∗

)
,

(12)
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where ak and bk are the pure-species Van der Waals pa-300

rameters, a∗ and b∗ are the mixture-averaged parame-301

ters, and ai j = a0.5
i a0.5

j .302

The variables γ∗i , kfi, and kri (Eq. 5) all depend on303

the thermodynamics of the transition state, which are304

not always readily available. As such, these real-gas305

effects are frequently neglected. When they are ad-306

dressed, they are typically limited to the evaluation of307

γk and Ck. The transition-state thermodynamic proper-308

ties could, in theory, be accessed via electronic struc-309

ture calculations, but such an approach rapidly becomes310

untenable for mechanisms with hundreds of reactions.311

Instead, new software extensions are needed that effi-312

ciently leverage the capabilities of electronic structure313

software programs. User-friendly interfaces with these314

programs will make it such that transition-state ther-315

modynamics can be efficiently calculated and automati-316

cally imported into Cantera mechanism input files, for317

a seamless user experience.318

However, even the approach above has limitations, in319

that it implicitly assumes that the reactants and prod-320

ucts are equilibrated with the transition state according321

to a Maxwell–Boltzmann (i.e., “thermalized”) distribu-322

tion. Near the critical point, the collision rate changes323

substantially, and the activated complex may not be in324

a thermalized state. As a result, the branching fractions325

between various competing pathways will vary as the326

critical point is approached, or in some cases entirely327

different products may be formed, relative to thermal-328

ized reactions. Conventional modeling tools are cur-329

rently not equipped to capture the functional depen-330

dence for such reactions.331

3.5. Ignition delay prediction332

The ignition-delay times (IDTs) measured in shock-333

tube experiments are frequently used to characterize hy-334

drocarbon fuel combustion. Typically, IDTs decrease335

with increasing temperature. However, at intermedi-336

ate temperatures, IDTs actually increase with increasing337

temperature, a phenomena referred to as negative tem-338

perature coefficient (NTC) behavior (cf., Fig. 6). It is339

interesting to investigate the effects of non-ideal behav-340

ior within this so-called negative temperature coefficient341

(NTC) region, to assess the impact of high-pressure on342

combustion dynamics.343

The reflected-shock conditions may be represented

simply as a constant volume, adiabatic reactor. Stated

0
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Figure 6: Ignition delay time as a function of temperature for different

EoS at 40 atm.

mathematically,

du
dt
= 0,

dCk

dt
= ω̇k, (13)

where u is internal energy, t is time, Ck are the molar344

concentrations (molk m−3), and ω̇k is the net molar pro-345

duction rate of species k due to chemical reactions (molk346

m−3 s−1). The problem represented by Eq. 13 is refor-347

mulated with the species mass fractions Yk and temper-348

ature T as the dependent variables, and the system of349

stiff ordinary differential equations is solved computa-350

tionally. Throughout the solution process, appropriate351

Cantera functions are used to evaluate thermodynamic352

properties and chemical reaction rates.353

To demonstrate the importance of real-gas effects in354

high-pressure combustion, we examine the extent of355

non-ideality in predicted IDTs using three different ther-356

modynamic and chemical kinetic implementations:357

1. ideal-gas thermodynamics and kinetics: The ideal-358

gas EoS is used to evaluate all thermodynamic359

properties and γk=1 for all species. Results are la-360

beled “Ideal gas.”361

2. Real-gas thermodynamics, ideal-gas kinetics: The362

R–K EoS (Eq. 3) is used for p-v-T behavior and363

associated thermodynamic calculations, but the364

mass-action kinetics uses an activity coefficient of365

unity for all species (i.e., the species activity con-366
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centration is replaced by the species concentration,367

Cac, k = Ck). Results are labeled “R–K (Ck).”368

3. Real-gas thermodynamics and kinetics: The R–K369

EoS (Eq. 3) is used for p-v-T behavior and associ-370

ated thermodynamic calculations, and the activity371

coefficients γk are derived explicitly from the R–K372

EoS (Eq. 12). Results for this implementation are373

labeled “R–K (γk).”374

Figure 6 shows predicted IDTs for the three imple-375

mentations at an initial pressure of pin = 40 atm, along376

with the experimental shock-tube data. Simulated IDTs377

are compared to experimental data for high-pressure378

combustion of n-dodecane/air mixtures as measured by379

Prof. Matt Oehlschlaeger’s group (Rensselaer Polytech-380

nic Institute). The simulated IDTs for all three imple-381

mentations show the same qualitative trends, including382

NTC behavior at intermediate temperatures, a sharp in-383

crease toward very high IDTs at low temperature, and384

convergence toward very short delay times for T >385

1000 K. The “R–K (γk)” EoS, with consistent activity386

coefficients, predicts the experimental data most accu-387

rately. In the NTC region, depending on the assump-388

tions, the ignition delay differs by roughly 50 μs, which389

is sufficient to influence design decisions for some com-390

bustion applications. Simulations at 60 atm and 80391

atm show similar behaviors. Real-gas effects become392

more prominent with decreasing T (< 1000 K ), as fuel393

species approach their critical properties. Conversely,394

real-gas effects become insignificant for T > 1000 K.395

Predictions resulting from the second case “R–K396

(Ck)” are not thermodynamically consistent with the397

EoS. The reverse rate constant and the species concen-398

trations Ck are calculated as kfi/Kc and Xk/v respec-399

tively, instead of using the non-ideal EoS and γk. How-400

ever, the activity concentrations in the mass-action ex-401

pression are evaluated using γk = 1. However, in the ab-402

sence of clearly established best practices for such cal-403

culations, the implementation might reasonably be ap-404

plied by researchers to incorporate real-gas effects, and405

is therefore worth considering. Comparing the two real-406

gas implementations (R–K (Ck) and R–K (γk)) reveals407

that neglecting the real-gas influence on the activity co-408

efficient “R–K (Ck)” creates significant error at these409

conditions. Although the thermodynamically consistent410

implementation predicts lower IDTs than the ideal-gas411

case, the thermodynamically inconsistent model pre-412

dicts a slight increase in IDTs, due to real-gas effects.413

Great care must be taken to develop thermodynamically414

consistent EoS implementations, particularly as they re-415

late to species activity concentrations for mass-action416

kinetics.417

The trends for the three thermo-kinetic implementa-418

tions can be interpreted in terms of the mixture com-419

pressibility Z and the species activity coefficients γk.420

For the “R–K (Ck)” model, the only real-gas effect in the421

kinetics comes from the impact of Z on the molar con-422

centrations (Eq. 9). Because of the high-concentration423

bath gas (dominantly N2), the mixture behaves essen-424

tially as an ideal gas and Z is very close to the ideal-425

gas value, Z = 1. In reality, some of the hydrocar-426

bon species are much closer to their critical conditions,427

which affect the mass-action kinetics for individual re-428

actions, via activity coefficients that diverge from the429

γk = 1 case. This effect is neglected entirely in the “R–430

K (Ck)” model, but is captured in the “R–K (γk)” model.431

The influence of activity coefficients on chemical432

rates of progress is often neglected in mass-action ki-433

netics, as many studies adopt some form of the ideal-gas434

standard. Because the form of the mass-action law af-435

fects how the kinetic parameters kf are fit to experimen-436

tal data, correctly capturing real-gas effects on chemical437

kinetics is more than an academic consideration.438

The ignition-delay results illustrate the influence of439

formulating and implementing thermodynamically con-440

sistent models. Although the impact may be small441

for some problems (e.g., high-temperature flames),442

the impact for high-pressure low-temperature processes443

(e.g., catalytic fuel processing reactors) and combus-444

tion without significant N2 bath gas (e.g. pyrolysis,445

oxy-combustion) may be much greater. Thus, provid-446

ing high-fidelity and general-purpose capabilities in the447

Cantera software is expected to have great value.448

4. Heterogeneous catalysis449

Both Chemkin and Cantera have capabilities to in-450

clude surface chemistry and heterogeneous catalysis.451

However, most current catalysis models consider simple452

crystal surfaces (platinum, rhodium, nickel, etc.) and/or453

idealized oxide surfaces on chemically passive supports454

or idealized bulk phases. There is great value in ex-455

tending current capabilities to represent the more com-456

plex catalyst structures that see wide industrial use. The457

models must incorporate technologically significant ef-458

fects such as localized spillover, bulk-surface interac-459

tions, and dynamic surface structures.460
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Figure 7: Typical packed-bed reactor using a catalyst with redox-active supports. The scanning electron micrograph on the left shows nano-scale

exsolved Ni particles on a yttrium-doped barium zirconate support.

4.1. Redox-active supports461

Figure 7 illustrates a laboratory-scale packed-bed re-462

actor, showing at different length scales Ni catalyst par-463

ticles on a reactive support of BCZY (a doped per-464

ovskite oxide with bulk-phase conductivity of protons465

and other ions). These bifunctional structures have466

demonstrated excellent reforming performance, while467

resisting deleterious poisoning by carbon or sulfur de-468

posits [12]. Although not yet fully understood at the469

atomistic level, the reaction mechanisms that govern the470

catalyst-support interactions are illustrated in the right-471

hand balloons of Fig. 7.472

The unique coke tolerance of the Ni/BCZY catalyst

is related to its bifunctional properties and the redox be-

havior of the BCZY support. The BCZY support pro-

vides rapid H2O dissociation to form surface-adsorbed

hydroxyl OH(BCZY) and hydrogen H(BCZY) com-

pounds, which, upon spillover to the Ni surface, pro-

mote carbon removal via oxidation and water-gas shift

processes. Temperature and gas-phase H2O concentra-

tion variations may result in different catalytic pathways

to form surface intermediates such as formyl COH, car-

boxyl COOH or formate HCOO species. The follow-

ing surface reactions describe plausible pathways where

COOH(Ni) and COH(Ni) are formed and consumed:

H2O + BCZY � OH(BCZY) + H(BCZY) (14)

C(Ni) + OH(BCZY) � COH(Ni) + BCZY (15)

COH(Ni) + O(Ni) � COOH(Ni) + Ni (16)

COOH(Ni) + OH(Ni) � CO2(Ni) + H2O(Ni) (17)

COOH(Ni) + OH(BCZY) � CO2(Ni) + H2O(BCZY)

(18)

CO(Ni) + OH(BCZY) � COOH(Ni) + BCZY (19)

Reactions between the adsorbates on the two surfaces,473

as illustrated in Fig. 7, are driven by spillover as well as474

surface and bulk-phase species transport, which are not475

captured by the mean-field approximations that are used476

in most models. These limitations point to the value477

of enhanced modeling capabilities for heterogeneous478

surface reactions that can represent the transport and479

thermodynamics of adsorbates and bulk species near480

surface-phase interfaces.481

The Cantera architecture is designed to accommo-482

date multiple phases, as illustrated in Fig. 7 with a sin-483

gle gas phase, two bulk-solid phases with two unique484

surfaces, and surface interfaces. Cantera can represent485

so-called surface “interfaces” of different bulk phases as486

“edges” between surfaces. Reactions may occur on in-487

terfaces or at edges, but the capabilities for representing488

the interplay between these constructs and bulk-phase489

species transport are limited. Thus, critical phenomena490

in common catalyst structures, particularly with active491

supports as in Fig. 7 cannot be directly modeled. Ex-492

tensions for capabilities to model multiphase heteroge-493

neous catalysis systems have been identified and will494

likely evolve as models for particular catalyst structures495

are developed.496
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Figure 8: Zeolite catalyst with a molybdenum-carbide complex at the Brønsted acid site.

4.2. Zeolite catalysts497

Other types of catalyst-support architectures are498

widely employed for bifunctional behavior. For ex-499

ample, Fig. 8 illustrates a zeolite-based catalyst with500

a molybdenum-carbide (MoC) complex at a Brønsted501

acid site that is used in methane dehydroaromatization502

(MDA) to convert natural gas to benzene [13]. Devel-503

opment of similar bifunctional catalysts have supported504

processes such as endothermic fuel pyrolysis in hyper-505

sonic combustion applications.506

In MDA, activated CH4 on MoC sites reacts to form507

hydrogen and ethylene. The H2 and C2H4 are trans-508

ported to open Brønsted acid sites where protonation509

and deprotonation reactions ultimately produce benzene510

and other cyclic aromatic compounds. As with the511

Ni/BCZY catalyst, the MoC/zeolite bifunctional cata-512

lyst depends on adsorbates transport between surface513

phases. However, for the MoC/zeolite catalyst, the514

phase interfaces are at the molecular scale and further515

nanoscale channels within the zeolite crystal directly af-516

fect the species transport and catalytic selectivity. Cur-517

rent catalytic reactor models have limited capability to518

address such issues, motivating further extension of het-519

erogeneous surface chemistry models.520

Essentially all current chemical kinetics modeling521

software uses the mean-field approximation, which as-522

sumes that adsorbates are uniformly distributed on sur-523

faces at constant site fractions [14]. However, adsor-524

bates are known to form clusters on some catalyst sur-525

faces. In such cases, the mean-field approximation is526

invalid. Chemkin and Cantera provide interfaces to527

specify coverage-dependent activation energies that ap-528

proximate the effects of nonuniform site fractions, but529

significant opportunities to move beyond the mean-field530

approximation can advance fundamental understanding531

of adsorbate dispersion and develop corresponding soft-532

ware extensions.533

Chemkin and Cantera provide the ability to represent534

surface reactions as being microscopically reversible.535

However, as a practical matter, thermodynamic prop-536

erties must be available for all the adsorbates. Unlike537

gas-phase species, thermodynamic properties for sur-538

face species are not readily available. For surface ad-539

sorbates, computationally complex ab initio models can540

provide quantitative guidance, providing needed proper-541

ties to the heterogeneous reaction models. Developing542

thermodynamic property databases is not directly the543

role of chemical kinetics software. Nevertheless, it is544

important for next-generation catalysis models to main-545

tain compatibility with atomistic modeling capabilities.546

5. Electrochemistry547

Computational simulations play important roles in548

understanding and improving electrochemical devices549

such as batteries and fuel cells. However, the com-550

monly used chemistry models usually rely on a few551

global reactions. Unlike gas-phase combustion mech-552

anisms, which can often involve hundreds or thousands553

of reactions, large electrochemical reaction mechanisms554

typically include no more than 5–10 reactions. Thus, as555

electrochemical knowledge expands, new modeling ca-556
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Figure 9: Planar solid-oxide fuel cell (SOFC) membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) with a hydrocarbon-reforming composite anode. The reform-

ing is represented in global terms with a steam reforming reaction (CH4+H2O � 3H2+CO) and water-gas-shift reaction (CO+H2O � H2+CO2).

pabilities are needed to conveniently handle more ex-557

tensive sets of electrochemical reactions and charge-558

transfer processes.559

5.1. Solid-oxide fuel cells560

Figure 9 shows the salient features of a planar SOFC561

operating on a hydrocarbon (e.g., methane) fuel [17].562

Fuel enters via the upper flow channel and reaction563

products leave via the same channel. The oxidizer, typi-564

cally air, flows through the lower channel. The channels565

typically have characteristic dimensions on the order of566

a millimeter and the flow is typically laminar. As il-567

lustrated, the composite electrodes are porous structures568

composed of two solid phases, one being an oxygen-ion569

conductor (electrolyte) and the other being an electron570

conductor (electrode). Gases fill the pore volume. A571

dense electrolyte membrane is sandwiched between the572

electrode structures. In the case of an SOFC, the dense573

electrolyte membrane is typically a material such as574

yttrium-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), which is an oxygen-575

ion conductor with essentially no electronic conduction.576

The composite anode (negative electrode) structure577

serves several important functions. For one, the rel-578

atively thick composite serves as a structural support579

for thin (order tens of microns) dense electrolyte mem-580

brane. Second, the electron-conducting phase (e.g., Ni)581

serves as a current collector to conduct electrons to582

the bipolar plate that forms the flow channel. Charge-583

transfer chemistry (i.e., fuel electro-oxidation) proceeds584

at the three-phase boundaries (TPB) formed at the inter-585

sections between electrode particles, electrolyte parti-586

cles, and the gas. Finally, the electron-conducting phase587

(e.g., Ni), acts as a reforming catalyst, promoting the588

reaction between H2O and CO2 (electrochemical prod-589

ucts) and the fuel (e.g., CH4) to produce the more elec-590

trochemically active H2.591

The composite cathode (positive electrode) is struc-592

turally similar to the anode. Its role, however, is to593

electrochemically reduce molecular oxygen and deliver594

oxygen ions into the electrolyte phase. The strongly595

oxidizing environment in the cathode prevents use of596

electron-conducting materials such as Ni, which would597

oxidize to NiO and lose electronic conductivity. The598

electron-conducting phase for SOFC cathodes is typ-599

ically an oxide ceramic such as strontium-doped lan-600

thanum manganate (LSM).601

Electrochemical charge-transfer reactions take place602

at the interface between an electron-conducting elec-603

trode and an ion-conducting electrolyte. All electro-604

chemical charge-transfer processes are heterogeneous605

in the sense that they involve transferring electronic606

charge between two material phases. Electrochemical607

reactions involve charged species whose activity de-608

pends on the electrostatic potential of the phase in which609

the species resides, and the charge-transfer rate there-610

fore depends on the electrostatic potential difference be-611

tween the two participating phases. The species from612

which an electron is stripped is said to have been oxi-613

dized, while the species to which the electron is added614

is said to have been reduced.615

An electrochemical cell, such as a fuel cell (Fig. 9), is616

composed of two half-cells, each of which consists of an617
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e–

H2(g) + 2(Ni) H(Ni) + H(Ni)
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H2O(g) + (Ni) H2O(Ni)
CO2(g) + (Ni) CO2(Ni)
CO(g) + (Ni) CO(Ni)
O(Ni) + H(Ni) OH(Ni) + (Ni)
OH(Ni) + H(Ni) H2O(Ni) + (Ni)
OH(Ni) + OH(Ni) O(Ni) + H2O(Ni)
O(Ni) + C(Ni) CO(Ni) + (Ni)
O(Ni) + CO(Ni) CO2(Ni) + (Ni)
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O(Ni) + CH4(Ni) CH3(Ni) + OH(Ni)
O(Ni) + CH3(Ni) CH2(Ni) + OH(Ni)
O(Ni) + CH2(Ni) CH(Ni) + OH(Ni)
O(Ni) + CH(Ni) C(Ni) + OH(Ni)

O2−
O + (χ) O2−(χ) + VO

H2O(g) + (Zr) + O2−(χ) OH−(Zr) + OH−(χ)
OH−(χ) + (Zr) OH−(Zr) + (χ)
H2(g) + (Zr) + O2−(χ) H−(Zr) + OH−(χ)

TPB

Gas
phase

Gas
phase

Ni surface

YSZ surface

Three-phase boundary
H(Ni) + O2−(χ) OH−(χ) + (Ni) + e−
H(Ni) + OH−(χ) H2O(Ni) + (χ) + e−

Figure 10: Possible thermal and electrochemical reactions on the electrode (Ni) and electrolyte (YSZ) surfaces and charge-transfer reactions at the

particle interface [15]. The Ni thermal chemistry includes the possibility of methane reforming [16].

electrode and an electrolyte. The anode is the electrode618

where oxidation occurs and the cathode is the electrode619

where the reduction takes place. In principle, electrodes620

can be made from any sufficiently conductive material,621

including metals, semiconductors, graphite, or conduc-622

tive polymers. Of course, the material must be stable623

in its operating environment. An ion-conducting elec-624

trolyte (with negligible electronic conductivity) must be625

situated between the electrodes. The two electrodes (an-626

ode and cathode) must be connected electrically via an627

external circuit such that electrons can conduct between628

the electrodes and through some load. The electrochem-629

ical processes depend on oxidizing chemical species in630

one half-cell (delivering electrons from the anode) and631

reducing chemical species (consuming electrons within632

the cathode) in the other half-cell.633

Electrochemical cells can be characterized as being634

either galvanic or electrolytic. Galvanic cells, such as635

fuel cells, derive electrical energy from spontaneous636

oxidation and reduction (redox) reactions taking place637

within the electrochemical cell. Electrolytic cells, such638

as steam electrolyzers, require an imposed electric po-639

tential (polarization) in excess of the open-circuit poten-640

tial to drive the electrochemical redox processes. Gal-641

vanic cells produce electricity by oxidizing a fuel. Elec-642

trolytic cells consume electricity to activate a chemical643

process, such as reducing H2O and/or CO2 to produce644

fuel such as H2 and CO. Rechargeable batteries operate645

in both electrolytic (charging) and galvanic (discharg-646

ing) modes. Electrochemical kinetics therefore must be647

implemented in a robust and general manner, in order to648

accommodate the variety of applications and operating649

modes where electrochemistry plays a role.650

5.2. Electrochemical kinetics651

Thermal and electrochemical reversible reactions can

be represented generally as

K∑
k=1

ν′kiX
zk
k �

K∑
k=1

ν′′kiX
zk
k , (20)

where Xzk
k is the chemical symbol for the kth species652

with charge zk. The indices represent species k and re-653

action i, with K being the number of species involved654

in the reaction. The forward and backward stoichio-655

metric coefficients are represented as ν′ki and ν′′ki, respec-656

tively. Reactions may involve species that reside in dif-657

ferent phases, such as electrode and electrolyte phases.658

By convention, reversible charge-transfer reactions are659

usually written such that the forward direction is the an-660

odic direction (i.e., producing electrons). The backward661

direction is called cathodic, meaning that electrons are662

consumed.663

Consider the following elementary charge-transfer

reaction (cf., Fig. 10), which serves as an example for

developing the theory to evaluate kinetics rates,

H(Ni) + OH−(χ) � H2O(Ni) + (χ) + e−. (21)
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Two surface sites are involved—one is the Ni surface

and the other is a χ site on the YSZ surface [15]. The

anodic (forward) and cathodic (backward) stoichiomet-

ric coefficients are

ν′H(Ni) = 1, ν′OH−(χ) = 1, ν′′H2O(Ni) = 1, ν′′e− = 1, ν′′(χ) = 1.
(22)

The electrostatic potential at the Ni surface (i.e.,664

electronic-conducting electrode phase) is different from665

that at the YSZ surface (i.e., ionic-conducting elec-666

trolyte phase), which affects the activities of charged667

species residing therein. The H(Ni), H2O(Ni), and (χ)668

are assumed not to carry a charge (i.e., z = 0). The ad-669

sorbed hydroxyl OH−(χ) and the electron (within the Ni670

phase) both carry a single negative charge (i.e., z = −1).671

5.3. Rates of Progress672

Considering the general reaction (Eq. 20), a reac-

tion’s rate of progress can be written in terms of the

difference between forward (anodic) and backward (ca-

thodic) reaction rates of progress qi as

qi = qfi − qri = kfi

K∏
k=1

Cν
′
ki

ac,k − kri

K∏
k=1

Cν
′′
ki

ac,k, (23)

The activity concentrations Cac,k of gas-phase species673

are the molar concentrations Ck, under typical con-674

ditions. The activity concentrations of the surface-675

adsorbed species are the surface coverages Γmθk,m,676

where θk,m is the site fraction for species k on the sur-677

face of phase m and Γm is the total available surface site678

density on phase m.679

The forward and backward rate expressions for each

reaction i are written as

kfi = kt
fi exp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−βfi

K∑
k=1

νkizkFΦk

RT

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (24)

kri = kt
ri exp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣+βri

K∑
k=1

νkizkFΦk

RT

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (25)

where νki = ν
′′
ki − ν′ki. βfi and βri are the forward and680

backward symmetry factors, with βfi + βri = 1 for el-681

ementary (i.e., single-electron transfer) reactions. The682

forward and backward thermal rate coefficients (i.e., at683

zero electric-potential difference) are represented as kt
fi684

and kt
ri.685

Each phase m is assumed to be at an electric potential686

Φm. However, as a matter of convenience in compu-687

tational implementation, each species can be assigned688

the potential associated with its phase. In other words,689

in writing Eqs. 24 and 25, each species k is assigned690

with an electric potential Φk, not the phase Φm directly.691

Generally, each species assumes the electric potential of692

phase in which it exists. The gas phase is usually con-693

sidered to be electrically neutral.694

If all the charged species in an electrochemical re-695

action are in the same phase, the electric potentials do696

not affect the reaction rate (i.e., the exponential fac-697

tors in Eqs. 24 and 25 are exactly unity). For exam-698

ple, consider the reaction I2 + I− � I−3 , which may oc-699

cur within an aqueous electrolyte (i.e., a single phase).700

In this case, assuming Φk is the same for all species,701 ∑
k νkzk = νI2

zI2
+ νI−zI− + νI−

3
zI−

3
= (−1) × (0) + (−1) ×702

(−1)+(+1)×(−1) = 0. However, when there is a transfer703

of charge between phases at different electric potentials,704

the exponential factors in Eqs. 24 and 25 are not equal705

to unity, and the charge transfer reaction rate is modified706

by the electric potentials.707

The thermal reaction rate expressions kt
i (kt

fi or kt
ri)

are usually represented using the modified Arrhenius

expression as

kt
i = AiT ni exp

(
− Ei

RT

)
, (26)

where Ei represents the activation energy, Ai the pre-

exponential factor, and ni the temperature exponent.

To satisfy microscopic reversibility and maintain ther-

modynamic consistency, the thermal component of the

backward (cathodic) rate kt
ri is related to the forward

(anodic) rate kt
fi via the reaction equilibrium constant

Ki as

Ki =
kt

fi

kt
ri
= exp

(
−ΔG◦i

RT

)
, (27)

where ΔG◦i is the change of the standard-state Gibbs708

free energy for the reaction. Evaluating ΔG◦i , and hence709

the equilibrium constant, requires quantitative thermo-710

chemical properties for all species in the reaction.711

Return attention to a charge-transfer reaction in712

the electrochemical hydrogen-oxidation mechanism713

(Eq. 21). Figure 11 illustrates potential-energy surfaces714

that assist understanding the influence of electric poten-715

tials on charge-transfer rates. The potential-energy sur-716

face on the left represents the reactants and the one on717

the right represents the products. The electric-potential718

difference between the electrode (here, the anode Ni)719

and the electrolyte (here, the YSZ) is written as Ea =720

Φa − Φe. The equilibrium electric-potential difference721

Eeq
a is the electric-potential difference at which the re-722

action proceeds at equal and opposite rates in the an-723
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Figure 11: Potential energy surfaces to assist visualizing the effect of

electric-potential difference on charge-transfer reaction rates.

odic (forward) and cathodic (backward) directions (il-724

lustrated as the dashed line).725

There is a potential-energy barrier between the reac-726

tant and product states, which tends to be cusp-like for727

charge-transfer reactions. When proceeding in the an-728

odic direction, the charge-transfer reaction illustrated in729

Fig. 11 delivers electrons to the anode, which is at a730

lower electric potential than the electrolyte. The neg-731

atively charged electron is naturally repelled from the732

negative electrode. Some of the chemical energy stored733

as chemical bonds in the reactants is therefore converted734

to electric current as electrons are delivered into the Ni735

anode. As the electric potential of the anode increases736

relative to the electrolyte (i.e., Ea increases), the barrier737

to the electron transfer decreases. The symmetry fac-738

tors β are related to the slopes of the potential-energy739

surfaces at their crossing point. Because the slopes are740

typically similar, the symmetry factors for elementary741

reactions are usually near β ≈ 1/2. When the anode742

electric potential Φa is increased relative to the adjoin-743

ing electrolyte electric potential Φe, the activation over-744

potential ηact is increased by the same amount. As illus-745

trated in Fig. 11, the product-side potential energy sur-746

face is lowered by ηactF and the anodic energy barrier is747

lowered by βaηactF.748

To fully support electrochemical modeling, capabili-749

ties must exist to evaluate electrochemical reaction rates750

and provide functionality to specify needed physical and751

electrochemical chemical parameters (e.g., symmetry752

factors β, species charges zk,...). Moreover, capabili-753

ties will likely be needed to support alternative charge-754

transfer rate expressions and reaction types. The Butler–755

Volmer formulation is one such example.756

5.4. Butler–Volmer form757

The charge-transfer processes at the electrode and

electrolyte interfaces normally involves several thermal

and electrochemical reaction steps. In other words, the

overall charge-transfer process is not the result of a sin-

gle elementary reaction. The charge-transfer rates of

the electrochemical reactions, such as electrochemical

H2 oxidation within the SOFC anode and O2 reduction

within the SOFC cathode, can be represented globally

in terms of Butler–Volmer formulation as

ie,BV = i◦
[
exp

(
αaFηact

RT

)
− exp

(
−αcFηact

RT

)]
, (28)

where αa and αc are the anodic and cathodic symmet-

ric factors, i0 the exchange current density, and ηact the

activation overpotential. The symmetry parameters α
(Eq. 28) indicate a global reaction process. Unlike

the symmetry parameters β used for elementary (i.e.,

single-electron transfer) reactions (Eqs. 24 and 25), it

is generally the case that αa + αc � 1. The activation

overpotential ηact is defined as

ηact = Eed − Eeq

ed
= (Φed − Φel) − (Φed − Φel)

eq , (29)

where Eed = (Φed − Φel) is the electric-potential dif-758

ference between the electrode phase and the electrolyte759

phase, and Eeq

ed
= (Φed − Φel)

eq is the electric-potential760

difference that causes the charge-transfer reaction to be761

equilibrated (i.e., proceeding in the anodic and cathodic762

directions at equal and opposite rates).763

Figure 12 illustrates the functional behavior of the764

Butler–Volmer equation. Figures 12a and 12b represent765

an elementary reaction with βa = βc = 0.5. The negative766

overpotentials represent the cathodic branch, indicating767

that the reaction proceeds in the reverse (cathodic) di-768

rection, consuming electrons. The positive overpoten-769

tials indicate forward (anodic) rate of progress, produc-770

ing electrons. Figure 12b plots the absolute value of771

the dimensionless current density. This form is called a772

Tafel plot. At relatively large overpotentials the slopes773

of the Tafel plot approach the symmetry factors, which774

are called Tafel slopes. Figures 12c and 12d show775

the behaviors for a global reaction with αa = 1.5 and776

αc = 0.5. Clearly, there is great asymmetry in the an-777

odic and cathodic branches. As in the symmetric case,778

the Tafel slopes approach the symmetry factors α.779

While current Cantera capabilities support the ba-780

sic Marcus theory presented in Eqs. 23–27, function-781

ality does not currently exist to support Butler–Volmer782
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Figure 12: Representative functional forms of the Butler–Volmer equation. (a) Dimensionless exchange current density with equal symmetry

factors, βa = βc = 0.5. (b) Tafel plot of the dimensionless exchange current density with equal symmetry factors, βa = βc = 0.5. (c) Dimensionless

exchange current density with unequal symmetry factors, αc = 0.5, αa = 1.5. (d) Tafel plot of the dimensionless exchange current density with

unequal symmetry factors, αc = 0.5, αa = 1.5. The dotted lines show projections of the Tafel slopes.

formulations. Given the prominence of Butler–Volmer783

rates presented in electrochemical literature, extensions784

to support these rate expressions will have great value.785

5.5. Li-ion batteries786

Figure 13 illustrates the range of relevant length787

scales within a Li-ion battery. Although fuel cells and788

batteries are both electrochemical devices that share789

similarities in the electrochemistry, there are significant790

differences that affect chemical kinetics and hence the791

needed software tools.792

Many batteries, but not all, rely on intercalation elec-

trodes. Consider, for example, as illustrated in Fig. 14,

a charge-transfer reaction at the interface between the

electrolyte solvent and a graphite anode. The reversible

reaction may be written as

LiC6(ed) � Li+(el) + C6(ed) + e−(ed), (30)

where the nomenclature (ed) and (el) refer to the elec-793

trode and electrolyte phases, respectively. The graphite794

electrode has electronic conductivity. The Li inter-795

calates into the anode, forming the LiC6(ed). Reac-796

tion 30 is written with the forward direction being an-797

odic, meaning that electrons are produced within the798

electrode as the battery discharges. The reaction pro-799

ceeds in the reverse (cathodic) direction upon charging.800

The rates of charge-transfer reactions (e.g., Eq. 30)801

may be expressed using either the elementary Marcus802

theory or the Butler–Volmer form. However, essentially803

all battery literature uses the Butler–Volmer form. One804

reason is that it is relatively easy to measure reversible805

(open-circuit) potentials and represent the reaction rates806

in terms of overpotentials. In any case, the Cantera807

software must be extended to handle charge-transfer re-808

action rate expressions in either form.809

In typical Li-ion batteries, a solid electrolyte interface810

(SEI) forms as a passivation layer at the anode surface811

due to electrolyte instability at the low-voltage anode812

surface. Formation of a stable, conductive SEI benefi-813

cially prevents further electrolyte degradation, but also814

deleteriously increases the anode charge-transfer resis-815

tance. Chemical breakdown of the SEI at elevated tem-816

peratures is also a significant factor in the “thermal run-817

away” process that can lead to catastrophic battery fail-818

ure and is a serious safety concern that limits Li bat-819

tery adoption. Despite the importance of SEI chemistry820

for battery performance and safety, existing models em-821

ploy only the simplest of chemical mechanisms, some822

of which consider only one SEI species and one reac-823

tion [18–24].824

The reaction mechanisms illustrated in Fig. 15 rep-825

resent one of the more complete SEI models in the lit-826

erature [18, 21], but even this is only a partial repre-827

sentation of the SEI chemical complexity. Planned ex-828

tensions of the Cantera software are needed to repre-829

sent the chemical and electrochemical complexity of830

SEI formation, growth, and decomposition.831
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Figure 13: Range of scales in a Li-ion battery. The microscopic images for lithium-ion-phosphate anode particles are courtesy of Prof. William

Cheuh (Stanford University).

The overall paucity of detailed electrochemical reac-832

tion mechanisms is due in part to the central role of ma-833

terials discovery, where performance advances are gen-834

erally associated with new materials and chemistries.835

Developing new detailed reaction mechanisms can be836

a challenging and lengthy process that struggles to keep837

pace with materials development. Thus, advanced mod-838

eling tools that facilitate mechanism development for839

new materials are extraordinarily valuable, especially840

in environments where the materials and chemistries841

themselves are works in progress and change frequently.842

Li+

LiC6

e−

C6 Electrode

Electrolyte

Figure 14: Illustration of a charge-transfer reaction at the graphite-

electrolyte interface in the Li-ion battery anode. As illustrated, the

battery is charging. Reaction 30 is a reversible reaction, but written

with the forward direction being anodic (i.e., battery discharge).

In addition, new physical models and capabilities843

are required to accurately describe some charge-transfer844

processes. Figure 16 illustrates the range of phases and845

charge transfer processes that characterize a lithium-846

iron-phosphate LiFePO4 cathode. Electrochemical re-847

actions involve a wide array of condensed phases—848

liquid electrolytes and solids—with thermodynamic be-849

haviors that are not accurately described by current850

models. Because electrochemical models require accu-851

rate species thermodynamic expressions for equilibrium852

voltage predictions, new thermodynamic classes are re-853

quired in Cantera for these phases. In the lithium iron854

phosphate phase, new capabilities are also required to855

describe the phase transformation front that accompa-856

nies lithiation of the cathode (Fig. 16). This will require857

advanced models not currently found in either Cantera858

or Chemkin, which go beyond mean-field theory. Fi-859

nally, in the electrolyte solvent phase, the high concen-860

tration of the lithium salts mean that typical “dilute so-861

lution” approximations (as in common Fick’s Law ex-862

pressions) are no longer valid. Instead, concentrated so-863

lution theory needs to be supported to enable accurate864

transport calculations.865

The preceding text lays out some of the challenges866

for electrochemistry modeling, but a wide array of new867
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Figure 15: Representation of SEI chemistry in a Li-ion battery. The SEI is a passivation layer that forms at the surface of the graphite anode.

Understanding the complex chemistry therein is critical to improving battery performance, durability, and safety.

phase models and alternative charge-transfer pathways,868

beyond those in Fig. 16 for modeling lithium iron phos-869

phate cathodes, will require novel software solutions870

beyond current capabilities. For example, in lithium-871

sulfur and lithium-O2 batteries—two promising “be-872

yond Li-ion” batteries capable of storing significantly873

more energy per unit weight, relative to current technol-874

ogy, have charge transfer reactions via heterogeneous875

nucleation and growth of insoluble precipitates. Model-876

ing such reactions will require support for nucleation877

and growth theory for kinetic rates and for adequate878

quantitative descriptions of the precipitate phases be-879

Figure 16: Illustration of the complex array of charge transfer pro-

cesses and thermodynamic phase models required for lithium iron

phosphate electrodes.

yond current mean-field theory approaches.880

5.6. Electrochemical properties881

As is evident from the foregoing discussion, the eval-882

uation of charge-transfer rates depends on electrostatic-883

potential differences at phase interfaces. Thus, models884

must incorporate charge-conservation equations whose885

solution yields the electrostatic-potential distributions886

within electrode and electrolyte phases. In some sense887

this is analogous to reacting flow models (e.g., com-888

bustion) solving mass, momentum and energy equations889

to yield distributions of temperature, pressure, velocity890

and species concentrations. The role of software such as891

Cantera is to provide the functionalities that are needed892

to evaluate terms in the conservation equations. Func-893

tions must be available to evaluate properties such as894

temperature-dependent ionic and electronic conductiv-895

ities as well as charged-defect mobilities in the partic-896

ipating phases. As with thermodynamic and transport897

properties for the fluid phases, parameters to define the898

basic electrochemical material properties must be pro-899

vided by the user or be available via databases.900

5.7. Standard electrochemical models901

There is great value in making available rela-902

tively straightforward “standard” user-friendly model-903

ing frameworks for electrochemistry. In gas-phase904
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chemistry research, models such as continuously stirred905

tank reactors (CSTR), plug-flow reactors (PFR), pre-906

mixed flames, and other settings are readily available907

and widely used. There are very few equivalents908

in electrochemistry. The so-called Newman models909

(named for Prof. John Newman, University of Califor-910

nia, Berkeley) are widely used for modeling Li-ion bat-911

teries. However, the chemistry capabilities are very lim-912

ited. Within the Cantera framework a number of low-913

dimensional electrochemical models could be devel-914

oped. Examples could include laboratory experiments915

such as rotating-disk electrodes, cyclic voltammetry, or916

button-cell fuel cells. There are also opportunities for917

modeling technology applications such fuel cells or bat-918

teries. Working within the Cantera framework would919

enable the incorporation of much more complex chem-920

istry and electrochemistry than is currently available.921

6. Databases922

Property databases play critically important roles in923

supporting research communities generally and mod-924

eling initiatives particularly. For example, Chemkin925

users rely heavily on the electronic availability of926

thermodynamics- and transport-property databases as927

well as readily available reaction mechanisms. Devel-928

opers of new reaction mechanisms, particularly for gas929

phase mechanisms, begin with previously published re-930

action mechanisms and supporting properties. Some931

measure of format standardization is important to the932

widespread and convenient use of databases.933

As new capabilities are developed, there will be con-934

tinuing needs to establish and validate the physical pa-935

rameters used therein. For example, species-specific936

parameters and mixing coefficients in non-ideal equa-937

tions of state (such as the Redlich–Kwong EoS) are not938

included in current thermodynamic databases for mod-939

eling reactive flows. To incorporate these parameters940

into complex reaction mechanisms involving numerous941

species, databases of these non-ideal EoS parameters942

must be sustained and based on fundamental principles.943

These non-ideal EoS parameters will be required for in-944

termediate and highly reactive species where measured945

data will be unavailable.946

Heterogeneous reaction processes usually involve947

bulk-phase materials (e.g., catalysts and supports).948

Solid-phase thermodynamic and transport properties949

play essential roles in modeling such processes. CAL-950

PHAD [25] and FactSage [26] are software tools that951

provide capabilities for establishing and developing952

databases for material properties that can be readily in-953

tegrated into heterogeneous reactor models. The Can-954

tera software can benefit by establishing electronic955

access to these modeling capabilities and associated956

databases.957

For electrochemical models, significant new data958

about charge-transfer reactions, ionic species trans-959

port properties, and thermodynamics of intermediate960

species will be critical. The thermodynamics and trans-961

port properties for many, if not most, charged species,962

have not been measured and are certainly not readily963

available. Assuming that the properties can be estab-964

lished (theoretically and/or experimentally), validated965

databases must be developed and supported. The avail-966

ability of species and materials property databases as967

well as reaction mechanisms will be of vital importance968

for accelerating adoption of these modeling tools by969

academic, industrial, and government researchers.970

7. Software interoperability971

As with the Chemkin capabilities, the Cantera soft-972

ware is not designed or intended to stand alone. Rather,973

it plays valuable intermediate and enabling roles. Thus,974

compatibility with other software is essential. The ma-975

jority of users interact with Cantera via writing or using976

Matlab or Python scripts that access core Cantera ca-977

pabilities to evaluate thermodynamic, transport, or ki-978

netics functions. In these cases, it is the role of the979

user’s program to implement the formulation and solu-980

tion of governing conservation equations. Thus, as new981

core Cantera capabilities are developed (i.e., written982

in C++), it is important that the interface wrappers are983

written to enable convenient access from higher-level984

programming languages.985

7.1. Fundamental or ab initio models986

The Cantera software must use thermodynamic and987

transport properties as well as chemical kinetics rate ex-988

pressions and parameters. However, it is not the role989

of Cantera to develop such properties and parameters.990

Rather, fundamental chemical properties and rate theo-991

ries must come from experiment or from ab initio mod-992

els. As such, it is essential that the Cantera capabilities993

be written and supported in ways that facilitate effective994

and convenient communication with more fundamental995

supporting software.996
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Figure 17: Computational Fluid Dynamics model of a gas-turbine

combustor. Image courtesy of CD-adapco.

7.2. Computational fluid dynamics997

The Cantera software must also communicate with998

“higher-level” software such as computational fluid dy-999

namics and multiphysics simulation tools, including1000

commercial and open-source software tools. Such soft-1001

ware interfaces will enable the incorporation of latest1002

chemical kinetics theories and models into practical re-1003

actor or combustor development. For example, Fig. 171004

illustrates a relatively complex CFD simulation of a1005

combustor. Assuming that the CFD software accesses1006

chemistry functions via Cantera, the simulation could1007

easily take advantage of new formulations in non-ideal1008

equations of state, thermodynamics, and combustion ki-1009

netics. Such a capability enables the rapid and effective1010

incorporation of new academic research into practical1011

technology development.1012

In principle, because the core Cantera functions are1013

written as object-oriented C++, the incorporation into1014

CFD models should be possible. Nevertheless, given1015

the inherent complexity of both software sets, numer-1016

ous practical challenges will need to be addressed and1017

resolved. Some of these challenges are technical and1018

some may well be connected with legitimate and prag-1019

matic business interests of the CFD developers.1020

7.3. Algorithms and mathematics1021

The Cantera software is designed to facilitate the1022

simulation of chemically reacting processes across a1023

broad range of potential applications. The Cantera1024

code itself is designed to represent aspects of physical1025

chemistry and molecular transport in very general set-1026

tings. However, to have practical utility in developing1027

models for particular processes of interest, the chemical1028

functions must integrate with higher level programming1029

languages and computational mathematics.1030

For a majority of users, Matlab or Python serve as1031

the programming language. Most Cantera functions1032

can be conveniently accessed from these programming1033

platforms. Most users use the embedded computational1034

mathematics within these packages.1035

The Cantera software is distributed with a number1036

of applications, such as low-dimensional flame models.1037

These applications are typically written in C++, with1038

the computational mathematics implemented using the1039

open-source Sundials software.1040

High level modeling software, including commercial1041

CFD software, may use special-purpose algorithms or1042

propriety solvers. However, beyond accessible inter-1043

faces, the core Cantera functions should be indepen-1044

dent of the application model and solution algorithms.1045

7.4. Parallel computing1046

As scientific problems increase in size and complex-1047

ity, massively parallel computing hardware has emerged1048

as an important enabling resource. Especially with large1049

reaction mechanisms, solving CFD problems on serial1050

computers can be prohibitively expensive. Thus, Can-1051

tera must be configured to work in a parallel com-1052

puting environment. An interesting aspect of paral-1053

lel computing involves the dispatch of certain small,1054

but computationally intensive, tasks to graphical pro-1055

cessing units (GPU). To take advantage of these com-1056

puting resources, Cantera must be at least compati-1057

ble with standard GPU-based languages such as CUDA1058

and OpenCL. Prof. James Sutherland (University of1059

Utah) and colleagues have developed a GPU-based1060

library PoKiTT (Portable Kinetics, Thermodynamics,1061

and Transport) that achieves significant efficiency im-1062

provements in chemical kinetics models [27]. Large-1063

scale CFD simulations will benefit greatly by integrat-1064

ing Canterawith software tools that work in the parallel1065

and GPU environments.1066

8. Cantera Community1067

While still in early development stages, Prof. David1068

Goodwin began releasing versions of his Cantera1069
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software in the early 2000s. The potential value1070

of the new software paradigm was recognized, espe-1071

cially among academics. Open-source, well-structured,1072

object-oriented software formed the basis on which to1073

grow and share future developments. Goodwin es-1074

tablished a website from which the software could be1075

downloaded. However, the installation process was1076

complicated and there was very little documentation.1077

Nevertheless, despite practical impediments, a Devel-1078

oper community and a User community began to grow.1079

The Cantera enterprise operates without any offi-1080

cially sanctioned structure. Through extraordinary vol-1081

unteer efforts, Dr. Ray Speth (MIT) has emerged as the1082

de facto coordinator. Dr. Speth essentially maintains the1083

core software and controls the public releases. A num-1084

ber of other capable individuals should also be identi-1085

fied as playing important roles in developing and sup-1086

porting Cantera. Identifying individuals can be thorny,1087

because deserving individuals may be inadvertently not1088

acknowledged. Nevertheless, a few of the active de-1089

velopers and support contributors include Profs. Bryan1090

Weber (University of Connecticut), Steven DeCaluwe1091

(Colorado School of Mines), Kyle Neimeyer (Oregon1092

State), and Richard West (Northeastern).1093

8.1. Developer community1094

The Cantera core developer community is relatively1095

small. The low-level C++ software is complex, with1096

serious production-scale development demanding the1097

combination of in-depth knowledge in chemical physics1098

and object-oriented programming. Today, there are1099

fewer than ten core developers.1100

Application software is developed using the core ca-1101

pabilities. For example, a premixed flame simulation1102

would be considered an application. There are many1103

more application developers than there are core devel-1104

opers. Broadly speaking, application developers need1105

to derive problem-specific conservation equations and1106

implement computational solution algorithms. For ap-1107

plications with broad applicability, user interfaces and1108

documentation need to be written as well.1109

Since 2004, 27 individuals have contributed code that1110

has been incorporated into the released versions. Of1111

these 27 contributors, ten contributors have made more1112

than 10 commits. Since the beginning of 2016, Cantera1113

has received 634 commits from 15 contributors. To date1114

in 2017, there have been 107 commits from 9 contribu-1115

tors. These contributions include new code and software1116

revisions, corrections, etc.1117

Figure 18: Cantera Workshop that was held in conjunction with the

National Combustion meeting in Washington, DC in April 2017. The

workshop was organized and facilitated by Drs. Ray Speth (MIT),

Steven DeCaluwe (Colorado School of Mines), and Bryan Weber

(University of Connecticut).

8.2. Support community1118

There is an active on-line volunteer support com-1119

munity. The Cantera Users’ Group [cantera-1120

users@googlegroups.com] hosts a very busy website1121

where user’s questions are posed and mostly answered.1122

As a practical matter, a few individuals, who are gener-1123

ally also developers, answer most of the queries. Never-1124

theless, this is a highly valuable resource that facilitates1125

rapid communication among the Cantera community.1126

Since 2009, 1519 topics/threads have been posted on1127

the users’ group; in the first six months of 2017, 1761128

new threads were created, totaling 832 individual posts1129

and 8304 views.1130

Dr. Ray Speth (MIT) plays a very major and extraor-1131

dinarily valuable role in supporting Cantera. Anyone1132

who monitors the Users’ Group email traffic will know1133

that Dr. Speth handles a majority of the queries, with1134

great care and patience. Calling specific attention to1135

Dr. Speth is in no way meant to detract from the nu-1136

merous other contributors who volunteer valuable assis-1137

tance and advice via the Users’ Group.1138
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8.3. User community1139

Although the precise number of active users is diffi-1140

cult ascertain, there are certainly a few thousand users.1141

Most are in academia. Since Cantera v2.3.0 was re-1142

leased in January 2017, the binary installer packages1143

have been downloaded over 5,500 times by users on1144

Windows, macOS, and Linux platforms. Statistics are1145

unavailable for clones of the source repository or installs1146

using Homebrew on macOS.1147

Most users interact with Cantera in two ways. One is1148

to use applications (e.g., a flame model) to study aspects1149

of combustion chemistry, interpret laboratory measure-1150

ments, etc. The other is to develop simulations for par-1151

ticular circumstances. In most cases, the user is writ-1152

ing in Matlab or Python and accessing Cantera func-1153

tions. There are thousands of such programs being writ-1154

ten, ranging from homework exercises to research ini-1155

tiatives. Most such programs do not have the generality1156

needed to develop them further into supported and dis-1157

tributed applications.1158

9. Software Management1159

Cantera software is already a large and complex1160

body of software, which is expected to grow in techni-1161

cal scope and user acceptance. However, sustaining the1162

growth and vitality of such an enterprise demands some1163

supporting infrastructure. This can be especially chal-1164

lenging for open-source software where a continuing re-1165

source base (financial and staffing) must be established.1166

Certainly there is a legitimate government role in sup-1167

porting the development of advanced software tools that1168

support a wider research base. However, most govern-1169

ment funding agencies are not interested in maintaining,1170

distributing, and supporting established software. Thus,1171

practically speaking, some of enduring support must be1172

identified.1173

9.1. Documentation1174

Good documentation is critically important to the1175

widespread use and success of software packages. This1176

is especially true for software that embodies complex-1177

ity in the underpinning science. Certainly the extensive1178

documentation that supports Chemkin is an important1179

contributing factor in its long-standing success.1180

There are at least two important aspects to software1181

documentation. One involves explaining the underlying1182

science. Especially in research, successfully using soft-1183

ware depends on the user fully understanding what the1184

software is doing. For example, users of software that1185

deal with supercritical fluids should really understand1186

the supporting equations of state and thermodynamics.1187

By contrast, users of software such as Photoshop re-1188

ally do not need to understand the theory of image ma-1189

nipulation. Thus, the documentation for Cantera must1190

explain, or at least state clearly, the theory that certain1191

functions implement.1192

The other important aspect of documentation in-1193

volves using the software itself. One of the first tasks1194

that a new user encounters is the installation proce-1195

dure. Software such as Chemkin or Cantera are con-1196

structed with hundreds of low-level functions with par-1197

ticular purposes. To be practically useful, the user needs1198

to know how to find and interact with the functions.1199

Historically, software was supported by written docu-1200

mentation in the form of user manuals. Today, very few1201

commercial software packages ship with printed user1202

manuals. For users who prefer a physical book, there1203

are numerous user guides that are written privately and1204

are available for sale. Such a model might be viable for1205

high-level scientific software. In other words, there may1206

be a sufficiently viable market to entice authors to write1207

and sell documentation.1208

Without a doubt, electronic versions of documenta-1209

tion must be available. However, there are numerous al-1210

ternatives. Perhaps the easiest is simply to provide pdf1211

representations of a written document. Interactive doc-1212

umentation is perhaps more useful, but likely requires1213

more effort to develop and support.1214

To some extent, open-source code can be self-1215

documented using software tools such as Doxygen.1216

However, the code’s author must exercise the self-1217

discipline to incorporate the appropriate in-line doc-1218

umentation. Then, the user must be able to locate1219

and use the resulting documentation. So, while in-1220

line documentation is surely a good idea and should1221

be strongly encouraged, most users will find more1222

traditional narrative-style documentation to be more1223

friendly.1224

Clearly, any viable software package needs easily ac-1225

cessible documentation. Whether or not it is physi-1226

cally printed, the content must be written. As any-1227

one who has written such documentation knows well,1228

producing such documentation is a large and tedious1229

task. Many, even most, software developers are less1230

than enthusiastic about writing high-quality documen-1231
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tation. The extensions to Cantera will likely be written1232

by a diverse set of developers with different sources and1233

mechanisms of support. So, especially for open-source1234

software without explicit commercial incentives, some1235

means must be found to produce documentation.1236

9.1.1. Coordination and control1237

Especially with software that is developed and sup-1238

ported by a large and diverse community, coordination1239

and control can be difficult. As with the software itself,1240

some organization must be established with the respon-1241

sibility for maintaining the core code and ensuring that1242

updates and extensions are sufficiently verified and val-1243

idated. Furthermore, documentation standards will re-1244

quire developers of new capabilities to deliver compli-1245

ant documentation before those capabilities are included1246

into formal software releases.1247

9.2. Open-source and licensing1248

Without any doubt, the core Cantera software will be1249

developed and maintained as open-source code. How-1250

ever, the particulars of how that happens need some at-1251

tention. The current software is licensed using Berke-1252

ley Software Distribution (BSD-3), which has minimal1253

use restrictions. All extensions that are adopted into the1254

core capability will be licensed similarly using BSD-3.1255

Future development is expected to proceed with a range1256

of developers, who work for a variety of institutions.1257

Thus, there could potentially be institutional issues that1258

must be resolved concerning intellectual property agree-1259

ments between employees (e.g., faculty) and institutions1260

(e.g., universities). The author and the author’s institu-1261

tion may hold copyright, and must surely be recognized1262

for their contributions.1263

9.2.1. Berkeley Software Distribution licensing1264

The BSD license is widely used and accepted in1265

open-source software. The license has legal standing1266

and cannot be revoked. The BSD-3 license reads sim-1267

ply as:1268

Redistribution and use in source and binary1269

forms, with or without modification, are per-1270

mitted provided that the following conditions1271

are met:1272

1. Redistributions of source code must re-1273

tain the above copyright notice, this list1274

of conditions, and the disclaimer below.1275

2. Redistributions in binary form must re-1276

produce the above copyright notice, this1277

list of conditions, and the disclaimer1278

(as noted below) in the documentation1279

and/or other materials provided with the1280

distribution.1281

3. Neither the name of [the Copyright1282

holder] nor the names of its contributors1283

may be used to endorse or promote prod-1284

ucts derived from this software without1285

specific prior written permission.1286

9.2.2. Relevant precedents1287

The Sundials (SUite of Nonlinear and DIfferen-1288

tial/ALgebraic Equation Solvers) software was devel-1289

oped and is maintained by the Lawrence Livermore1290

National Laboratory (LLNL). The open-source code is1291

widely used in the research and academic communities.1292

Among other capabilities, Sundials includes high-level,1293

well-documented capabilities to solve stiff systems of1294

ordinary differential equations. The software is copy-1295

righted by LLNL and distributed as open-source code1296

under a BSD license.1297

The Cantera software uses the Sundials software in1298

several of its applications. This is a good example of1299

the leverage associated with one high-level open-source1300

software package (i.e., Cantera) taking advantage of1301

other supporting high-level software (i.e., Sundials).1302

Because both packages are written as object-oriented1303

C++, integrating the packages is relatively straightfor-1304

ward.1305

9.2.3. Commercial use1306

There may be good reasons for the core open-source1307

code to be embedded into commercial software, which1308

is entirely acceptable. The Sundials computational1309

mathematics software, serves a good example.1310

The Star-ccm+ software is a leading commercial1311

CFD offering that is developed by CD-adapco. When1312

Star-ccm+ is used for combustion and chemical kinet-1313

ics applications, solving stiff differential equations is1314

central to the overall computational algorithms. Rather1315

than develop new stiff differential equation software,1316

CD-adapco incorporated the Sundials solvers. Incorpo-1317

rating BSD-licensed software in no way compromises1318

the proprietary nature of the CFD software that uses the1319

open-source software.1320

Because the Cantera core software is written in1321
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object-oriented C++, it can interface comfortably with1322

commercial CFD software (e.g., Fluent, Star-ccm+,1323

or Converge) or with open-source CFD software (e.g.,1324

OpenFoam). Because of the BSD licensing, there are no1325

practical restrictions to its incorporation into commer-1326

cial highly capable CFD offerings. In this way, users1327

can benefit from state of the art chemistry capabilities in1328

the context of geometrically complex CFD simulation.1329

For example, a gas-turbine designer could include Can-1330

tera-based supercritical-fluid capabilities into the sim-1331

ulation of a combustor can using Fluent. Of course,1332

commercial CFD developers would need to enable and1333

support such interfaces. There is precedent with com-1334

mercial CFD developers for incorporating Chemkin ca-1335

pabilities.1336

9.3. Maintenance and control1337

Cantera represents a large and complex body of soft-1338

ware. As the software capabilities and user base grow,1339

there is increasing need for formal mechanisms to main-1340

tain and support the enterprise. With open-source, non-1341

commercial, software there are challenges in establish-1342

ing and sustaining an effective support structure. In ad-1343

dition to technical challenges, some form of staffing and1344

financial support is likely to be needed.1345

The viability of software packages depends on a user1346

base that is confident that underpinning formulations1347

are scientifically correct and that the implementations1348

are bug-free. If errors are found, they must be repaired1349

quickly. As new capabilities are implemented, some de-1350

gree of backward compatibility is needed. Although1351

recognizing the need for achieving such objectives is1352

easy, practical aspects of realizing the objectives can be1353

more difficult.1354

Looking ahead, new capabilities will likely be devel-1355

oped by a scientifically diverse and geographically sepa-1356

rated set of researchers. Some control must be exercised1357

over the process by which new contributions are incor-1358

porated into the core capability. There must be rigorous1359

evaluation of the scientific correctness. Testing proto-1360

cols must be established to assure that the software is1361

correctly implemented. Accompanying documentation1362

must be written, possibly complying with some format-1363

ting standards. As software evolves, formal protocols1364

are followed for version control and public releases. In1365

principle, all these functions are well understood and1366

are critical aspects of commercial software development1367

and maintenance. Especially as it grows, some formal1368

organization is likely needed to manage the Cantera1369

initiative.1370

Currently, Dr. Ray Speth serves voluntarily, and very1371

competently, as the de facto manager of the Cantera1372

software. With long-term viability in mind, there are1373

good reasons to formalize and probably broaden the1374

support structure. This in no way diminishes the value1375

of uncompensated community support. Nevertheless, a1376

compensated and dedicated support staff with well de-1377

fined roles and responsibilities would benefit the overall1378

growth, adoption, and viability of the Cantera capabil-1379

ities. Of course, some means of secure funds for com-1380

pensation is required.1381

There are certainly successful precedents for support-1382

ing open-source software. Examples include Linux and1383

Python. Foundations can be established, with different1384

mechanisms for acquiring the funding needed to main-1385

tain a staff. Nonprofit organizations such as NumFO-1386

CUS (http://www.numfocus.org/about.html) serve as a1387

vehicle to support financial aspects of open-source soft-1388

ware projects. The NumFOCUS organization is not di-1389

rectly involved with the software per se, but rather it1390

serves as a neutral third party for handling financial1391

transactions such as donations. Prof. Kyle Niemeyer1392

(Oregon State) has approached the NumFOCUS group1393

and they have expressed interest in working with the1394

Cantera initiative.1395

10. Identification and prioritization of needs1396

Broadly speaking, developing “next-generation” ca-1397

pabilities and software is open-ended, potentially lead-1398

ing in many different directions. Thus, assuming lim-1399

ited availability of resources, some prioritization is ap-1400

propriate. To the extent possible, understanding needs1401

of the broader community and achieving some consen-1402

sus among the stakeholders is valuable in establishing1403

priorities and allocating resources.1404

The Theoretical Chemistry group and collaborators at1405

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) represent a good1406

cross section of interested stakeholders. Following a1407

meeting with that group in October 2016, Dr. Al Wagner1408

and colleagues offered a written list of topics and initia-1409

tives that would be valuable in their research. Quoting1410

directly, that list follows as:1411

• Effectively parallelized code: We believe the com-1412

plete market for Chemkin would want parallelized1413

code. We may want to run 10000 coupled runs for1414

flame propagation. Currently even for small mech-1415

anisms it takes multiple days to reach full conver-1416

gence in ChemkinPro with best parameters. This1417
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leads to people making assumptions that are prob-1418

ably not warranted for some situations. Cantera is1419

not parallelized.1420

• Fast Pre-conditioned ODE solvers: Matt McNenly1421

has shown the orders of magnitude speedup pos-1422

sible with the solution of pre-conditioned cou-1423

pled kinetics equation solvers. Fast solvers would1424

enable rapid and repeated solutions of kinetics1425

equations that in turn would enable global sensi-1426

tive analysis (GSA) and uncertainty quantification1427

(UQ) studies to become more routine for a variety1428

of studies such as ignition delay.1429

• UQ hooks: The ability to input in flexible ways the1430

uncertainties in all input data would allow GSA1431

and UQ studies. Such ways could include en-1432

tering the total rate (often with low uncertainty)1433

along with separate branching fractions (often with1434

higher uncertainty). At a higher level of func-1435

tionality, Chemkin could be aware of common UQ1436

software packages (e.g., Dakota) and develop in-1437

put/output options that would allow easy commu-1438

nication between Chemkin and these packages.1439

• More flexible collision efficiency expressions: Cur-1440

rently Chemkin does not accept many appropriate1441

expressions for the pressure dependence of multi-1442

ple colliders, nonlinear mixture rules, temperature1443

dependence colliders.1444

• Flexibility beyond Lennard-Jones in describing1445

buffer gas effects: The Lennard-Jones form is more1446

convenient than accurate.1447

• More general kinetics expressions: Non-thermal1448

kinetics and other kinetic phenomena require ex-1449

pressions that are currently not supported.1450

• Improved polynomial expressions for thermo-1451

dynamics: Currently polynomials with correct1452

asymptotics and improved accuracy are not sup-1453

ported.1454

• Checks on impossible rate constants: In the for-1455

ward or reverse direction, rates can obviously not1456

exceed the collision frequency. The user should be1457

alerted to input rates that violate such limits and be1458

given options on how to proceed.1459

• Multiple optional representations of equation of1460

state: The current version of Cantera with the1461

ideal-gas and Redlich–Kwong equations of state1462

must adopt additional analytical equations of state1463

to capture high-pressure behavior across fluid1464

phases. Adoption of quantitative equations of state1465

for real fluids can enable new features associated1466

with phase separation and transformations that are1467

critical in multiphase reaction systems1468

Thoughtful and specific input from groups and indi-1469

viduals, such as the ANL group, will be extraordinarily1470

valuable in setting priorities and directing future devel-1471

opment. As the planning process continues and matures1472

in the coming year, additional such dialog and feedback1473

will be sought.1474

11. Outlook and recommendations1475

There are clearly needs and opportunities to signifi-1476

cantly expand capabilities to model chemically reacting1477

processes. The present roadmap identifies needs in three1478

broad areas — non-ideal fluids, heterogeneous cataly-1479

sis, and electrochemistry. The Cantera software pro-1480

vides a sound foundation on which to build and main-1481

tain these and other new capabilities.1482

Cantera’s open-source and object-oriented architec-1483

ture, developed initially by Prof. David Goodwin (Cal-1484

tech), provides an excellent platform for continued1485

growth. Over the past decade, a significant and active1486

user community (over 1000 users) has grown. There1487

is also an active developer community, with approxi-1488

mately ten individuals working on supporting the core1489

code. Although there is no formal support organization,1490

Dr. Ray Speth (MIT) plays a major role in coordinating1491

software maintenance. The user community is currently1492

supported via voluntarily internet communication.1493

Looking ahead, the Cantera development and main-1494

tenance would benefit from a more formal organiza-1495

tional structure. As the capabilities grow and the user1496

base increases, the complexity of managing the enter-1497

prise increases. While in no way diminishing the value1498

of volunteer community support, managing and control-1499

ling large and complex software packages benefits from1500

a dedicated staff. Among the needed functions are vali-1501

dation and verification of new capabilities, version con-1502

trol, formalizing new releases, backward compatibility,1503

bug fixes, installer protocols on diverse computing plat-1504

forms, producing documentation, user help functions,1505

etc. Of course, all these functions are supported in com-1506

mercial software. Establishing the sustaining resources1507

to manage widely used open-source software is more1508

challenging, but can be done.1509
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One can imagine numerous opportunities to enhance1510

modeling capabilities and software implementations.1511

Thus, keeping practical resource limitations in mind,1512

it is important to prioritize the research and develop-1513

ment efforts. At least in the short term, development1514

likely needs to be government supported. Thus, needs1515

of the particular funding agents help to establish pri-1516

orities. The present planning is greatly influenced by1517

energy-conversion processes, as are perceived to be im-1518

portant to the Department of Defense and the Depart-1519

ment of Energy.1520

In addition to funding-agency priorities, there needs1521

to be broader input from the scientific communities. For1522

the enterprise to grow and remain vital, there needs to1523

be active “buy-in” from the user community. The stake-1524

holders need to see that the generalized capabilities are1525

directly responsive to their particular needs. Thus, it is1526

imperative to keep communication channels open, such1527

that the developers are cognizant of the broader scien-1528

tific needs.1529

The needed research and development efforts can be1530

accomplished within academia and at National Labo-1531

ratory facilities. In some cases, one can imagine that1532

software development falls within the scope of ongoing1533

projects and grants. In other cases, one can imagine a1534

solicitation and proposal process that seeks to identify1535

creative new ideas and directions.1536
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A. General overview of Cantera1644

Cantera is a suite of object-oriented computational1645

tools that incorporate “basic” thermodynamics, trans-1646

port, and kinetics functionalities. The software is de-1647

signed to represent aspects of physical chemistry and1648

molecular transport in very general settings, meaning1649

that different chemical mixtures and reactions can be1650

easily accommodated. In broad-brush terms, the ba-1651

sic functionalities are intended to be used to evalu-1652

ate physical and chemical attributes (e.g., equations of1653

state, enthalpies, entropies, conductivities, diffusion co-1654

efficients, chemical production rates,...) as functions of1655

thermodynamic states (e.g., pressure, temperature, com-1656

position,...).1657

Consider, for example, the use of Cantera in mod-1658

eling a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) reactor. The1659

developer of the CVD model begins by deriving appro-1660

priate conservation equations, typically represented as1661

partial differential equations (PDE). Assuming compu-1662

tational solution, the PDEs are discretized spatially on1663

a finite-volume mesh network. The dependent variables1664

typically represent the system state at each of the dis-1665

cretized finite volumes. Terms in the conservation equa-1666

tions involve thermodynamic and transport properties as1667

well as chemical reaction rates. The model developer1668

implements a solution algorithm, which is typically it-1669

erative. At each stage of the iteration, the local state is1670

used to evaluate the conservation equations. The gen-1671

eralized Cantera functions effectively and conveniently1672

assist evaluating terms as functions of state, providing1673

great flexibility and efficiency in formulating models.1674

A particular CVD reactor may be used for very differ-1675

ent chemical processes. For example, a stagnation-flow1676

reactor might be used to grow doped epitaxial silicon for1677

CMOS semiconductor applications or it may be used1678

to grow doped gallium nitride for solid-state lighting1679

applications. Of course, the chemistries for these pro-1680

cesses are very different. However, there is great value1681

in writing predictive models that can switch easily be-1682

tween different chemical processes, but in the same re-1683

actor configuration. Cantera is designed and written to1684

serve this need.1685

Cantera is written in C++, which is a widely used1686

object-oriented language. As such, there is great flexi-1687

bility in applying, adapting, and maintaining the mod-1688

els. However, understanding Cantera’s architecture re-1689

quires some familiarity with aspects of object-oriented1690

programming (OOP). Capabilities such as Chemkin are1691

written in Fortran, which is a procedural language.1692

Even in circumstances where the chemical functional-1693

ity is equivalent, the Chemkin and Cantera code can1694

appear to be quite different.1695

A.1. Object-oriented structure1696

Cantera contains numerous classes, representing el-1697

ements, species, phases of matter, equations of state,1698

interfaces between phases, molecular transport, chem-1699

ical kinetics, etc. Each class contains parameters (e.g.,1700

the species class contains atomic compositions, molec-1701

ular weights, etc.) and operations or methods. For ex-1702

ample, the role of the thermodynamics class is to rep-1703

resent the state of a phase (i.e., pressure, temperature,1704

density, composition,...) and enable the evaluation of1705

thermodynamic properties (e.g., heat capacity, enthalpy,1706

Gibbs free energy,...) that are consistent with the state.1707

Methods are the functions and mathematical operations1708

within the thermodynamics class that enable a user to1709

set the state and evaluate thermodynamic properties. An1710

object is a particular instantiation of the class, meaning1711

the class has been made particular to a specific chemical1712

system. In other words, an object for air (i.e., N2, O2,1713

CO2, Ar,...) can be created from the ideal-gas class.1714

Cantera uses object-oriented concepts to create a1715

modular computational framework that facilitates in-1716

formation sharing between classes. For example, a1717

species class contains parameters and functions that1718

are required by the thermodynamics class to evaluate1719

thermodynamic properties. Thermodynamic properties1720
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Phase Thermodynamics Manager
"ThermoPhase"

Kinetics Manager
"Kinetics"

Ideal Gas Model
"IdealGasPhase" 

Real Gas Model
"MixtureFugacity"

Transport Manager
"Transport"

Redlich Kwong EOS
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Peng-Robinson EOSInherited

Used by

Figure 19: Inheritance diagram between real-gas equation-of-state classes and the main phase class. The solid arrows indicate inheritance from the

parent class to the child class. The dashed arrows indicate that the thermodynamics manager is used by the kinetics and transport managers.

from the thermodynamics class are then needed to eval-1721

uate reaction rates, which is accomplished in the ki-1722

netics class. C++ enables information exchange be-1723

tween classes by allowing one class to access directly1724

the methods of another.1725

Using inheritance between classes enables new mod-1726

els to be implemented while preserving common meth-1727

ods and ensuring consistent syntax. When one class1728

(the child) is derived from another (the parent), it in-1729

herits all of the parameters and methods of the parent1730

class. These parameters and methods can be overwrit-1731

ten in the child class to enable new functionality. For1732

example, while various reaction types (e.g., bimolecu-1733

lar reactions, three-body reactions, charge-transfer reac-1734

tions) have unique methods to evaluate rates of progress,1735

the method to evaluate net production rates based on the1736

rate of progress is common to all reaction types. There-1737

fore methods to evaluate net production rates should be1738

written in a parent class such that they are automatically1739

incorporated in all child reaction types.1740

A.2. Cantera managers1741

Cantera’s source code is organized into three man-1742

ager classes that represent phase behavior. The thermo-1743

dynamic, transport, and kinetic managers are the classes1744

that form a basis to represent a main “Phase” class.1745

These managers contain functions that can evaluate the1746

state of phases, chemical production rates, and species1747

transport.1748

A phase object is created for each user-specified bulk,1749

surface, or edge element. For example, in a heteroge-1750

neous reactor the user would specify a minimum of two1751

phase objects (i.e., a bulk phase object and a surface1752

phase object). Each of these phase objects have thermo-1753

dynamic, kinetic, and transport managers that model the1754

phase’s physics.1755

A.2.1. Thermodynamics manager1756

The thermodynamics manager (“ThermoPhase”1757

class) handles the thermodynamic state of the phase.1758

Attributes of this class include species composition,1759

elements, and thermodynamic properties such as1760

temperature, composition, and density. Other common1761

properties such as Gibb’s free energy and enthalpy are1762

also handled by this class. Specific thermodynamics1763

models are implemented as classes that inherit from1764

the thermodynamic manager. Kinetic and transport1765

managers communicate with thermodynamics manager1766

to calculate and update state properties.1767

Figure 19 illustrates a diagram of parent-child rela-1768

tionships between the main parent “Phase” class and1769

real-gas models. The hierarchical structure available1770

in C++ enables the ideal (“IdealGasPhase” class) and1771

non-ideal gas phases (“MixtureFugacity” class) to be1772

defined as extensions to the parent ThermoPhase class.1773

The MixtureFugacity class can be further extended to1774

specify different ideal-gas models. Illustrated in blue1775

is the Peng–Robinson EoS class that is not yet imple-1776

mented in Cantera. This class would inherit all public1777

attributes and methods from the Phase, ThermoPhase,1778

and MixtureFugacity parent classes.1779

It is illustrative to analyze the thermodynamics man-1780

ager’s hierarchy through a simple example. Suppose the1781

user defined a bulk phase object named “Air.” This ob-1782

ject is an instance of the ThermoPhase class, which is1783

inherited from the instance of the “Phase” class. The1784

user can then invoke methods from the ThermoPhase1785

class that extract the thermodynamic properties or com-1786
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pute equilibrium state (e.g., accessing the mole fractions1787

of “Air” would show 21% O2, 78% N2, and 1% Ar).1788

The user must also define the equation of state that rep-1789

resents the system. If, for example, the user defines the1790

“Air” object as being an ideal gas, then the “IdealGas-1791

Phase” class is used to compute the equation of state re-1792

lations. As shown in Fig. 19, “Air’s” IdealGasPhase ob-1793

ject is a child of the thermodynamics manager. Because1794

IdealGasPhase is a child of the thermodynamics man-1795

ager, the IdealGasPhase automatically incorporates all1796

of the methods and parameters in the thermodynamics1797

manager. In addition to the methods and parameters in-1798

herited through the thermodynamics manager, the “Ide-1799

alGasPhase” has specific methods to handle the equa-1800

tion of state.1801

A.2.2. Kinetics manager1802

The kinetics manager (“Kinetics” class) handles both1803

homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical reactions.1804

The kinetics manager communicates between the Ki-1805

netics and “Reaction” classes to access reaction rate pa-1806

rameters and evaluate reaction rates. Derived classes1807

(children) of the Reaction class, such as “Electrochem-1808

icalReaction” and “ThreeBodyReaction,” handle spe-1809

cific types of reactions and their associated rate expres-1810

sions. The kinetics manager obtains thermodynamic pa-1811

rameters needed in reaction kinetics from the thermody-1812

namics manager.1813

A.2.3. Transport manager1814

The transport manager (“Transport” class) handles1815

transport properties such as viscosity, conductivities,1816

and diffusion coefficients. The child classes are primar-1817

ily divided on the transport medium (gas, liquid, porous1818

media, etc.). Classes such as “DustyGasTransport” are1819

derived from the Transport class to calculate transport1820

properties using particular transport models. The trans-1821

port manager calculates mass and molar fluxes between1822

two different thermodynamic states. The transport man-1823

ager communicates with the thermodynamics manager1824

to determine transport rates based on thermodynamic1825

states.1826

A.3. Acquiring and installing Cantera1827

Cantera installation is supported for the major oper-1828

ating systems, including Mac OS, Windows, and Linux.1829

The Cantera source code may be downloaded from1830

Github, which is an internet hosting service for open-1831

source software. Installers are available for the afore-1832

mentioned operating systems, or Cantera can be built1833

manually from source code.1834

The build and installation process for Cantera is pre-1835

ceded by installation of several additional dependen-1836

cies, including Python, Numpy, and Scons (for Mac1837

OS installations). After subsequent installation of the1838

Cantera modules, setting relevant environment vari-1839

ables and file paths (for Matlab compatibility) com-1840

pletes the installation process. Pre-compiled binaries1841

exist for Windows installations, while Mac OS instal-1842

lations can use programs such as Homebrew or Mac-1843

Ports. For all operating systems (Windows, Mac OS,1844

and Linux) Conda Python distributions represent the1845

simplest means to install Canteras Python interface.1846

Cantera and all required dependencies are built using1847

just two command-line entries.1848

A.4. Using Cantera1849

Broadly speaking, a typical Cantera user interacts1850

with the software in two ways. The first requires prepar-1851

ing an input file that specifies information about species1852

thermodynamics and transport and reaction chemistry.1853

The so-called “cti” (Cantera input) file is an editable1854

text file that complies with certain formatting and key-1855

word requirements. There are also provisions to input1856

the information as as “xml” file. The second interac-1857

tion requires writing a program (e.g., a Matlab script)1858

that accesses functions within the core Cantera soft-1859

ware. The user program (an Application) typically im-1860

plements the formulation and solution of some physical1861

problem, often represented as the computational solu-1862

tion of some set of conservation equations.1863

This input file (cti or xml format) describes a particu-1864

lar chemical system, including thermodynamics, trans-1865

port, and kinetics models, together with associated pa-1866

rameters. Quite often, users begin with a previous file1867

that may be used as is or modified. For example, among1868

many others, Cantera provides two frequently used1869

files—GRI30.cti and Air.cti. The GRI30.cti file spec-1870

ifies the GRI-3.0 reaction mechanism [28] and Air.cti1871

specifies the composition of air.1872

Figure 20 illustrates the overall information flow in1873

a Cantera-based flame model. The left-hand side il-1874

lustrates aspects of a cti file for a flammable gas. The1875

top-most box defines the chemical species used in the1876

model. Each species has user-defined name, which in1877

this illustration is “H2.” The next line specifies the1878
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Figure 20: Example of Cantera’s “cti” file format importing to Cantera’s computational model. The pseudo-code (shown on the left) illustrates

modular species, reaction, and phase specifications. The model structure (shown on the right) illustrates Cantera’s three main class managers along

with a description of Cantera’s one-dimensional flame model.

atomic composition, showing 2 hydrogen atoms. The1879

following lines specify thermodynamic properties for1880

each species. In this case, the thermodynamics (heat1881

capacity, enthalpy, and entropy) are specified in terms1882

of the widely used NASA polynomials with 14 coeffi-1883

cients. The species transport properties are specified in1884

terms of parameters, including the Lennard-Jones well1885

depth and collision diameter.1886

The middle box on the left-hand side of Fig. 20 il-1887

lustrates how chemical reactions are specified. Each re-1888

action is described as a character string involving the1889

species, followed by three numbers that represent pa-1890

rameters in the modified Arrhenius rate expression. In1891

the case of a three-body reaction, the Arrhenius param-1892

eters must be augmented by species third-body efficien-1893

cies.1894

The lower box on the left-hand side of Fig. 20 il-1895

lustrates a phase definition. In this illustration, an1896

“ideal gas” phase is named “flamegas.” The phase def-1897

inition must identify all the elements and species in the1898

phase. The transport model in this illustration is defined1899

as ‘Mix,’ indicating that the mixture-averaged approxi-1900

mation will be used evaluating transport properties. The1901

notation ‘all’ reactions indicates that all reactions in the1902

cti file will be included in the phase. More complex cti1903

files may involve multiple phases, with different phases1904

involving different species, transport models, reactions,1905

etc.1906

The right-hand side of Fig. 20 illustrates how Can-1907

tera functionality is used in an application, such as a1908

flame model. The right-hand box is meant to represent a1909

user-written model, such as would be implemented in a1910

programming language (e.g., C++, Matlab, or Python).1911

The upper box on the right-hand side of Fig. 20 illus-1912

trates the Cantera functionality in terms of class Man-1913

agers that interact with the Phase object. As discussed1914

in previous sections, Cantera’s three main class man-1915

agers consider thermodynamics, transport, and kinetics.1916

The class managers are used to evaluate properties and1917

terms that appear in the conservation equations. Typical1918

solution algorithms involve iteratively updating states1919

(e.g., pressure, temperature, composition) and evaluat-1920

ing residual forms of the conservation equations. The1921
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Figure 21: Membrane reactor example implemented using Cantera. The top left “cti” file illustrates phase, interface, and reaction object pseudo-

code. The right side illustrates pseudo-code for a computational model that implements Cantera.

role of Cantera is to evaluate thermodynamic, trans-1922

port, and kinetics as functions of varying problem states1923

as the iteration proceeds.1924

Figure 21 illustrates the model of a catalytic1925

membrane-reactor for oxidative-coupling of1926

methane [29], which is more complex than the1927

flame problem represented in Fig. 20. The left-hand1928

side summarizes aspects of the cti input file. This1929

problem involves a gas-phase object and a Ni-surface1930

object. Of course, the surface and bulk phases involve1931

models and parameters that are different from the1932

gas-phase object. Heterogeneous surface reactions on1933

the Ni surface are quite different from the gas-phase1934

reactions.1935

The right-hand side of Fig. 21 illustrates aspects of1936

the user-written application that interacts with the Can-1937

tera functionality. The first step is to import user-1938

specified chemistry information (i.e., represented in the1939

cti file) into Cantera and generate phase objects gas,1940

bulk, and surface. The “set” functions interact with the1941

Managers to adjust the phase objects to the local states.1942

Once the states are set, the phase objects can be exer-1943

cised to evaluate relevant aspects of the object (e.g., dif-1944

fusion coefficients, species production rates via chem-1945

ical reactions), which, in turn, are used for evaluating1946

terms in the conservation equations.1947

Because of its object-oriented structure, Cantera en-1948

ables the relatively straightforward development of new1949

applications. As an example, consider a model problem1950

in which a fuel-air mixture is combusted at constant vol-1951

ume and then expanded isentropically. For the purpose1952

of this illustration, assume that the chemistry remains in1953

equilibrium. Figure 22 shows a Matlab function called1954

“isentropicExpansion” that interacts with Cantera to1955

solve this problem. The first line of the function im-1956

ports the phase, which here is the GRI30 phase. The1957

next few lines define an initial state (in SI units). The1958

pressure is set to one atmosphere, using the predefined1959

Cantera variable “oneatm.” The mixture composition1960

is set to be lean methane-oxygen at an equivalence ra-1961

tio of φ = 0.8. Even though the specified mole frac-1962

tions don’t sum to unity, Cantera will do the renormal-1963

ization. The gas phase is then defined using the “set”1964

method with the property-value pairs syntax. The com-1965

position can also be set using a column vector of mole1966
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function isentropicExpansion()
 % Import phase
 gas = GRI30;

 % Set initial state
 T_in = 25+273.15;     % Kelvin
 P_in = oneatm;     % Pascal
 X_in = ‘CH4:1,O2:2.5’; % Moles
 set(gas,‘T’,T_in,...
     ‘P’,P_in,...
     ‘X’,X_in    );

 % Equilibrate at constant
 % internal energy and pressure 
 equilibrate(gas,‘UV’);

 % Retrieve post combustion properties
 S_combusted = entropy_mass(gas);
 X_combusted = moleFractions(gas);

 % Expand to exhaust pressure
 P_exhaust = oneatm; % Pascal
 set(gas,‘S’,S_combusted,...
     ‘P’,P_exhaust  ,...
             ‘X’,X_combusted    );

 % Retrieve properties at exhaust
 T_exhaust = temperature(gas);
end

Figure 22: Matlab code for defining a phase, operating on it, then

retrieving the new state.

fractions instead of the string input. The gas mixture is1967

then equilibrated using the “equilibrate” method. The1968

keyword ‘UV’ specifies that the equilibration is con-1969

strained at fixed volume and constant internal energy1970

(other choices are also available, such as ‘TP’ to specify1971

temperature and pressure). The gas object has now been1972

updated with the new equilibrium state. The thermo-1973

dynamic properties can be evaluated with the “tempera-1974

ture”, “pressure”, “moleFractions”, and “entropy mass”1975

methods. To expand the gas at constant entropy, the gas1976

is specified to maintain same entropy but with an ex-1977

haust pressure of atmospheric pressure, once again us-1978

ing the “set” method. Finally, the exhaust state can be1979

examined using the methods such as “temperature”.1980
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Abstract

Numerous technologies, such as batteries and fuel cells, depend on electrochemical kinetics. In some cases, the

responsible electrochemistry and charged-species transport is complex. However, to date, there are essentially no

general-purpose modeling capabilities that facilitate the incorporation of thermodynamic, kinetic, and transport com-

plexities into the simulation of electrochemical processes. A vast majority of the modeling literature uses only a few

(often only one) global charge-transfer reactions, with the rates expressed using Butler–Volmer approximations. The

objective of the present paper is to identify common aspects of electrochemistry, seeking a foundational basis for

designing and implementing software with general applicability across a wide range of materials sets and applica-

tions. The development of new technologies should be accelerated and improved by enabling the incorporation of

electrochemical complexity (e.g., multi-step, elementary charge-transfer reactions and as well as supporting ionic and

electronic transport) into the analysis and interpretation of scientific results. The spirit of the approach is analogous to

the role that Chemkin has played in homogeneous chemistry modeling, especially combustion. The Cantera software,

which already has some electrochemistry capabilities, forms the foundation for future capabilities expansion.

Keywords: Marcus theory, Butler–Volmer kinetics, Cantera, Ion and electron transport, Faradaic and Ohmic

heating, General-purpose software
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1. Introduction

Electrochemistry plays a central role for technolo-

gies in energy conversion, energy storage, and mate-

rial/chemical processing. Corrosion processes and their

mitigation are also grounded in electrochemistry. Elec-

trochemical systems such as batteries and fuel cells can

provide primary or auxiliary power with high efficiency

and low environmental impact for a range of vehicu-

lar or stationary applications. However, improved en-

ergy density, durability, and safety are needed to enable

broader deployment. Such technological advances must

build on fundamental understanding of electrochemical

processes over many scales. Flexible and robust com-

putational tools can play a key supporting role in ac-

celerating that understanding and promoting technol-

ogy breakthroughs. Advances in atomistic computa-

tional modeling have enabled the identification of ma-

terials with finely tuned properties at the nanoscale [1–

5], but the lack of concurrent development of modeling

frameworks at the device scale impedes the translation

of these materials into practical electrochemical devices

and systems.

With only a few exceptions, the electrochemistry

modeling literature is based on using a very few (of-

ten one per electrode) global charge-transfer reaction

steps [6–9]. In reality, the heterogeneous chemistry and

electrochemistry is far more complex. For example,

in Li-ion batteries, the formation of solid-electrolyte-

interface (SEI) films is known to involve complex chem-

istry and electrochemistry [3, 10, 11]. Solid-oxide

fuel cells operating on hydrocarbon fuels are typically

modeled with two global reforming reactions and one

charge-transfer reaction. The actual chemistry is sig-

nificantly more complex. Beyond these, numerous

other technology examples involving electrochemistry

can benefit from more complete electrochemical model-

ing and simulation tools. However, new software frame-

works are needed to handle the neccessary complexity.

The lack of general software for expressing electro-

chemical complexity limits the practical ability to intro-

duce such complexity into experimental interpretation

and technology development. This is not to be critical

of current modeling efforts, which are certainly effec-

tive and useful. Rather, it expresses the opportunities

for significant and beneficial improvements. The pri-

mary objective of the present paper is to identify the

scientific needs and to explore opportunities for com-

putational implementation. New modeling capabilities

should be closely coupled with functional relationships,

properties, and parameters that can be readily extracted

from atomistic modeling or basic analytical measure-

ments, rather than from empirical parameter fits that are

difficult to generalize.

Fundamental and theoretical underpinnings for elec-

trochemistry, which are generally documented in text-

books [12–15] and a vast archival literature, certainly

cannot be fully explained in a few pages. Thus, the in-

tent of the present writing is to highlight areas where

new modeling and software capabilities can offer sub-

stantial value. Drawing from illustrative applications

in batteries, fuel cells, electrolyzers, and membrane

reactors, the discussion shows how development and

deployment of new generalized software capabilities

can enable modeling of complex electrochemical pro-

cesses, significantly assisting the design of new high-

performance electrochemical systems and thereby ac-

celerating the pace of technology development.

2. Illustrative examples

Before discussing the important quantitative relation-

ships needed for electrochemical modeling, it is use-

ful to consider illustrative examples of electrochemical

devices. The example devices presented here vary in

chemical and electrochemical complexity. By analyz-

ing how these example devices are modeled, overarch-

ing modeling needs and capabilities for next-generation

software become evident.

2
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Figure 1: Illustrative aspects of a Newman Li-ion battery model.

2.1. Lithium-ion batteries
Lithium-ion batteries represent a widely used and

rapidly changing electrochemistry technology. With

only a few exceptions, the majority of the modeling

literature is based on an approach developed by New-

man and colleagues [12, 16, 17]. Figure 1 illustrates the

central tenets of the Newman model. During discharge,

an electrochemical charge-transfer reaction removes Li

from the anode phase, delivering Li+ ions into an elec-

trolyte solvent and electrons into the anode phase. The

Li+ ions are transported within the electrolyte solvent

by diffusion and migration through the separator into

the cathode side of the cell. Charge transfer chemistry

reacts a Li+ from the electrolyte phase with an elec-

tron from the electrode phase (coming from an exter-

nal circuit) to deliver charge-neutral Li into the cath-

ode phase. The electrodes themselves are assumed to

be composed of spherical graphite particles for the an-

ode and spherical metal-oxides for the cathode. The

Newman model is frequently referred to as a ‘pseudo-

2D’ model: electronic and ionic charge transport (in the

electrode and electrolyte phases, respectively) are mod-

eled in the ‘through-cell’ direction, while charge-neutral

lithium intercalates within the particles via diffusion.

Charge-transfer chemistry at the electrode-electrolyte

interfaces is usually modeled using a global reaction as

Li(ed) � Li+(el) + e−(ed), (1)

where Li(ed) represents a charge-neutral Li incorpo-

rated in the electrode, Li+(el) represents a Li ion within

the electrolyte, and e−(ed) represents an electron within

the electrode phase. As written, the forward direction

is anodic, meaning that the reaction produces electrons.

This would be the case for a battery anode during dis-

charge or a battery cathode during charging. Although

Figure 2: Three-dimensional reconstruction of a commercial LixCoO2

cathode. The microscale reconstruction was created using Focused-

Ion-Beam–Scanning-Electron-Microscopy (FIB-SEM). This image

was produced by Prof. Scott Barnett, Northwestern University.

this reaction may be a reasonable approximation under

many circumstances, it is certainly a simplification of

the actual chemistry.

An alternative representation of the charge-transfer

chemistry employs a two-step process, which may be

expressed as [9, 18]

Li(ed) + (s) � Li(s) + VLi(ed), (2)

Li(s) � Li+(el) + e−(ed) + (s), (3)

where (s) is a vacant surface site, Li(s) is the lithium on

the electrode surface, and VLi(ed) is a lithium vacancy

within the graphite electrode lattice structure. In this

representation, Reaction 3 is the charge-transfer step,

whose rate depends on concentrations and electrostatic-

potential differences. Reaction 2 is a heterogeneous sur-

face reaction that depends on species concentrations,

but not directly on electrostatic potentials. Even this

relatively straightforward two-step process introduces

electrochemical complexity that is not typically prac-

ticed in Li-ion battery models.

Although Fig. 1 illustrates the electrodes as spheri-

cal particles, and typical models represent the electrode

particles as spheres, the actual electrodes are far more

complex. Figure 2 illustrates a microscale reconstruc-

tion of a commercial LixCoO2 cathode. The “particles”

have irregular shapes and are overlapping. The carbon-

based binder is seen as black in Fig. 2. The open pore

space would be filled with a Li-ion-conducting solvent.

Models that deal with electrochemistry at the electrode

microscale must be concerned with geometrical com-

plexity as well as electrochemical complexity [19].
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Figure 3: Illustration of processes in a Li-ion battery with a Li4Ti5O12 anode, liquid electrolyte, and LiFePO4 cathode.

Figure 3 illustrates a Li-ion battery based on a

lithium-titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO) anode and a lithium-

iron-phosphate (LiFePO4, LFP) cathode. There are sev-

eral qualitative differences from the system illustrated in

Fig. 1. The particles are not spherical and an electron-

ically conducting binder layer is shown. The Li-ion-

conducting electrolyte solvent is still assumed to be an

organic liquid. However, the charge-transfer chemistry

is different.

Figure 3 shows an expanded view at the cathode-

particle scale. As illustrated, the charge transfer in-

volves three phases — Li+ in the electrolyte phase, Li

in the LFP phase, and electrons in the carbon-based

binder phase. As illustrated in the expanded balloon,

the charge-transfer process and the Li reactions within

the lithium-iron-phosphate cathode phase involve sev-

eral chemical and physical processes. Thus, unlike Re-

action 1 which involves two phases, the cathode chem-

istry in Fig. 3 involves three phases. As discussed subse-

quently, this difference has significant ramifications on

representing the net charge-transfer process.

An LFP cathode particle behaves quite differently

from a metal-oxide (e.g., LixCoO2) cathode particle.

The metal-oxide particles react with Li in a diffusive

intercalation process, but the LFP particle is a phase-

transformation electrode. As the Li is transported within

the particle, a sharp phase-transformation front pro-

ceeds within the particle. So, rather than thinking about

a spatially distributed Li fraction (e.g., LixCoO2) within

the particle, locations within the cathode particles are

either FePO4 or LiFePO4. Predicting the phase-front

speed depends upon complex thermodynamic, trans-

port, and electrochemical factors, which have substan-

tial impacts on modeling [6, 20–24].

2.2. Sodium batteries

Figure 4 illustrates a sodium-based battery, where

the anode is molten Na, which also serves as the an-

ode electronic conductor. There is no electrolyte within

the anode structure. The separator, which is a solid ce-

ramic Na+ conductor (e.g., Nasicon), is thus also an

electrolyte. The cathode compartment is composed of

an electron-conducting carbon foam (electrode phase)

and an aqueous iodine solution (electrolyte phase). The

aqueous solution contains I2, I−, I3−, and Na+; the pres-

ence of multiple charge carriers represent complexity

that is not well handled by standard transport models.

At the interfaces between the carbon and the aqueous

solution, charge transfer proceeds as

2I−(el) � I2(el) + 2e−(ed). (4)

Figure 4: Illustration of a Na-based battery with a sodium-iodine cath-

ode [25].
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Within the aqueous solution, homogeneous reaction can

proceed as

I2(el) + I−(el) � I−3 (el). (5)

At the interface between the separator and the aqueous

solution, Na+ enters the aqueous solution at a rate that is

needed to maintain charge neutrality within the cathode

compartment. The Na+ concentrations must be main-

tained below a precipitation limit where solid-phase NaI

would be formed. Overall, the global chemistry can be

represented as

2Na+(el) + 2I−(el) � 2Na(ed) + I2(el). (6)

However, it is evident that more complex chemistry and

transport are present which support the global behavior.

2.3. Lithium-based conversion batteries
So-called “beyond lithium-ion’ batteries include

lithium-air (Li/O2) and lithium-sulfur (Li/S) cells,

which provide theoretical specific energies an order

of magnitude above those of lithium-ion cells [26].

These batteries have conversion chemistries, that is, dis-

charge/charge involves the formation and dissolution of

bulk solid phases (lithium oxides, lithium sulfide, metal-

lic lithium). The reaction mechanisms consist of multi-

ple intermediate solid or dissolved species and a com-

bination of parallel and sequential reaction pathways

[27]. These multi-phase reactions can result in substan-

tial volume changes within the electrode, which are not

captured by standard modeling approaches [28]. More-

over, the associated kinetics are affected by nucleation

and growth mechanisms [29], resulting in complex de-

pendencies between reaction rate and morphology in-

cluding particle size distributions [30].

Unlike most Li-ion battery models, which accommo-

date binary electrolyte salts such as Li+ and PF+
6
, Li/S

electrolytes have multiple polysulfide anion species

whose reactive transport can result in cross-talk be-

tween the electrodes (so-called polysulfide shuttle) [31].

Many transport models for electrochemical cells, as dis-

cussed in Section 5.2.1, rely on significant simplifica-

tions that are only suited for binary soltions [12, 16].

Obviously, the modeling of transport in Li/S electrolytes

(or similarly in the Na battery catholyte) requires mod-

els with the additional complexity of homogeneous re-

actions within the liquid catholyte.

The foregoing examples illustrate some differences

and commonalities for different battery types. There

are numerous other types of batteries, all of which have

unique features and associated chemical and electro-

chemical complexities. The intent here is not to explore

all battery architectures and chemistries, but rather to

Figure 5: A solid-oxide fuel-cell channel operating on a hydrocarbon

fuel, with internal reforming within the anode support structure.

call attention to the need for generalized, flexible, elec-

trochemistry modeling capabilities.

2.4. Solid-oxide fuel cells

As with batteries, there are numerous types of fuel

cells. Figure 5 illustrates aspects of a channel layout in

a solid-oxide fuel cell. In this case, the dense electrolyte

membrane is often a yttrium-doped zirconate (YSZ),

which is an oxygen-ion O2− conductor [33]. The anode

structure is typically a Ni-YSZ cermet. For hydrocarbon

fuel feeds to the anode, catalytic fuel reforming takes

place within the porous anode support structure. Near

the anode-membrane interface, charge-transfer chem-

istry produces H2O as adsorbed H atoms react with

the O2− emerging from the dense membrane on three-

phase boundaries, delivering electrons to the Ni and ul-

timately the external circuit. As discussed by Good-

win, et al. [34], the charge-transfer process involves sev-

eral elementary steps. Gas-phase O2 is dissociately ad-

sorbed onto the cathode surface and then electrochemi-

cally reduced with electrons returning from the external

circuit. The resulting O2− ions are incorporated from

the cathode surface into the dense membrane.

Along the length of the fuel flow channel in the an-

ode, the fuel is depleted and diluted with product H2O

and CO2. Along the length of the air flow channel in

the cathode, O2 is removed from the air. The decreases

in anode fuel and cathode O2 concentrations along the

length of the channel reduce the chemical potential driv-

ing force across the oxide-ion conducting membrane

that provides for the cell voltage and facilitates current

via electron production at the anode and consumption

at the cathode. At operating conditions along the flow

path where cell voltages fall below about 0.6 V, Ni in the

5
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Figure 6: Illustration of the membrane-electrode assembly of a protonic-ceramic fuel cell [32].

porous anode structure begins to oxidize to NiO, lead-

ing to irreversible damage. Modeling Ni oxidation rep-

resents an example of electrochemical complexity that

requires modeling structures that are not readily demon-

strated in past modeling studies.

2.5. Protonic-ceramic fuel cells
Protonic-ceramic fuel cells (PCFC) [32, 35], as il-

lustrated in the membrane-electrode assembly image in

Figure 6, incorporate solid-oxide electrolytes made of

materials such as yttrium-doped barium zirconate (e.g.,

BaZr0.8Y0.2O3−δ, BZY20). The BZY20 predominantly

conducts protons, but is a mixed ionic-electronic con-

ductor (MIEC) that has at least three mobile charged

defects – protons OH•O, oxide vacancies V••O , and small

polarons O•O [36]. The composite electrodes are porous

structures that usually involve two solid phases and the

gas phase flows of reactants. Like SOFCs, the anode is

a cermet composite, with Ni being the electrode phase

and BZY20 being the electrolyte phase. Such fuel cells

are designed to operate on fuel streams of a hydrocarbon

(e.g., natural gas) and steam.

In the anode of a hydrocarbon-fueled PCFC, steam

reforming produces H2, which reacts at the anode-

electrolyte interface to deliver protons into the dense

electrolyte membrane. The protons are transported

across the dense membrane, where they react with ad-

sorbed oxygen on the cathode to produce H2O. PCFCs

can convert hydrocarbons to electricity with high effi-

ciency at temperatures in the range of 600 ◦C. [37–40]

The expanded balloon of Fig. 6 illustrates several het-

erogeneous and electrochemical reactions in a PCFC

anode. Charge transfer can proceed at the three-

phase boundaries formed at the intersections of the

Ni, BZY20, and gas. Charge transfer can also pro-

ceed at the two-phase boundaries between the Ni and

BZY20 phases. Charged defects (protons, vacancies,

and polarons) from the charge-transfer reactions are in-

corporated into the MIEC electrolyte at the interfaces.

The defect-incorporation reactions are not considered

as charge-transfer reactions because they do not trans-

fer charge between two phases at different electrostatic

potentials. In other words, all the charged defects are

within the electrolyte phase; the gas phase species are

charge-neutral. Finally, in addition to acting as the

electron-conducting electrode phase, the Ni acts as a

steam-reforming catalyst that facilitates the reactions of

H2O and hydrocarbons to form H2, CO, and CO2.

This PCFC example highlights a variety of chemi-

cal and electrochemical kinetics responsible for fuel-

6
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Figure 7: A tubular protonic-ceramic electrochemical cell that integrates steam reforming, hydrogen separation, and hydrogen compression.

cell functionality. The MIEC nature of the electrolyte

adds complexity to the chemistry and the transport that

encourages the development for more robust model-

ing frameworks for fuel cell and electrochemical device

modeling.

2.6. Electrochemical membrane reactors

Figure 7 illustrates a tubular cell that combines steam

reforming, hydrogen separation, and hydrogen electro-

chemical compression. Such a system has been reported

recently by Malerød-Fjeld, et al. [41]. In this system,

methane and steam are introduced via a central feed

tube, with reactive gases flowing through the annular

space between the feed-tube exterior and the inner sur-

face of a porous ceramic-metallic (cermet) tube support

structure. The cermet here is similar to the PCFC and

composed of Ni and BZY, with the Ni serving as both

a reforming catalyst and an electron conductor. In this

regard, the porous cermet anode functions similarly to

the fuel-cell electrode illustrated in Fig. 6.

The catalytic reforming chemistry involves multiple

surface reaction steps. Although much of the fuel-cell

literature uses only two global reaction steps (one re-

forming and one water-gas shift), higher fidelity models

use over 20 elementary reactions [33, 42, 43]. Thus,

software that handles complex electrochemistry must

interact effectively with comparable modeling capabili-

ties that deal with complex homogeneous and heteroge-

neous thermal chemistry.

A thin (order tens of microns) and dense BZY mixed-

conducting membrane is applied to the outside of the

relatively thick (order few hundreds of microns) cermet

support structure. The BZY membrane predominantly

conducts protons (OH•O), but other mobile charged de-

fects include oxide vacancies (V••O ) and O-site small

polarons (O•O) [36]. Upon electrical polarization (typ-

ically, a few volts), protons are transported through the

membrane. If the tube assembly is within a pressure

vessel, the H2 emerging from the membrane can be

compressed.

As an ion conductor, the BZY membrane has rela-

tively high resistance and thus ohmic heating must be

dissipated within the membrane when operating at high

current densities. The conductivity varies exponentially

with temperature. With operating temperatures around

600 ◦C, practical devices must incorporate thermal bal-

ances for operational strategies that control membrane

temperatures.

Other chemical processes can be accomplished us-

ing proton-conducting tubular assemblies such as illus-

trated in Fig. 7. For example, methane dehydroaroma-

tization (MDA) is a pyrolytic process that synthesizes

benzene from methane (i.e., 6CH4 � 9H2 + C6H6).

Because the process is equilibrium limited, removing

H2 through the membrane should, in theory, increase

benzene yield [42–45]. Of course, the catalytic MDA

chemistry differs from steam-reforming chemistry with

a higher propensity for solid carbon deposition and bi-

functional catalysts with multiple reactive site types.
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Such complex chemistry coupled to the MIEC behavior

of the proton-ceramic membrane strains the capabilities

of most electrochemical and catalysis modeling frame-

works at the reactor scale. As such, this indicates the

need for new software tools with generalized data struc-

tures to enable modeling of electrochemical membrane

reactors for chemical manufacturing.

3. Phases and phase interfaces

All electrochemical cells depend on the reactive

transfer of charged species between electronically con-

ductive electrodes and an ion-conducting electrolyte.

The anode produces electrons by extracting charge from

the conductive ion in the electrolyte, and the cathode

consumes electrons to produce ions via a reduction re-

action, often either of an oxide material (as in a Li-

ion battery discharging) or of oxygen gas flow (as in

a fuel cell cathode). Charge-transfer reactions occur at

the electrode-electrolyte interface where the two phases

are at distinct electrostatic potentials (i.e., voltage Φm

where m represents the phase). The charge transfer rate

is related to the difference in Φm across phase interfaces

and to the reactive species chemical potentials (μk were

k represents the species). Since the electrodes and elec-

trolytes are often dense solid or liquid phases, effective

electrochemical modeling must incorporate non-ideal

thermodynamics to properly account for μk. Depend-

ing on the direction of charge transfer current across the

phase interface and the sign of the voltage change ΔΦ

across the phase interface, the cell either produces elec-

trical work from the chemical free energy or the cell re-

quires electrical work to increase chemical free energy.

Modeling electrochemical kinetics necessarily in-

volves attention to phase thermodynamics, in particu-

lar of the mobile and reactive species. Electrochem-

ically neutral reactions may also proceed within each

phase or at phase interfaces. However, electrochemical

charge-transfer reactions must proceed at phase inter-

faces. The rates of charge-transfer reactions depend on

electrostatic potentials of the participating phases at the

phase interfaces. Moreover, as is the case for thermal

reactions, charge-transfer rates also depend on tempera-

ture activation and the activities of participating species.

3.1. Thermodynamics

The relationship between phase voltages Φm and

species chemical potential μk can be derived from

equilibrium thermodynamics. Both reaction rates and

species transport fluxes depend on differences in species

electrochemical potentials μ̃k which combine μk and Φm

as follows:

μ̃k = μk + zkFΦm,

= μ◦k + RT ln

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝γk
[Xk][
X◦k
]
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ + zkFΦm,

(7)

μ◦k are the standard-state chemical potentials at temper-

ature T and a fixed reference species concentrations[
X◦k
]
, and [Xk] are the actual species molar concentra-

tions (mol–m−3). The gas and Faraday constants are

represented as R and F, respectively. The activity coeffi-

cients for the k species are represented as γk, which cap-

ture any non-ideal species interactions associated with

a given phase, relative to the fixed reference state. The

species charges and the phase electrostatic potentials for

each of the k species are represented as Φm,k and zk, re-

spectively.

For a given electrode-electrolyte interface reaction i
under equilibrium conditions with no net current across

the interface, the equilibrium condition relates the μ̃k.

K∑
k=1

ν′kiμ̃k =

K∑
k=1

ν′′kiμ̃k, (8)

where ν′ki and ν′′ki are the forward and backward stoi-

chiometric coefficients for reaction i, respectively. Sub-

stituting Eq. 7 into Eq. 8 provides a basis for relating

equilibrium chemical potential and voltage differences

across electrode-electrolyte interfaces. The equilibrium

ΔΦm across the phase interface is relatively straightfor-

ward when there is only one charge transfer reaction

across the phase interface. When multiple charge trans-

fer reactions are active at an interface, multiple equil-

bria equations must be solved simultaneously to find the

equilibrium ΔΦm. The equilibrium ΔΦm is referred to as

the reversible half-cell voltage. The sum of the anode-

electrolyte and cathode-electrolyte reversible half cell

voltages gives the so-called reversible cell voltage.

The relationship between thermodynamics and cell

voltages, chemical reaction rates, and transport-driving

gradients requires software with effective models and

data structures for calculating both μ◦k and γk for the var-

ious materials/phases in relevant electrochemical cells.

The chemical potentials can be evaluated in terms of the

local phase Gibbs free energy G as

μk =
∂G
∂nk

∣∣∣∣∣
T,p,n j�k

, (9)

where nk are the number of moles of species k used in

evaluating G. The activity coefficients γk in solid, liq-
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uid, or high-pressure gas mixtures are related to the mo-

lar excess Gibbs free energy gE due to species interac-

tions or mixing as

nTgE = G −
K∑

k=1

nk

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣μ◦k + RT ln

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ [Xk][
X◦k
]
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (10)

where nT =
∑

k nk. The excess free energy gE can be

simplified to reveal the relationship to the activity coef-

ficients γk as

nTgE =

K∑
k=1

nkRT ln (γk) . (11)

Individual species γk are now defined as the partial

derivative of the excess free energy with respect to nk.

RT ln (γk) =
∂(nTgE)

∂nk

∣∣∣∣∣
T,p,n j�k

, (12)

For ideal gas conditions as expected in SOFC gas flows,

gE = 0 and thus all γk = 1. However, for high-pressure

flows and condensed phases (such as solid ceramic or

organic liquid electrolytes), accurate theoretical models

for γk are required.

A challenge for generalized electrochemical device

modeling tools is the development of robust, quanti-

tative models for gE and self-consistent databases for

different solid materials and fluids derived from exper-

iments and/or molecular material models. Many ther-

modynamic models (some empirical [9, 46] and some

more fundamental) have been developed for liquid elec-

trolytes, solid oxides, and other non-ideal materials.

Some of these models are referenced in subsequent sec-

tions, but the importance of developing user-accessible

material and fluid models for calculating γk remains

a critical step for developing next-generation electro-

chemistry modeling tools.

Further complications to thermodynamics related to

mechanical stress can impact electrochemical reaction

rates and driving forces for species transport. Stress in-

duced diffusion can become significant for a variety of

solid materials [47] (e.g. phase transformation battery

electrodes [48], intercalation electrodes [49], and MIEC

ceramic membranes [50–52]). Stress induced diffusion

is accommodated by adding a term to the species elec-

trochemical potential [48–50]. For example, the species

electrochemical potential for a solid accounting for hy-

drostatic stresses can be expressed as [50, 53]

μ̃k = μk + zkFΦm −Ωkσh, (13)

where Ωk is the species partial molar volume, and σh is

the hydrostatic stress. To resolve the hydrostatic stress,

an additional stress-strain relation can be imposed on

the system. One constraint proposed by Yang for sys-

tems in quasi-static equilibrium with no external force

can be expressed as

∇2

(
σh +

2EΩk

9(1 − ν) [Xk]

)
= 0 (14)

where E and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s

ratio of the material, respectively [54]. The impor-

tance of mechanical stress on electrochemical cell volt-

ages and reaction rates depends strongly on the volu-

metric expansion or contraction of phases with changes

in point defect concentrations [Xk]. This issue has re-

ceived increased attention, recently, for both batteries

and high-temperature fuel cells.

3.2. Interfaces
Electrochemical processes may proceed at the so-

called three-phase boundaries (intersections between

electrode, electrolyte, and an electrically neutral phase),

or at two-phase interfaces (intersections between elec-

trode and electrolyte phases). For example, consider

a composite solid-oxide fuel cell anode, typically a

porous structure comprised of the electrode phase (e.g.,

Ni), electrolyte phase (e.g., YSZ), and the gas phase

containing the fuel. Li-ion battery electrodes can also

have three-phase boundaries. Such a cathode may be

structured with the electrode phase (e.g., LiFePO4), an

electrolyte phase (e.g., liquid ethylene carbonate), and

an electrically conductive carbon additive phase (see,

e.g. the expanded view in Fig. 3. In such cases, species

(possibly including electrons) in three phases, as well as

the electrostatic potentials of the phases, contribute to

the charge-transfer chemistry. Li-ion batteries are also

modeled assuming charge transfer reactions proceed at

two-phase interfaces. In such cases, the charge-transfer

reactions proceed on the surface between the electrode

and electrolyte. The rates depend on the species concen-

trations and phase electrostatic potentials. Addtionally,

rates depend on the local electrode microstructure (i.e.,

total amount of surface area or three-phase boundary

available). As noted in section 2.1, accurate microstruc-

tural representations are required to accurately predict

charge transfer rates.

3.3. Phase management
Electrochemical cells are often modeled using a ho-

mogenization approach, where the components of an in-

dividual subdomain (e.g., a composite electrode) are not

spatially resolved on a microscopic scale, but are de-

scribed as continuum of superimposed phases. In such

9
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a setting, the phases are characterized by their respective

volume fractions εm and densities ρm. In standard mod-

eling approaches these properties are often (implicitly)

assumed constant. However, this is generally not the

case. In lithium-ion batteries, active materials change

their density and expand during intercalation. During

aging, secondary phases (e.g., SEI) grow, gases are

formed, and liquid electrolyte is consumed. In Li/O2

batteries, different lithium oxides are formed, taking up

the space of gas-filled or liquid-electrolyte-filled pore

space, eventually causing pore clogging. In PEM fuel

cells, liquid water saturation dynamically depends on

operating conditions. A generalized continuity equation

for all phases in a continuum setting may be formulated

as [28]
∂(ρmεm)

∂t
=
∑
k,m

ω̇kWk, (15)

where the sum runs over all species of phase m and ω̇k

is the rate of formation (mol m−3 s−1).

The density ρm generally depends on phase composi-

tion, and constitutive equations including their param-

eters are required to describe this dependency. For gas

phases, the assumption of the ideal gas law,

ρm =
p

RT
1∑

k Yk/Wk
, (16)

is valid for the conditions met in most electrochemical

cells. Here ρm is the phase density, p the pressure, and

Yk and Wk the mass fraction and molecular weight of

species k. The density of an ideal condensed phase can

be calculated from species partial molar volumes Ωk,

ρm =

∑
k XkWk∑
k XkΩk

, (17)

where Xk is the species mole fraction. Using these

constitutive relationships, Eq. 15 predicts the dynamic

change of volume fractions of each phase. The neces-

sary condition
∑

m εm = 1 requires the assumption of

either the presence of a compressible gas phase that ac-

commodates volume changes, or the presence of a mo-

bile fluid phase that is displaced upon volume changes,

or the coupling to a mechanical model describing over-

all volume expansion.

4. Charge-transfer chemistry

Electrochemical reactions occur at phase interfaces

where charge is transferred between phases that are at

different electrostatic potentials Φ. In Li-ion batter-

ies, where the chemical potential driving forces across

the cell are derived from Li stored in the electrode

structures, these phase interfaces typically involve two

phases (e.g., the electrolyte and the electrode as in Re-

action 1 for a battery anode). In fuel cells, where the

chemical-potential driving forces are derived from gas

or liquid flows in contact with electrode/electrolyte in-

terfaces, the charge-transfer occurs at so-called three-

phase boundaries at the intersection between the elec-

trode, electrolyte, and the electrically neutral fluid phase

(cf., Fig. 6). For example, consider a solid-oxide fuel

cell composite anode that is a porous structure com-

prised of the electron conducting electrode (e.g., Ni),

the ion-conducting electrolyte (e.g., YSZ), and the gas

phase containing the fuel (e.g., H2). The charge-transfer

chemistry may be represented as

H2(g) + O2−(el) � H2O(g) + VO(el) + 2e−(an), (18)

where H2(g) is in the gas phase, O2−(el) is in the elec-

trolyte phase, H2O(g) is in the gas phase, VO(el) is an

oxide ion vacancy in the electrolyte phase, and e−(an)

is in the Ni phase. Reaction 18 is a global reaction

that simplifies a more complex multi-step reaction se-

quence [33, 55].

The rate of a charge-transfer reaction at a multi-phase

interface, according to fundamental Marcus theory, de-

pends on the electrostatic potential difference between

the participating electrode and electrolyte phases. How-

ever, nearly all battery and fuel-cell models are based on

the Butler–Volmer formulation using “overpotentials.”

4.1. Marcus theory
The fundamental Marcus formulation is general and

does not depend on simplifying assumptions. Consider

a general reaction, including a charge-transfer reaction,

as represented by

K∑
k=1

ν′kiχ
zk
k �

K∑
k=1

ν′′kiχ
zk
k , (19)

where χzk
k is the chemical symbol for the kth species

with charge zk. The subindices represent species k
and reaction i, with K being the number of species in-

volved in the reaction. One of the “species” may be

an electron. Reactions may involve species that reside

in different phases, such as electrode and electrolyte

phases. Electrochemical charge-transfer reactions trans-

fer charge between phases. By convention, reversible

charge-transfer reactions are usually written such that

the forward direction is the anodic direction (i.e., pro-

ducing electrons). The backward direction is called ca-
thodic, meaning that electrons are consumed.
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A reaction’s rate of progress can be written in terms

of the difference between forward (anodic) and back-

ward (cathodic) rates of progress qi as

qi = qfi − qbi = kfi

K∏
k=1

aν
′
ki

k − kbi

K∏
k=1

aν
′′
ki

k , (20)

where ak are the activity concentrations of the partici-

pating species. Generally speaking, the activity concen-

tration for the species in a particular phase are equal to

the activity coefficient γk multiplied by a dimensionally-

appropriate concentration. For bulk, three-dimensional

fluids (gases, liquids, solids), the concentration is sim-

ply the molar concentration [Xk]. For surface-adsorbed

species, the concentration equals the surface coverage

Γmθk,m, where θk,m is the site fraction for species k on

the surface of phase m and Γm is the total available sur-

face site density on phase m.

For a given rate of progress qi for a charge transfer

reaction i, the associated charge transfer current ie,i is:

ie,i = qine,iF, (21)

where ne,i is the number of electrons (or equivalent

charge) transferred to the electrode by the reaction:

ne,i = −
Ked∑
k=1

νkzk, (22)

summed over all the Ked species in the electrode phase,

including electrons. The sign convention is such that

an anodic rate of progress (produces negative charge in

the electrode) is considered a positive current, while a

cathodic rate of progress results in ii,e < 0.

The forward and backward rate expressions for each

reaction i are written as

kfi = kt
fi exp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−βai

K∑
k=1

νkizkFΦk

RT

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (23)

kbi = kt
bi exp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣+βci

K∑
k=1

νkizkFΦk

RT

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (24)

where νki = ν
′′
ki − ν′ki, and the forward and backward

thermal rate coefficients (i.e., at zero electric-potential

difference) are represented as kt
fi and kt

bi. Assuming an

elementary single-electron-transfer reaction, the anodic

and cathodic symmetry factors βai and βci respectively

are related by βai + βci = 1. There can be confusion

between the anodic and cathodic symmetry factors (βa

and βc) and the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients

(αa and αc). These coefficients are interchangeable for

elementary, single-charge transfer reactions. For global

reactions and reactions involving the transfer of more

than one charge, the anodic and cathodic transfer coef-

ficients (αa and αc) should be used because they are not

constrained to sum to unity [33, 56, 57].

When there is a transfer of charge between phases

at different electric potential, the term
∑K

k=1 νkizkFΦk is

non-zero, and the charge transfer rate is modified by the

electric-potential difference between the two participat-

ing phases. Each phase m is assumed to be at an electric

potential Φm. However, as a matter of convenience in

computational implementation, each species can be as-

signed the charge associated with its phase. In other

words, in writing Eqs. 23 and 24, each species k is as-

signed with an electric potential Φk, not the phase Φm

directly. Generally, each species assumes the electric

potential of phase in which it exists. The gas-phase is

usually considered to be electrically neutral (Φm = 0).

If all the charged species in an electrochemical re-

action are in the same phase, the electric potentials do

not affect the reaction rate (i.e., the exponential fac-

tors in Eqs. 23 and 24 are exactly unity). For exam-

ple, consider the reaction I2 + I− � I−3 , which may oc-

cur within a sodium battery aqueous electrolyte (i.e., a

single phase). In this case, assuming Φk is the same

for all species,
∑

k νkzk = νI2
zI2
+ νI−zI− + νI−

3
zI−

3
=

(−1) × (0) + (−1) × (−1) + (+1) × (−1) = 0.

The thermal reaction rate expressions kt
i (kt

fi or kt
bi)

are usually represented using the modified Arrhenius

expression as

kt
i = AiT ni exp

(
− Ei

RT

)
, (25)

where Ei represents the activation energy, Ai the pre-

exponential factor, and ni the temperature exponent.

To satisfy microscopic reversibility and maintain ther-

modynamic consistency, the thermal component of the

backward (cathodic) rate kt
bi is related to the forward

(anodic) rate kt
fi via the reaction equilibrium constant Ki

as

Ki =
kt

fi

kt
bi

= exp

(
−ΔG◦i

RT

) K∏
k=1

[
X◦k
]−νki
, (26)

where ΔG◦i is the change of the standard-state Gibbs

free energy for the reaction. Evaluating ΔG◦i , and hence

the equilibrium constant, requires quantitative thermo-

chemical properties for all species in the reaction.

4.2. Charge-transfer transition state

For the sake of illustration, consider a charge-transfer

reaction representing behavior at a solid-oxide fuel cell
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Figure 8: Potential energy surfaces to assist visualizing the effect of

electric-potential difference on charge-transfer reaction rates.

anode,

H(a) + OH−(e) � H2O(a) + (e) + e−(a). (27)

The nomenclature (a) and (e) indicate the anode and

electrolyte phases, respectively. In this reaction, H(a)

and H2O(a) are assumed to be adsorbates on the anode

(e.g., Ni) surface. A hydroxyl ion on the electrolyte

surface (e.g., YSZ) is represented as OH−(e) and (e)

represents an open site on the electrolyte surface. The

electron e−(a) is in the electrode phase. Figure 8 illus-

trates potential-energy surfaces that assist understand-

ing the influence of electric potentials on charge-transfer

rates. The potential-energy surface on the left repre-

sents the reactants and the one on the right represents

the products. The electric-potential difference at the in-

terface between anode (a) and electrolyte (e) is written

as Ea = Φa −Φe (where the subscript ‘a’ represents that

it is for the anode half-cell). The equilibrium electric-

potential difference Eeq
a is the electric-potential differ-

ence at which the reaction proceeds at equal and oppo-

site rates in the anodic (forward) and cathodic (back-

ward) directions (illustrated as the dashed line). There

is a potential-energy barrier between the reactant and

product states, which tends to be cusp-like for charge-

transfer reactions. When proceeding in the anodic di-

rection, the charge-transfer reaction illustrated in Fig. 8

delivers electrons into the anode, which is at a lower

electric potential than is the electrode. The electric po-

tential difference therefore opposes the charge transfer

reaction, in this state: the negatively charged electron

is naturally repelled from the negative electrode. Some

of the chemical energy stored as chemical bonds in the

reactants is converted to electric current as electrons are

delivered into the anode (i.e., the conduction band of

the Ni). When the electrostatic potential of the anode

increases relative to the electrolyte (i.e., Ea increases),

the electrostatic barrier to charge transfer decreases.

The symmetry factors β are related to the magnitudes

of the slopes of the potential-energy surfaces at their

crossing point. Because the slopes are typically simi-

lar, the symmetry factors for elementary reactions are

usually near β = 1/2. When the anode electric po-

tential Φa is increased relative to the adjoining elec-

trolyte electric potentialΦe, the activation overpotential
ηact is increased by the same amount. As illustrated in

Fig. 8, the product-side potential energy surface is low-

ered by ηactF and the anodic energy barrier is lowered

by βaηactF. The energy barrier in the cathodic direction,

meanwhile, increases by (1 − βa) ηactF.

4.3. Butler–Volmer kinetics
The Bulter–Volmer formulation is an alternative ap-

proach to modeling charge transfer reactions. Funda-

mentally, the Bulter–Volmer expression can be derived

from elementary Marcus Theory if there is a single rate-

limiting charge-transfer reaction [8, 57]. Although the

Butler–Volmer formulation is very widely used and has

some significant advantages, it also has some very sig-

nificant limitations. If the chemistry is represented sim-

ply as a single reaction (e.g., Reaction 1), then the lim-

itations are not demanding. In fact, for such simple

chemistry, there is relatively little need for generalized

software. However, if the charge-transfer chemistry is

a multi-step process, then the Butler–Volmer formula-

tion is much less appropriate and more difficult to im-

plement.

In the Butler–Volmer form, the charge-transfer cur-

rent can be expressed as

ie = qine,iF

= i0
[
exp

(
αaFηact

RT

)
− exp

(−αcFηact

RT

)]
,

(28)

where ie is the current at the electrode/electrolyte in-

terface, ne,i is as in Eq. 22, i0 is the exchange current
density, ηact is the activation overpotential, and αa and

αc are the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients, re-

spectively. The activation overpotential ηact is defined

as

ηact = (Φed − Φel) − (Φed − Φel)
eq , (29)

where Φed and Φel are the electrostatic potentials in

the electrode and electrolyte phases, respectively. The

term Eeq = (Φed − Φel)
eq represents the equilibrium

electrostatic-potential difference (cf., Section 4.4).
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As expressed by Eq. 29, the Butler–Volmer formu-

lation references electrostatic potentials to equilibrium

reversible potential differences. At first, this may seem

indirect and cumbersome. However, the advantage is

that open-circuit voltages can be easily measured and,

in many cases, evaluated theoretically. However, as dis-

cussed subsequently, as the chemistry becomes more

complex, there are limitations and complications asso-

ciated with the Butler–Volmer formulation.

The Butler–Volmer exchange current density i0 in-

cludes the activities of the participating species. For

example, the exchange current density for Reaction 1

at a graphite anode is typically represented as

i0 = kctF[Li+(el)]αa [Limax(ed) − Li(ed)]αa [Li(ed)]αc .
(30)

Several important points can be noted about Eq. 30. The

factor kct represents an Arrhenius rate expression that

captures the temperature dependence and F is the Fara-

day constant. The exponents αa and αc are the anodic

and cathodic symmetry factors, multiplied by the stoi-

chiometric coefficients for the reaction, which are equal

to unity in Reaction 1. The concentration [Limax(ed)]

represents the maximum concentration of intercalated

Li within the graphite anode, which must be indepen-

dently specified.

Strictly speaking, as stated, Reaction 1 means that the

anode is Li metal. Although a bulk Li metal anode is a

viable possibility, the common intent is that the anode is

graphite with intercalated Li. So, the more correct way

to state the reaction is

LiC6(ed) � Li+(el) + e−(ed) + C6(ed), (31)

which explicitly identifies the fact that the anode is

graphite and that the Li is intercalated. In this case,

the exchange current density can be evaluated directly

in the dilute solution approximation as

i0 = kctF[Li+(el)]αa [C6(ed)]αa [LiC6(ed)]αc . (32)

The concentration [LiC6(ed)] represents the intercalated

Li and [C6(ed)] represents the unoccupied graphite that

is available to accept Li. The activity coefficients here

are assumed to be unity and do not include complex

concentrated solution effects [9, 58] . In this form, the

identity of the electrode phase and its associated ther-

modynamics are clear in the reaction statement itself.

Thus, these parameters do not need to be specified sep-

arately and software can be written to establish the form

of the exchange current density.

4.3.1. Multi-step charge-transfer processes
Assuming there is a single rate-limiting reaction step,

a multi-step charge transfer reactions can be written in

Butler–Volmer form. However, the resulting exchange

current density can become complex and not easily de-

rived from the original reaction mechanism. Consider,

for example, oxygen reduction at a protonic-ceramic

fuel cell (PCFC) cathode. With very few exceptions

in the literature, fuel cell models represent the cathode

chemistry globally (in Kröger–Vink notation) as

1

2
O2(g) + 2OH•O(el) + 2e′(ed) � 2O×O(el) + H2O(g),

(33)

where OH•O is a proton in the electrolyte phase, O×
O

(el)

is an oxide ion in the electrolyte phase, e′ is an electron

in the electrode (cathode) phase, and O2(g) and H2O(g)

are gas-phase oxygen and steam respectively. Such a

reaction is easily represented in Butler–Volmer form.

However, assume that the actual chemistry is a multi-

step process as

O2(g) + 2(s) � 2O(s), (34)

OH•O(el) + O(s) + e′(ed) = OH(s) + O×O(el), (35)

OH•O(el) + OH(s) + e′(ed) = H2O(s) + O×O(el), (36)

H2O(s) = H2O(g) + (s), (37)

where O(s), OH(s), and H2O(s) are the adsorbed oxy-

gen, hydroxyl and water molecules on the cathode sur-

face, respectively, and (s) is an empty cathode surface

site. The rates of such elementary reactions can be

represented according to Eqs. 20–24. Assuming a sin-

gle rate-limiting charge-transfer step (e.g., Reaction 35),

and with a great deal of tedious algebra, a Butler–

Volmer rate expression can be derived [32]. Without

going into details here, the resulting expression for the

net current density is

ie = i0

[
exp

(
(1 + βa,(35))Fηact

RT

)
− exp

(
−βc,(35)Fηact

RT

)]
,

(38)

where the exchange current density may be expressed

as

i0 = i∗0
(pO2
/p∗O2

)(1/2−βc,(35)/4)(pH2O/p∗H2O)βc,(35)/2

1 + (pO2
/p∗

O2
)1/2 + (pH2O/p∗H2O

)

× [O×O]βc,(35) [OH•O]βa,(35) .

(39)

In these expressions, βa,(35) and βc,(35) are the symmetry

factors associated with the rate-limiting charge-transfer

reaction (Reaction 35). Note that the effective Butler–

Volmer symmetry factors (1+βa)+βc � 1. The variables

p∗O2
= 1/K34, p∗H2O = 1/K37, are derived from equilib-

rium constants of the adsorption reactions. The variable
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Table 1: Proposed SEI film growth reaction mechanism for a graphite

particle [11].
Graphite-SEI interface
C3H4O3(E) + (Ss) � C3H4O3(Ss)
Li+(Ss) � Li+(E) + (Ss)
C2H4(E) + 2(Ss) � C2H4(Ss)
C3H4O−

3
(Ss) � C3H4O3(Ss) + e−

Sb

C2H4(Ss) + CO2−
3

(Ss) � C3H4O−
3

(Ss) + e−
Sb
+ 2(Ss)

CO2−
3

(Ss) + 2Li+(Ss) + (Sb) � Li2CO3(Sb) + 3(Ss)

Li(Sb) + (Ss) � V−(Sb) + Li+(Ss)
Li+

Sb
+ (Ss) � Li+(Ss)

SEI-electrolyte interface
e−

Sb
� e−

C6

Li(C6) + V−(Sb) � Li(Sb) + e−
C6
+ (C6)

Li(C6) � Li+
Sb
+ e−

C6
+ (C6)

i∗0 is an empirical parameter, which contains informa-

tion such as three-phase-boundary length. Clearly, the

resulting Butler–Volmer expressions are not easily de-

rived from the reactions themselves.

To pick another example, consider the important

problem solid-electrolye-interface (SEI) chemistry in

Li-ion battery anodes. Although details of this chem-

istry are not well understood, there is certainly ac-

tive numerical and experimental research to understand

it [3, 11, 59–61]. Again, without developing the details

here, Table 1 shows the reactions mechanisms analyzed

by Colclasure, et al. [3, 11]. The only purpose for show-

ing such reactions here is to emphasize the need for han-

dling increasingly complex electrochemical kinetics.

4.4. Reversible potentials

The reversible potential for any charge-transfer reac-

tion i can be thermodynamically evaluated as [57]

EREV
i =

1

ne,iF

K∑
k=1

νki μk, (40)

where the signs of stoichiometric coefficients νki assume

that the reaction is written in the anodic direction (i.e.,

producing electrons). Assuming that there is a single

global charge-transfer reaction for both the anode and

cathode half-cells, the full-cell reversible potential can

be expressed as

EREV = EREV
c − EREV

a . (41)

To be more explicit, for example, consider a polymer-

electrolyte-membrane (PEM) fuel cell. Assuming that

the cathode half-cell reaction (written in the anodic di-

rection) can be expressed as

H2O(g, c) � 2H+(el) +
1

2
O2(g, c) + 2e−(c), (42)

the reversible potential can be expressed as

EREV
c =

1

2F

(
−μH2O(g,c) + 2μH+(el) +

1

2
μO2(g,c)

)
. (43)

Similarly, assuming the anode half-cell reaction is ex-

pressed as

H2(g, a) � 2H+(el) + 2e−(a), (44)

the reversible potential on the anode can be expressed

as

EREV
a =

1

2F

(
−μH2(g,a) + 2μH+(el)

)
. (45)

The full-cell reversible potential is then

EREV =
1

2F

(
−μH2O(g,c) +

1

2
μO2(g,c) + μH2(g,a)

)
,

= −ΔG◦

2F
+

RT
2F

ln
pH2(g,a) p1/2

O2,c

pH2O(g,c)

,

(46)

with

ΔG◦ = μ◦H2O −
1

2
μ◦O2
− μ◦H2

. (47)

In these expressions, pk,c and pk,a are the partial pres-

sure of species k on the cathode and anode side, respec-

tively. The change in standard-state Gibbs free energy

ΔG◦ can be expressed using the equilibrium cathode-

side gas composition,

exp

(−ΔG◦

RT

)
=

pH2O(g,c)

pH2(g,c) p1/2
O2(g,c)

. (48)

Keep in mind that the reversible potential is an inher-

ently equilibrium concept. That is, the gas on both sides

of the membrane is assumed to be in thermodynamic

equilibrium.

Substituting Eq. 48 into Eq. 46 results in a simplified

expression for the full-cell reversible potential as

EREV =
RT
2F

ln
pH2(g,a)

pH2(g,c)

. (49)

Importantly, for PEM fuel cells, assuming the mem-

braned is a pure proton conductor, the reversible poten-

tial may be evaluated using only the gas-phase compo-

sitions in the anode and cathode chambers.

If the electrolyte membrane is single-ion-conducting,

the reversible potential is equivalent to the open-circuit

potential

EREV = EOCV. (50)

The open-circuit potential is the (measurable) electric

potential difference between the cathode and anode cur-

rent collectors,

EOCV = Φc − Φa, (51)
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Figure 9: Reversible half-cell potential between an intercalating

graphite electrode and Li metal.

when no external circuit is attached (i.e., an infinite-

resistance external circuit). In most, if not all, electro-

chemical devices (e.g., batteries, fuel cells, membrane

reactors,...) the open-circuit voltage is easily measured.

Thus, any practical model must be capable of accurately

predicting open-circuit voltage.

If the reversible potential is known, either by the-

ory or measurement, then including that information in

modeling is valuable. In cases such as the PEM fuel cell,

evaluating EREV is straightforward in terms of gas-phase

composition (cf. Eq. 49). However, in Li-ion batteries,

for example, the situation is somewhat more complex.

Figure 9 shows measurable half-cell reversible potential

between a graphite anode and Li metal. The reversible

potential varies as a function of intercalated Li (i.e., x
in LixC6). Such information can be communicated to a

model via data fitting or theoretical expressions [9].

Expressing charge-transfer kinetics in the Butler–

Volmer setting takes advantage of a priori knowledge

of reversible potentials. Although the Butler–Volmer

formulation depends on some very significant limiting

assumptions, it does benefit from the inherent ability to

predict measurable open-circuit voltages.

For membranes that are mixed ionic-electronic con-

ductors (MIEC), in general EOCV � EREV. This

is the case, for example, for protonic-ceramic fuel

cells (PCFC) that are based on doped-perovskite mem-

branes [32, 35]. In such cases, establishing the relation-

ships between EOCV and EREV is more difficult. The

doped-perovskite membranes typically have three or

more charged defects, including small polarons that lead

to so-called electronic leakage. Even at open-circuit

(i.e., an infinite resistance external circuit), there is ionic

and electronic transport through the membrane. In gen-

eral, because of electronic leakage, EOCV < EREV.

Models must be able to represent such behavior, which

depends on mixed-conducting transport within the elec-

trolyte membrane phase [32, 62].

4.5. Microscopic reversibility

Maintaining thermodynamic consistency and micro-

scopic reversibility are important considerations in

most, if not all, chemical kinetics modeling. It is im-

portant that the long-time (infinite time) result of ki-

netics approaches the thermodynamic equilibrium state.

Achieving thermodynamic consistency requires know-

ing thermodynamic properties for all species partici-

pating in the kinetics. With known thermodynamic

properties, the equilibrium state can be evaluated in-

dependently of any kinetics behaviors by minimizing

the Gibbs free energy. With gas-phase mixtures, the

equilibrium composition is easily evaluated because the

thermodynamics for most gas-phase species are readily

available. In electrochemistry, the situation is quite dif-

ferent.

Consider an elementary electrochemical reaction

mechanism, with the rates being expressed in the form

of Marcus theory. Such mechanisms (e.g., Reac-

tions 34–37) typically involve ionic species and surface

adsorbates, the thermodynamic properties for which are

largely unknown. If the thermodynamics are not known,

then equilibrium state cannot be independently estab-

lished from the thermodynamics (cf, Eq. 40). In elec-

trochemistry, the equilibrium electrostatic potential dif-

ferences at phase interfaces is an important aspect of the

thermodynamic equilibrium. For applications such as

batteries or fuel cells, predicting correct open-circuit po-

tentials is a critically important aspect of a model. Thus,

it is essential that a model using the Marcus formalism

must have complete thermodynamic properties for all

species.

In the Butler–Volmer setting, the reversible half-cell

potentials can be specified independently. Then, the ac-

tivation overpotentials are measured relative to the re-

versible potentials (Eq. 29). Thus, a model based on

the Butler–Volmer formulation is inherently suited to

respecting known reversible potentials and open-circuit

potentials. However, the Butler–Volmer formulation de-

pends on simplifying assumptions, some of which may

not be consistent with the intent of the multi-step reac-

tion mechanism. As reaction mechanisms become more

complex, the Butler–Volmer formulation becomes in-

creasingly cumbersome. Moreover, depending on de-

tails of the multi-step reaction mechanism, thermody-

namic properties for individual species may be required

to derive the Butler–Volmer exchange current densities.

Thus, the potential value of the Butler–Volmer frame-

work is diminished, and may be inappropriate.
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The Marcus framework is certainly the most ap-

propriate as the electrochemistry complexity increases.

However, because the Marcus framework demands ther-

modynamic properties, there is a need to establish and

validate the needed properties. Direct measurements,

if possible, are difficult. Thus, there are opportunities

for developing new atomistic-scale and ab initio simu-

lation capabilities that are specifically targeted toward

ionic species and surface adsorbates.

4.6. Macroscopic irreversibility

There are numerous examples where electrochem-

ical cells show macroscopically irreversible features.

In lithium-ion batteries, the SEI is observed to form

at low anodic half-cell potentials, but does not com-

pletely decompose when going back to high potentials.

Simple Tafel kinetics have been used to describe this

behavior [63], which, however, clearly violate micro-

scopic reversibility. In Li/O2 batteries, charging typ-

ically proceeds at considerably higher overpotentials

than discharge, leading to a strong asymmetry in the

charge/discharge behavior [27]. In PEM fuel cells, ob-

served open-circuit voltage is considerably lower than

the value predicted by thermodynamics [64]. In all these

cases, Butler-Volmer kinetics fail to describe the exper-

imental observations. The understanding and prediction

of macroscopic irreversibility remains a challenge for

kinetic modeling.

5. Charge transport

As demonstrated, predicting charge-transfer reaction

rates requires knowledge about the electrostatic poten-

tials and species concentrations in participating phases.

Both quantities are affected by the need to transport

charged species to the relevant electrode-electrolyte in-

terfaces. Transport of charged species may be modeled

using dilute or concentrated solution theory. Phase elec-

trostatic potentials may be modeled by solving a Pois-

son equation or by assuming strict electroneutrality.

As a practical matter, the much-simpler dilute ap-

proximation is the most widely used transport model.

The dilute approximation usually leads to formulating

problems in the context of Nernst–Planck fluxes. The

concentrated-solution theory is often applied in ways

that are limited to binary systems, meaning only one

cation and one anion. Transport within crystalline lat-

tice structures typically must constrain the mobilities of

charged defects to preserve site and charge balances at

the lattice scale.

Generally, charged-species fluxes Jk can be repre-

sented as

Jk = −uk[Xk]∇μ̃k + [Xk] v, (52)

where uk and v represent the ion mobilities and bulk

phase velocity, respectively. Often, the bulk velocity is

negligibly small, and certainly vanishes for solid elec-

trolytes. Yet, in systems with strong volume changes

within the composite electrode (e.g., Li/O2 cells), bulk

velocity may become important. Given a set of fluxes

Jk, the species concentrations can be expressed gener-

ally as a conserved quantity and integrated as a function

of time:
∂ [Xk]

∂t
= −∇ · Jk + ω̇kWk. (53)

Here ω̇k is a volumetric production rate and Wk are

the species molecular weights. Additional relationships

are needed to determine the electrostatic potentials Φ

(cf., Section 5.1) and convective velocities v. The cur-

rent density within the phase can be expressed in terms

of the charge-species fluxes as

i = F
∑

k

zkJk. (54)

5.1. Electroneutrality
Predicting the electrostatic potential fields is an es-

sential element of all electrochemistry models. Requir-

ing electroneutrality within a phase can be a practical

and reasonably accurate assumption. Strict electroneu-

trality means that ∑
k

Fzk [Xk] = 0, (55)

everywhere within the bulk phase. Strict charge neutral-

ity can also be enforced as

∇ · i = 0. (56)

Equation 56 is typically referred to as conservation of
charge. Although strict electroneutrality (or conserva-
tion of charge) can be a reasonably accurate approxi-

mation, it is not entirely correct. Rather, the electro-

static potential is more accurately governed by a Pois-

son equation as

∇ · (ε∇Φ) = −ρ = −
∑

k

Fzk [Xk] , (57)

where ε is the phase’s dielectric constant and ρ is the

local charge density [12]. Interestingly, while Eq. 55 is

roughly correct (i.e.,
∑

k Fzk [Xk] ≈ 0), it also is the case

that

∇ · (ε∇Φ) � 0. (58)
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In other words, assuming that ∇ · (ε∇Φ) = 0 is in-
correct! As discussed by Bazant and colleagues [65],

because typically ε � 1, small (second-order) vari-

ations in ρ lead to large (leading order) variations in

Φ. When Eq. 57 is solved coupled together with

species-conservation equations (e.g., Eq. 53), the re-

sulting models are called Nernst–Planck–Poisson (NPP)

models [66].

Most electrochemistry models, at least those at the

technology scale (e.g., batteries, fuel cells, etc.) assume

a sharp “jump” in the electrostatic potential across phase

boundaries. This jump ΔΦ is used to evaluate electro-

chemical charge-transfer rates at the phase interfaces.

However, by solving Eq. 57 on very small length scales

near the phase interfaces, it is possible to resolve the

electrical double layers at the phase boundaries. In other

words, it is possible to resolve the electrostatic potential

and species profiles within the extremely thin double

layers. Nevertheless, at the technology level, there is

usually no practical value to resolving the double-layer

structure. Moreover, because of the enormous scale dis-

parity, it is entirely impractical to resolve double-layer

structure together with predicting larger-scale electro-

chemical performance.

5.2. Dilute solution theory

Dilute solution theory assumes that within an ionic

solution, the charged species do not directly interact.

The species flux can be expanded using the Nernst–

Einstein equation (Dk = RTuk) to

Jk = −Dk
∇ (γk [Xk])

γk
− Dk

zkF
RT

[Xk]∇Φ + [Xk] v, (59)

where Dk are species diffusion coefficients. For dilute

solutions, the activity coefficients γk approach unity for

all species, which results in [12]

Jk = −Dk∇ [Xk]︸������︷︷������︸
diffusion

−Dk
zkF
RT

[Xk]∇Φ︸���������������︷︷���������������︸
migration

+ [Xk] v︸︷︷︸
convection

. (60)

The species fluxes are driven by diffusion and migra-

tion, and possibly convection.

Using Eq. 60, the current density, ionic conductivity,

and transference numbers tk can be derived [12]. The

current density can be expressed as

i = − F
∑

k

zkDk∇ [Xk] − F2∇Φ
∑

k

z2
kuk [Xk]

+ Fv
∑

k

zk [Xk] .
(61)

The ionic conductivity σ is obtained in the limit of no

concentration gradients and no bulk velocity,

σ = F2
∑

k

z2
kuk [Xk] . (62)

The transference number tk is defined as the fraction

of current carried by species k within an electrolyte.

Continuing to assume negligible concentration gradi-

ents and bulk velocity, the transference number can be

expressed as

tk i = −F2z2
kuk [Xk]∇Φ = z2

kuk [Xk]∑
k z2

kuk [Xk]
i, (63)

tk =
z2

kuk [Xk]∑
k z2

kuk [Xk]
. (64)

By definition, the transference numbers, when summed

over all mobile ions in a phase, must sum to unity.

A central tenet of the dilute solution theory is that the

flux of species k depends on diffusion coefficients and

mobilities that are associated with species k alone. In

the more general case, the fluxes depend on diffusion

coefficient matrices that represent the interactions be-

tween species (i.e., off-diagonal Onsager contributions).

5.2.1. Dilute solution binary electrolyte
Significant simplifications are possible for elec-

trolytes that carry only two charged species. Assuming,

for example, a liquid electrolyte solution composed of a

salt that dissociates into one cation and one anion. Let

ν+ and ν− be the number of cations and anions produced

by dissolving electrolyte salt1. Assuming strict elec-

troneutrality, the anion and cation concentrations ([X−]

and [X+]) within the electrolyte are related to the origi-

nal salt concentration C as

C =
[X+]

ν+
=

[X−]

ν−
. (65)

Assuming no homogeneous reactions within the solvent

and no bulk velocity, the species continuity equation can

be expressed as

∂C
∂t
= D∇2C, (66)

where

D = z+u+D− − z−u−D+
z+u+ − z−u−

(67)

1Newman introduced a ± nonclature that is widely used. However,

it is necessarily restricted to binary mixtures
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is called the ambipolar diffusion coefficient [12]. The

diffusion coefficient can be simplified using the Nernst–

Einstein equation (Dk = RTuk) to

D = D+D− (z+ − z−)

z+D+ − z−D−
. (68)

The ambipolar diffusion coefficient is used frequently

in modeling solid-state ceramic electrolytes, where it is

also called the chemical diffusion coefficient. Although

the application is limited to dilute binary systems, the

explicit consideration of the electrostatic potential is

eliminated. The resulting mathematical problem can

be treated as a relatively straightforward diffusion prob-

lem [66–68].

5.3. Concentrated solution theory

The multicomponent transport for concentrated solu-

tion theory can be represented generally as

[Xk]∇μ̃k =
∑

j

Kk j

(
v j − vk

)

=
RT [Xk]

[XT ]

∑
j

[
Xj

]
Dk j

(
v j − vk

)
,

(69)

where Kk j are the friction coefficients (also referred to

as interaction coefficients), [XT ] =
∑

k [Xk] is the total

concentration, andDk j are binary diffusion coefficients.

By definition, the binary-diffusion-coefficient matrix is

symmetric (Dk j = D jk). The so-called self-diffusion

coefficient Dkk can be evaluated, but has little or no

physical utility. Equation 69 is analogous to the Stefan–

Maxwell equations [69] and equivalent to those devel-

oped by Onsager [12, 70].

As discussed by Newman and Thomas-Alyea [12],

concentrated solution theory (Eq. 69) is typically in-

verted to evaluate the diffusion velocities. The concen-

trated solution theory can be expressed as

[Xk]∇μ̃k =
∑

j

Mk j

(
v j − v0

)
, (70)

where

Mk j =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩Kk j if k � j
Kk j −∑i Kki, if k = j.

(71)

The diffusion velocities can then be expressed as

v j − v0 = −
∑
k�0

L0
k j [Xk]∇μ̃k, j � 0, (72)

where L0
k j is evaluated as the inverse of the M0

k j matrix

as

L0
k j = −

(
M0

k j

)−1
. (73)

The submatrix M0
k j is the matrix Mk j with the row and

column of a reference species ‘0’ removed. The species

fluxes can be expressed as

Jk = [Xk] v0 −
∑
j�0

L0
k j

[
Xj

]
[Xk]∇μ̃ j. (74)

The velocity of species ‘0’ is such that the net diffusive

flux vanishes. That is,∑
k

Jk = v, (75)

where v is the bulk velocity. The current density can

then be evaluated as

i = F
∑

k

zk [Xk] vk = F
∑

k

zk [Xk] (vk − v0) ,

= −F
∑
k�0

zk [Xk]
∑
j�0

L0
k j

[
Xj

]
∇μ̃ j.

(76)

In a solution with spatially uniform species concen-

trations (i.e., ∇μ̃k = zkF∇φ), the conductivity of the so-

lution is

σ = −F2
∑
k�0

∑
j�0

L0
jkz jzk[Xk][Xj], (77)

and the transference number with respect to the refer-

ence species ‘0’ is

t0
k =

zk[Xk]F2

σ

∑
j�0

L0
k jz j[Xj]. (78)

It should be noted that the transference number for a

concentrated solution depends on species ‘0’. Thus, un-

like dilute solution theory, the transference number t0
k is

no longer analogous to the fraction of current carried by

species k. The sum of the transference numbers must be

unity, independent of the reference species ‘0’ [12].

5.3.1. Concentrated solution binary electrolyte
A binary electrolyte is composed of a single anion

specie, a single cation specie, and the solvent. The fol-

lowing analysis uses subscripts ‘+’, ‘−’, ‘0’ to repre-

sent the anion, cation, and solvent, respectively. Con-

centrated solution theory for a binary electrolyte can be

expressed as

[X+]∇μ+ = RT
[X+] [X0]

[XT ]D+0

(v0 − v+)

+ RT
[X+] [X−]

[XT ]D+− (v− − v+) ,

(79)
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[X−]∇μ− = RT
[X−] [X0]

[XT ]D−0

(v0 − v−)

+ RT
[X−] [X+]

[XT ]D−+ (v+ − v−) ,

(80)

The cation flux can be expressed as

J+ = [X+]v+

=
1

D+− [X0] −D+0 [X−]

(
[X+] [XT ]D+−D+0

RT
∇μ+

+ [X0] [X+]D+−v0 + [X+] [X−]D+0v−
)
.

(81)

It can be shown that the anion flux, cation flux, current

density, and transference number (Eqs. 54, 69 and 78)

can be combined such that [12, 71]

J+ =
[X+] [XT ]D

[X0] RT (ν+ + ν−)
∇ (ν+μ+ + ν−μ−)

+
it0
+

z+F
+ [X+] v0,

(82)

J− =
[X−] [XT ]D

[X0] RT (ν+ + ν−)
∇ (ν+μ+ + ν−μ−)

+
it0−

z−F
+ [X−] v0,

(83)

where D is the diffusion coefficient ‘based on the ther-

modynamic driving force’ and is similar to the dilute-

solution diffusion coefficient (see Eq. 68)

D = D0+D0− (z+ − z−)

z+D0+ − z−D0−
. (84)

The cation transference number for a binary concen-

trated solution is expressed as

t0
+ =

z+D0+

z+D0+ − z−D0−
. (85)

The diffusion coefficient for concentrated solutions is

usually measured based on the gradient of concentration

D = D [XT ]

[X0]

(
1 +

d ln γ±
d ln m

)
, (86)

where γ± is the mean molal activity coefficient and m is

the molality [12, 71, 72]. The species continuity equa-

tions (assuming no bulk velocity or homogeneous reac-

tions) can then be combined using strict electroneutral-

ity as

∂C
∂t
= ∇ ·

[
D
(
1 − d ln [X0]

d ln C

)
∇C − i t0

+

z+ν+F

]
. (87)

5.4. Binary diffusion coefficients in liquids

There are several approaches to approximating the bi-

nary diffusion coefficients in liquids, with the Stokes–

Einstein relationship being widely used. However, the

Stokes–Einstein relation is most accurate for infinitively

dilute systems. Empirical relationships to modify the

Stokes–Einstein relationship have been developed to

more accurately predict the binary diffusion coefficients

in dilute systems. In concentrated solutions, experimen-

tal studies have shown that the binary diffusion coeffi-

cients depend on concentrations, temperatures, and vis-

cosities [69].

In concentrated solutions, electrical interactions

strongly influence ion mobility [73, 74]. In accordance

with the Debye–Hückle theory, ions tend to form “ion

atmospheres” that can increase or decrease mobility of

charged species due to positive and negative charge in-

teractions.

5.4.1. Stokes–Einstein binary diffusion coefficients
The Einstein diffusion equation can be stated gener-

ally as

Dk j =
kBT
ζ
, (88)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature,

and ζ is a friction coefficient [73, 75]. If the fluid

is isotropic, incompressible, and Newtonian, and the

boundary between the particles is fixed, high-shear, and

nonslip, then Stokes’s law for creeping flow states

ζ = 6πη jrk, (89)

where η j is the fluid viscosity of species j and rk is the

molecular radius of species k. If the fluid is Newtonian

and there is zero-shear between the particles, then the

friction coefficient can be expressed as

ζ = 4πη jrk. (90)

If there is shear and slip between the particles, the fric-

tion coefficient can be expressed as

ζ = 6πη jrk

(
2η j + υrk

3μ j + υrk

)
, (91)

where υ is the sliding coefficient [69, 75, 76]. If there is

high shear and no slip between the particles (υ → ∞),

Eq. 91 simplifies to Eq. 89. If there is zero shear and

high slip (υ→ 0), Eq. 91 simplifies to Eq. 90.

The Stokes–Einstein relationships are most accurate

for infinitively dilute concentrations. Theoretical ad-

justments for polar and non-circular molecules have
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been proposed to modify the friction coefficient ζ [73].

Empirical relations modifying the Stokes–Einstein rela-

tion for infinitely dilute solutions have also been devel-

oped to add concentration, activity, and viscosity depen-

dence [77]. In addition, the product of the binary diffu-

sion coefficient involving the solvent and the viscosity

η have been shown to be reasonably constant over mod-

erate concentration ranges (e.g. ηDk0 is constant) [69].

The binary diffusion coefficients between ions, accord-

ing to Debye-Hückel-Onsager theory, is expected to

be proportional to
√

C [72, 74]. Additional theories

for concentrated solutions have been developed to bet-

ter describe concentrated solution performance [78–80].

Complex electrochemistry software must able to ac-

commodate concentrated solution theories with varying

levels of complexity, to reduce the computational bur-

den placed on the software user.

5.5. Charged transport in solids

Broadly speaking, there are three approaches to

model charge and species transport within solids. These

approaches, in ascending order of complexity, are

• Solid phases with effective properties

• Dilute defect solids (negligible Onsager cross-

diagonal coefficients)

• Concentrated defect solids (significant Onsager

cross-diagonal coefficients)

Battery electrodes are commonly modeled using solid

phase models with effective properties [7, 9, 20, 48, 81,

82]. Such models assume that the mobile solid-phase

species is charge-neutral. Thus, the species transport

and charge transport are no longer explicitly coupled.

These models represent species fluxes as

Jk = −Dk,eff∇ (γk [Xk]) , (92)

and current density as

i = −σeff∇Φ. (93)

In these expressions, Dk,eff and σeff are the effective

diffusion coefficients and the effective conductivity, re-

spectively. The effective parameters can be functions

of concentration, thus coupling the charge and species

equations.

The differences between the dilute defect and concen-

trated solid methods can be viewed in the context of the

Onsager matrix. The Onsager coefficients Lk,i relate the

electrochemical potentials of mobile species and their

respective fluxes. Mathematically, this relationship can

be expressed as

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

J1

...
Jk
...

JK

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

L1,1 L1,2 . . . L1,K
...

...
. . .

...
Lk,1 Lk,2 . . . Lk,K
...

...
. . .

...
LK,1 LK,2 . . . LK,K

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∇μ̃1

...
∇μ̃k
...
∇μ̃K

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (94)

As derived by Osager and Fuoss [74], the Onsager co-

efficient matrix is symmetric. If the flux of species k is

independent of other species, the off-diagonal Onsager

coefficients Lk,i vanish. The off-diagonal coefficients

are negligible if the short-range and long-range inter-

actions between charged species are negligible [83]. In

this text the dilute defect solids are models that assume

that all off-diagonal Onsager coefficients are negligible

and conversely the concentrated defect solids assume

that there are significant off-diagonal coefficients.

Dilute defect models are used when the solid-phase

species are charged, but their mobilities are independent

of other charged species. For dilute defect solids the flux

of species k is the same as dilute solute solution theory

with the bulk velocity being zero (cf., Eq. 60) [32, 36,

50, 55, 57, 66, 68].

Concentrated defect models are used when the solid-

phase species are charged, and the species’ mobilities

depend on other charged species [83]. The resultant

species fluxes, which are analogous to concentrated so-

lution theory, can be expressed as

Jk =
∑

i

Lk,i ∇μ̃i. (95)

Equation 95 shows that the flux of species k depends

on the electrochemical-potential gradients of all other

species that have non-zero Onsager coefficients. Thus,

the species transport equations are tightly coupled. The

off-diagonal Onsager coefficients Li,k must be estimated

or measured for every species pairing. In principle,

these parameters can be measured using electron block-

ing electrodes and material blocking electrodes [84, 85].

However, because there are numerous potential species

combinations, many Onsager coefficients need to be es-

timated.

5.5.1. Lattice-scale site and charge balances
In solid-phase crystalline electrolytes, models must

be concerned with lattice-scale constraints. For ex-

ample, consider strontium- and iron-doped lanthanum

cobaltites, which can be generally represented as

La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−δ [50]. It is assumed that three
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cobalt oxidation states (Co2+, Co3+, and Co4+) may all

be present simultaneously, but that the iron remains as

Fe4+ [86]. Using Kröger–Vink notation, “incorpora-

tion” and “disproportionation” reactions may be writ-

ten, respectively, as

1

2
O2 + V••O + 2Co×Co � O×O + 2Co•Co, (96)

2Co×Co � Co′Co + Co•Co. (97)

The superscripts “×”, “•”, and “′” indicate charge rela-

tive to the fully occupied crystal lattice, with “×” being

neutral, “•” meaning zk = +1, and “′” meaning zk = −1.

An oxygen vacancy V••O has a zk = +2 charge, relative to

the oxygen anion that would ordinarily occupy the site.

The reduced cobalt Co′Co and oxidized cobalt Co•Co are

both expected to behave as small polarons [86].

The equilibrium composition must be constrained by

site and charge balances. The charge balance (elec-

troneutrality) is stated as

[Co•Co]L − [Co′Co]L + 2[V••O ]L + [Fe•Co]L − [Sr′La]L = 0.
(98)

In this expression, the subscript “L” in [X]L indicates

lattice-scale concentrations. In the doped perovskite

crystal structure (ABO3), site balances must be enforced

for the A and B sites. The cobalt (B-site) site balance is

stated as

[Co•Co]L + [Co′Co]L + [Co×Co]L + [Fe•Co]L = 1. (99)

The oxygen site balance requires that

[O×O]L + [V••O ]L = 3. (100)

In this formulation, it is assumed that [Sr′La]L

and [Fe•Co]L are fixed by the doping levels

(La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−δ) as

[Sr′La]L = x, [Fe•Co]L = y. (101)

The oxygen non-stoichiometry is assumed to be δ =
[V••O ]L.

6. Thermal considerations

The design and control of electrochemical devices

can be substantially influenced by thermal behaviors.

Li-ion battery safety and lifetime, for example, are

directly affected by internal heating and thermal run-

away. In applications such as fuel cells and electrolyz-

ers, the management of significant heating within the

ion-conducting membranes directly affects design and

implementation.

The thermal behaviors within electrodes and elec-

trolytes are intimately coupled with the electrochemi-

cal processes. Broadly speaking, electrochemical pro-

cesses produce heat in two ways. Faradaic heating is

the result of inefficiencies (irreversibilities) in charge-

transfer chemistry at the electrode-electrolyte inter-

faces. Ohmic heating (Joule heating) is the result of

ionic and electronic fluxes through electrode and elec-

trolyte phases. Additionally, heat release of thermo-
chemical (non-charge-transfer) main or side reactions in

complex reaction systems contribute to the overall ther-

mal behavior.

6.1. Faradaic heating
The Faradaic heat-generation rate q̇F,i that is asso-

ciated with a charge-transfer reaction at electrode and

electrolyte interfaces can be evaluated as the difference

of the enthalpy change and produced electric power

from the ith electrochemical reaction. Stated mathemat-

ically,

q̇F,i = −ie,i
ΔHi

ne,iF
+ ie,i (Φed − Φel) , (102)

where ΔHi is the enthalpy change associated with the

ith charge-transfer reaction.

Considering the general thermodynamic relation-

ships,

ΔH = ΔG + TΔS , (103)

with

ΔS = −
(
∂(ΔG)

∂T

)
p
, (104)

the enthalpy difference associated with a charge-transfer

reaction can be expressed as

ΔH
neF
=
ΔG
neF
+ T

[
∂

∂T

(
− ΔG

neF

)]
p

= Eeq − T
(
∂Eeq

∂T

)
p
.

(105)

In this expression, Eeq is the equilibrium electrostatic-

potential difference across the electrode-electrolyte in-

terface. The equalibrium electrostatic potential Eeq is

equivalent to the reversal potential EREV.

The heat release associated with charge-transfer

chemistry can be rewritten as

q̇F,i = ie,i
(
(Φed − Φel) − Eeq

i

)
+ ie,iT

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∂E
eq

i

∂T

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
p

= ie,iηact,i + ie,iT
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∂E

eq

i

∂T

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
p
,

(106)
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which indicates that there are two contributions to the

Faradaic heat generation. One is the heat generation

due to the inefficiency or activation polarization of the

charge-transfer reactions. The other is the reversible en-

tropic heat generation.

6.2. Ohmic heating

Although both electrode and electrolyte materials

are conductors, they often offer significant resistances

(i.e., relatively low conductivities). Electrodes are usu-

ally dominantly electronic conductors and usually have

higher conductivities than the electrolytes. The elec-

trolytes are dominantly ion conductors and usually have

lower conductivities than the electrolytes. There can be

significant Ohmic or Joule heating in both electrodes

and electrolytes.

The local ohmic heat production due to ion and elec-

tron transport within an electrode or electrolyte can be

expressed as

q̇ohm =
i · i
σ
, (107)

where i and σ are the current density and conductivity,

respectively.

6.3. Heating due to non-charge-transfer reactions

Thermochemical reactions (i.e., reactions without

charge transfer) can dominate thermal behavor of elec-

trochemical cells. Examples include the (endothermal)

steam reforming in hydrocarbon-fueled SOFCs and the

(exothermal) decomposition chemistry taking place in

lithium-ion batteries at high temperature, leading to

thermal runaway. In a generalized expression, the heat

release of an arbitrary reaction is given by

q̇r,i = qi

[
− ΔHi + ne,iF (Φed − Φel)

]
, (108)

where qi the reaction rate of progress (cf. Eq. 20). This

expression is valid for both electrochemical and ther-

mochemical reactions, as ne,i = 0 for the latter. While

Eq. 106 shows reversible and irreversible heating as sep-

arate terms, the equivalent Eq. 108 is more directly re-

lated to the fundamental thermodynamic property ΔHi

and therefore easier to implement in a generalized Mar-

cus formalism.

6.4. Energy balances

The Faradaic and Ohmic heating are ultimately incor-

porated as terms in energy-conservation equations, with

the particular form of the energy equations depending

on the geometry being modeled. In all cases, the ohmic

heating appears as a source term within a phase-specific

conservation equation.

Because the Faradaic heating appears at interfaces

between phases, it can participate differently in differ-

ent models. On one hand, the Faradaic heating could

be viewed in the context of a boundary condition for a

model that is focused on an electrolyte phase. On the

other hand, consider a geometrically complex porous

electrode model such as illustrated in Fig. 2. In this

case, phase interfaces are distributed throughout the en-

tire domain. If the porous structure is represented as a

continuum with phase fractions (e.g., porosity), then the

Faradaic heating is usually most easily represented as a

source term based on interfacial area per unit volume.

The role of the electrochemistry software is to make

functions available that can be used to evaluate the

Faradaic and Ohmic heating rates. However, the results

of these functions may be used differently in different

models of electrochemical systems.

7. Software implementation

As a practical matter, general software implementa-

tions are needed. The user should be able to describe the

chemistry in terms of clearly written and understandable

material properties and reactions, with the software pro-

viding the needed functionality to pose and solve com-

plex electrochemistry problems. The challenge for de-

veloping such software is much more complex than is

the case for homogeneous gas-phase chemistry. At this

time, no such general purpose electrochemistry is avail-

able to assist the research and development of critical

electrochemistry applications and technologies.

Broadly speaking, the software must be designed and

implemented to fulfill two functions:

• A user interface is needed within which to describe

electrochemical kinetics and transport. Meeting

this need requires defining a syntax that is suf-

ficiently general to describe relevant complexity,

but sufficiently structured so as to make rule-based

communication efficient and comfortable. On one

hand, if the syntax is too restrictive, then express-

ing the needed complexity may be impeded. If, on

the other hand, the syntax is too general then it ef-

fectively becomes a programming language with-

out the practical benefits of a convenient user in-

terface. Finding the appropriate middle ground can

be challenging.

• Once the user has communicated the electrochem-

ical kinetics, such as via a reaction mechanism,
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the software must make functions available that

can be accessed by higher-level code to evaluate

properties and rates as functions of state variables.

This general software structure is already in place

within the Cantera software [87]. The challenge

is to extend to embrace increasingly complex elec-

trochemistry.

7.1. User interfaces

As in Chemkin and Cantera, the user initially inter-

acts with a file-based interface to describe a particular

electrochemical system and associated thermodynamic,

reaction, and transport properties. The general-purpose

software makes functions available for use in evaluating

terms in conservation equations. The input must spec-

ify phases and describe all species within each phase.

Input syntax rules must be sufficiently flexible so as to

accept any range of commonly available inputs which

may be used to specify thermodynamic or transport pa-

rameters. For example, species transport properties can

be given as either diffusion coefficients or as mobilities.

Species activities can be defined by parameters specific

to an equation of state, but these parameters can fre-

quently be derived, in part, from fundamental physical

parameters such as species critical properties [88].

7.1.1. Phases
Phases play essential roles in electrochemistry, with

potentially great differences between the types of

phases. For example, liquid-phase electrolytes are very

different from solid-phase polycrystalline electrolytes.

Many applications involve gas phases (e.g., solid-oxide

fuel cells), which have no electrochemically specific at-

tributes within the phase. Similarly, some applications

involve heterogeneous reactions that proceed on a cata-

lyst phase.

A phase definition must necessarily identify the phys-

ical form of the phase. Then, depending on the phase

type, the required attributes can be quite different. For

example, in a crystalline phase information is needed

about crystal-lattice structure, dopants, etc. Issues such

as site-balance and charge-balance constraints are rele-

vant. Liquid phases need no such information, but prop-

erties such as phase density and viscosity are required.

Additionally, the number of mobile ions or charged de-

fects is very important. Significant simplifications are

available for modeling phases with only two mobile ions

(i.e., binary systems). Phases with three or more mo-

bile ions require more information and are more com-

plicated to model.

7.1.2. Species and charged defects
Each species or charged defect must be associated

with a phase. Moreover, each species requires ther-

modynamic and transport properties. Thermodynamic

properties are usually specified in terms of temperature-

dependent fits to heat capacity, enthalpy, and entropy.

Unlike the gas phase, the needed properties are often not

known. Thus, as new materials and chemistries are de-

veloped, an important task is to establish properties for

the participating species. This can be a lengthy and dif-

ficult task, with the resulting properties often being not

entirely unique [36, 67, 68]. As new experimental meth-

ods and computational chemistry capabilities are devel-

oped to establish these parameters, it is important that

general-purpose software can flexibly incorporate input

parameters in a variety of forms, such as from atomic-

scale ab initio simulations.

Transport properties may be represented variously as

Onsager coefficients, mobilities, diffusion coefficients,

or conductivities, which are generally interconnected.

Transport properties for binary systems can benefit

from significant simplifications. In addition to binary

or multi-component considerations, transport properties

may be represented in a dilute limit or may need to

be represented using concentrated-solution theories. Of

course, more information and material properties are

required to represent the concentrated-solution theory.

Thus, the user interface must be designed to accommo-

date different phase identities and the levels of transport

theory.

7.1.3. Electrochemical reactions
Electrochemical reactions must be represented in a

syntax that is easily understood. Representing elec-

trochemistry in the framework of fundamental Mar-

cus theory is most general. However, any general-

purpose software must also be capable of represent-

ing charge-transfer reactions in the Butler–Volmer form.

The Butler–Volmer approach depends on assumptions

and approximations, but is very widely used in the elec-

trochemical literature. As a practical matter, the Mar-

cus and Butler–Volmer representations cannot be easily

mixed within a particular reaction mechanism. Depend-

ing on which approach is used, the user may need to pro-

vide different information and properties. For example,

expressions for reversible potentials are needed in any

Butler–Volmer implementation. However, in the Mar-

cus approach accurate thermodynamic properties are re-

quired to assure the accurate prediction of measurable

open-circuit voltages.

Another important consideration involves whether or

not Kröger–Vink notation is used. With systems in-
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volving polycrystalline electrolytes, Kröger–Vink nota-

tion is the most natural. However, for systems such as

those involving liquid electrolytes, Kröger–Vink nota-

tion is usually not appropriate. The Kröger–Vink nota-

tion is quite different from the notation commonly used

in liquid-phase electrolytes. For example, a proton in a

PEM fuel-cell membrane is usually represented as H+.

In the equivalent protonic-ceramic fuel cell with a poly-

crystalline proton-conducting membrane, the proton is

represented as OH•O, with the leading “O” indicating

that the proton is associated with an oxygen site. Ad-

ditionally, the immobile lattice vacancies are typically

modeled as a mobile charged defect in Kröger-Vink no-

tation.

General-purpose electrochemistry software must be

capable of using the Kröger–Vink notation, where ap-

propriate, and must be configured to work in a gener-

alized manner with reactions in complex lattice phases

that are common in solid-state conductors. Chemical

kinetics software (such as Cantera) verify that user-

defined reactions balance elements and charge. In addi-

tion, for complex lattice phases the software must also

be able to verify that lattice sites are conserved. In other

words, a reaction must create or destroy species within

the constraints of lattice characteristics. Lattice sites

themselves cannot be created or destroyed.

7.2. User Input Example
A user-defined set of inputs in the Cantera format

provides an example of the required structure for a user

input file for generalized electrochemical kinetics soft-

ware calculations. For any generalized software pro-

gram, the user is required to input information to com-

municate the following information to the software:

1. Phase information –For each phase, the user must

specify the following:

• Phase type

• Elements involved

• Species involved

• Thermodynamic model

• Transport model

The thermodynamic model typically consists of an

equation of state which provides a framework for

calculating both phase-level thermodynamic quan-

tities (e.g. Gibbs energy G and enthalpy H) and

p − v − T relationships. Moreover, the thermo-

dynamic and transport models rely on individual

species properties, as described below, but any in-

formation describing species interactions for either

model must be provided at the ‘phase’ level. Par-

tial molar thermodynamic quantities, for example,

are calculated at the ‘phase’ level.

2. Species information – For every species included

in a phase declaration, the user must provide:

• Elements included

• Species charge

• Species thermodynamic parameters

• Species transport parameters

These parameters pertain to the individual species

properties. These are provided to the respec-

tive phase’s thermodynamic and transport models,

which determine how the individual species inter-

act to determine phase and species properties.

3. Reaction information – For each reaction, the user

must provide the following:

• Reaction type

• Reaction equation

• Reaction rate parameters

Figures 10–12 illustrate examples of how required in-

formation is provided to describe lithium intercalation

at the interface between a graphite anode phase and a

carbonate-based electrolyte. The text from all three fig-

ures is entered into a single input file, but are broken out

separately here for discussion purposes. This input is

framed within the context of a Cantera input (CTI) file.

Some of the functionality shown in this example already

exists in Cantera, while other capabilities are yet to be

implemented. The model includes binary electrolyte

transport to and from the anode-electrolyte interface

according to concentrated solution theory, plus a two-

step intercalation reaction (Reactions 2 and 3) wherein

the lithium first adsorbs/plates on the anode surface (a

charge-transfer step), and is subsequently incorporated

into the graphite anode (a non-electrochemical interface

reaction). More complex chemistry can be incorpo-

rated, particularly as related to SEI formation and evo-

lution, but are omitted at present for clarity’s sake. Re-

gardless, any additional information will be input in a

format similar to that currently shown in the figures.

7.3. Phase information

Figure 10 shows the required inputs related to phase

information. Three phases are required to describe the

intercalation process: a solid electrode phase (named
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# CTI - Cantera Input file for Lithium intercalation at the interface between  
# a graphite anode and liquid carbonate electrolyte.

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  Phase data
#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Bulk anode phase:
intercalation_electrode(name = "graphite",
   elements = " C Li E ",
   species = " C6(C_b) LiC6(C_b) electron(C_b) ",
   transport = "dilute_solid",
   thermo = RedlichKister(s1="LiC6(C_b)", s2="C6(C_b)",
      activity_coefficients=(binarySpeciesParameters(
         excess_enthalpy = [-3.268E6, 3.955E6,  -4.573E6, 6.147E6, -3.339E6, 
                   1.117E7,  2.997E5, -4.866E7,  1.362E5,  1.373E8, 

      -2.129E7, -1.722E8,  3.956E7,  9.302E7, -3.280E7],
         excess_entropy = 0.0))),
   molar_density = (3.15e-2, 'mol/cm3'))

# Bulk electrolyte phase:
liquid_electrolyte(name = "electrolyte",
   elements = " C H O Li E F P ",
   species = " Li+(e) PF6-(e) solvent(e) ",
   density = (1.208, 'g/cm3'),
   transport = binary_concentrated_solution(
      cation(name="Li+(e)", stoich=1),
      anion(name="PF6-(e)", stoich=1),
      solvent(name="solvent(e)"),
      viscosity_ref = (0.7, 'cP'),T_ref=293),
   thermo = RedlichKister(s1="Li+(e)", s2="PF6-(e)", s3="solvent(e)",
         activity_coefficients=(multiComponentSpeciesParameters(
            A = [[-1.287E6, 1.723E5,  1.353E6],  

     [ 1.417E4, -7.319E7, -3.117E5],   
     [-3.216E3,  6.215E5,  1.174E8]]))))

# Anode-electrolyte interface:
ideal_interface(name = "graphite_surf",
    elements = " Li ",
    species = "Li(C_s) (C_s)",
    site_density = (1.07e-5, 'mol/m2'),
    phases = " graphite electrolyte ")

Figure 10: Example Cantera input (cti) file describing the necessary

phase information for intercalation at the interface between a liquid

carbonate electrolyte and solid graphite anode. The physical parame-

ters should be considered as illustrative and some of the functionality

may not yet be implemented in the released version of Cantera.

‘graphite,’ here), a liquid electrolyte phase (‘elec-

trolyte’), and a phase to represent the interface between

the two (‘graphite surf’).

Graphite electrode – The graphite electrode phase is

specified as an ‘intercalation electrode,’ which would

be linked to a set of governing equations for a solid

phase with a lattice-like structure that can host a single

intercalating species and which can also conduct elec-

trons. The phase declaration contains lists of the ele-

ments and species included in the phase. This particular

phase has three species: a C6 graphite unit cell (a de-

facto vacancy), LiC6, a graphite unit cell with interca-

lated lithium, and a delocalized electron. Each species

name includes a reference to its phase (‘C b’ = ‘Car-

bon bulk’), thus differentiate it from a similarly-named

species in another phase. The graphite phase declara-

tion must also include a ‘molar density’ input, which

specifies the total molar concentration (kmol m−3) of the

available lattices sites. The molar concentration of inter-

calated lithium sites and vacancies must always sum to

the number of available sites. This phase type is unique

in that it contains some species bound to lattice sites and

an electron which is not. Well defined rules must be es-

tablished to differentiate the two types of species.

The phase description also specifies transport and

thermodynamic models. In this example, transport cal-

culations for species other than electrons use a dilute

defect solid model (Section 5.5). Thermodynamic cal-

culations use the Redlich–Kister model to evaluate the

excess Gibbs free energy for the intercalation reaction

in the following form [9]

nTgE = [Xs1] [Xs2]
∑
�

A� ([Xs1] − [Xs2])� , (109)

where the bulk lattice only has two species, and A is the

vector input for ‘excess enthalpy’. The excess free en-

ergies are labeled “s1” and “s2” to associate the species

the excess free energies.

Liquid electrolyte – The electrolyte phase declaration

proceeds in a manner similar to the electrode phase. It

is declared as a ‘liquid electrolyte’, which is an incom-

pressible phase, similar to the ‘intercalation electrode’,

but without any restrictions related to lattice sites and

without electrical conductivity. The phase declares

three species: a Li+ cation, a PF−
6

anion, and a sol-

vent. The suffix ‘(e)’ is given to each species name, both

for clarity and to differentiate from potential similarly-

named species in other phases. A constant mass density

is also provided.

The input file instructs the electrolyte transport calcu-

lations to use concentrated solution theory for a binary

salt in a liquid solvent. At the phase level, the user must

indicate which species names correspond to the anion,

cation, and solvent, and must specify the stoichiome-

try of the cation and anion (ν+ and ν−, respectively).

For the solvent, the user must also provide the viscosity.

The phase thermodynamic quantities here will also be

calculated using a Redlich–Kister model for the Gibbs

excess energy. Because the electrolyte has three inter-

acting species, the ‘binarySpeciesParameters’ from the

graphite electrode cannot be used, here. As described

by O’Connell and Haile [46], the binary Redlich–Kister

expansion can be extended to a multicomponent form

nTgE = g12 + g13 + g23, (110)

gik

RT
= [Xi] [Xk]

(
Aik + Bik ([Xi] + [Xk]) + . . .

)
(111)

Each term in the expansion requires a series of input ma-

trices of Nspecies ×Nspecies species interaction parameters
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to calculate the excess energy. The example in Fig. 10

is restricted to just a single input matrix Aik.

Anode-electrolyte interface – Finally, the interface

between the anode and electrolyte must be defined as a

phase. It is specified here as an ‘ideal interface’, which

dictates the form of the chemical potential calculations.

The interface phase must provide lists of elements and

species. It must also specify a ‘site density’ (i.e., the to-

tal number of available sites to host surface species, sim-

ilar to the ‘molar density’ in the graphite phase). Addi-

tionally, the interface specification must provide a list

of the phases that can participate in any interface reac-

tions. The current mechanism includes an empty sur-

face site (a vacancy, ‘(C s)’) and an adsorbed lithium

species at the graphite–electrolyte interface. However,

an interface phase is required even for interfacial reac-

tion mechanisms where no intermediate surface phases

are defined (e.g. where the Li ion from the electrolyte is

transferred directly to the bulk graphite). This informs

the software that the participating bulk phases are in di-

rect physical contact, and to create a separate kinetics

manager to calculate relevant terms for reactions involv-

ing the participating phases.

7.4. Species information
Figure 11 shows an example of the species input for-

mat for the phases described in Figure 10. Each species

listed in a phase declaration must have its own species

declaration in the input file. The species entry must give

the species name (which matches that provided in the

phase declaration), a chemical formula (which must uti-

lize only those elements listed in the phase declaration),

a species thermodynamic entry and a species transport

entry. The charge of the species is indicated by the

number of electrons in the species (the number of elec-

trons < 0 for a positive charge). Because the Li-ion

battery will operate within a relatively narrow tempera-

ture range, a relatively simple species thermodynamic

model, which assumes a constant specific heat cp, is

specified. Other forms (such as NASA polynomials)

are available for incorporating complex temperature de-

pendence. Note also that these terms are used to calcu-

late the ideal, reference-state thermodynamic terms, to

which activity and excess energy terms are added, using

the information in the phase declaration. Additionally,

the thermodynamic entry for the electron species in the

carbon bulk specifies a ‘metal electron’ model, where

the activity is equal to the electrostatic potential times

the species charge.

The species transport parameters reflect a range

of different possible models. The C6 lattice species

(‘C6(C b)’), represents an immobile vacancy. Even

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  Species data
#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Anode species:
species( name = "C6(C_b)",
   atoms = " C:6 ",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kcal/mol')),
   transport = intercalation(diffCoeff='None'))

species( name = "LiC6(C_b)",
   atoms = " C:6 Li:1 E:-1",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (-11.65, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0, 'kJ/mol')),
   transport = intercalation(diffCoeff=(2.0e-16,'m2/s'))

species( name = "electron(C_b)",
   atoms = "E:1",
   thermo = metal_electron,
   transport = metal_electron(conductivity=(1.0e4, 'S/m'))

# Electrolyte species:
species( name = "Li+(e)",
   atoms = " Li:1 E:-1 ",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol')),
   transport = Stokes_Einstein(geom='spherical',

radius = (0.182, 'nm'),
sliding_factor = 0))

species( name = "PF6-(e)",
   atoms = "P:1, F:6, E:1",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0.0, 'J/mol/K')),
   transport = Stokes_Einstein(geom='spherical',
   radius = (0.242, 'nm'),

sliding_factor = 0))

species( name = "Solvent(e)",
   atoms = "C:3, H:4, O:3",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0.0, 'J/mol/K')),
   transport = 'None')

# Graphite surface species:
species( name = "Li(C_s)",
   atoms = " Li:1 ",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0.0, 'J/mol/K'), 
      cp0 = (3.56, 'kJ/kg/K'), T0 = (298, 'K')),
   transport = 'None')

species( name = "(C_s)",
   atoms = "  ",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0.0, 'J/mol/K')),
   transport = 'None')

Figure 11: Example Cantera input (‘cti’) file describing the necessary

species information for intercalation at the interface between a liquid

carbonate electrolyte and solid graphite anode. The physical parame-

ters should be considered as illustrative and some of the functionality

may not yet be implemented in the released version of Cantera.

though it is immobile, lattice site conservation implies

that the vacancy flux must always be equal and oppo-

site to that of the intercalating species. Thus, a trans-

port model (‘intercalation’) is specified, but no diffu-

sion coefficient is given, indicating the immobile lat-

tice vacancy. In contrast, the ‘LiC6(C s)’ species is

given the same ‘intercalation’ transport model, but with
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a non-zero diffusion coefficient. The electron species in

the graphite is given a ‘metal electron’ transport model,

where the electronic current density is calculated ac-

cording to Ohm’s law (Eq. 93).

For the cation and anion in the electrolyte, parameters

(a geometry label, the ionic radius, and a sliding factor)

are provided to evaluate binary diffusion coefficients us-

ing the Stokes-Einstein relationship. Again, this is pro-

vided simply as an example (cf., Section 5.4). Other

more accurate modifications have been developed and

can be implemented. Because the solvent self-diffusion

coefficient is never explicitly used in the concentrated

solution theory outlined in Section 5.3, no species trans-

port information is required. Similarly, because the sur-

face species ‘Li(C s)’ and ‘(C s)’ are considered to be

immobile, transport properties are not needed.

7.5. Reaction information

Figure 12 shows the necessary reaction inputs to de-

scribe the intercalation process. The mechanism in-

cludes two steps: Li adsorption/plating onto the graphite

surface, which is a charge-transfer reaction, followed by

Li incorporation from the surface into the graphite bulk,

which is a thermal reaction (i.e. the surface and bulk

species involved are all charge-neutral, so the reaction

does not transfer any charge between phases). This is

slightly more complex than the one-step mechanism in

Reaction 1, but additional chemical complexity would

certainly be required to incorporate processes such as Li

plating and dendrite growth or SEI formation and evo-

lution.

Each reaction entry requires, at minimum, a reac-

tion equation string and inputs to evaluate reaction rate

parameters. For the charge-transfer reaction, the rate

parameters are given in a Butler-Volmer formulation,

which includes Arrhenius parameters for the exchange

current density prefactor kct and the forward symmetry

factor β f . The three Arrhenius parameters for kct corre-

spond to [Ai, ni, Ei] respectively (see Eq. 25). Omitting

the backward symmetry factor βb triggers the default as-

sumption that β f + βb = 1. Furthermore, while the fore-

going equations (e.g. Sec. 4.1) were written using βa

and βc and assuming the reaction is written such that

the forward reaction is anodic in nature, for generalized

software no such assumptions should be made, allowing

for greater user flexibility. For the incorporation reac-

tion, Arrhenius parameters are given for the thermally

activated rate coefficient kt
f

(Eq. 25).

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  Reaction data 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Surface reaction 1: charge transfer of Li+(e) to Li(C_s):
surface_reactions("Li+(e) + electron(C_b) + (C_s) <=> Li(C_s)", 
   exchangecurrentdensity([4.3611, 0.0, 0.0],beta_f=0.5))

# Surface reaction 2: Li(C_s) incorporation into graphite:
surface_reaction("Li(C_s) + C6(C_b) <=> (C_s) + LiC6(C_b)", 
   Arrhenius([2.3e3, 0.0, 0.0]))

Figure 12: Example Cantera input (‘cti’) file describing the necessary

reaction information for intercalation at the interface between a liquid

carbonate electrolyte and solid graphite anode. The physical parame-

ters should be considered as illustrative and some of the functionality

may not yet be implemented in the released version of Cantera.

8. Summary and conclusions

Although numerous important technologies depend

on electrochemistry, to date there are no general-

purpose modeling tools available to handle complexity

in electrochemical transport and kinetics. The present

paper seeks to articulate a vision about the scientific

needs for modeling electrochemical processes. In fact,

the underpinning theories are well known and generally

well documented. However, the software implementa-

tions have not been fully developed and documented.

The general approach follows the lead of Chemkin

and Cantera software. That is, enable the user to de-

fine an electrochemical system using a convenient file-

format syntax. In this context, “define” means to specify

the characteristics of phases, interfaces between phases,

species that exist within phases, and reactions that pro-

ceed within phases and a phase interfaces. The specifi-

cations involve thermodynamic and transport properties

as well as rate expressions.

Building on the foundation of the Cantera capabil-

ities, the software can be extended to incorporate in-

creasingly complex aspects of electrochemical kinetics

and transport. In fact, Cantera already has some sig-

nificant electrochemical capabilities. However, because

electrochemistry is inherently complicated, compared,

for example, to gas-phase chemistry, developing and

validating the needed capabilities is a substantial under-

taking.

The software discussed in this paper can play a ma-

jor beneficial role in the development of a wide range

of new electrochemical technologies. Advanced predic-

tive modeling capabilities can substantially impact the

interpretation of experimental findings and improve sci-

entific understanding. Such capabilities also assist to

improve and accelerate the pace of technology develop-

ment.
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Nomenclature

Variable Description
ak Activity concentrations of species k
Ai Pre-exponential factor of reaction i
A� Prefactor for excess gibbs energy
Aik , Bik Matrix inputs for Redlich–Kister expression
cp Specific heat
C Concentration of binary salt
D Diffusion coeff. in binary concentrated solutions
Dk Diffusion coeff. of species k
Dk,eff Effective diffusion coeff. of species k
D Ambipolar diffusion coeff.
Dk j Binary diffusion coeff.
E Young’s modulus
Ea Electric-potential difference between an and el
Eeq

a Equilibrium potential difference between an and el
Ec Electric-potential difference between ca and el
Eeq

c Equilibrium potential difference between ca and el
Eeq Equilibrium potential difference between ed and el
Eeq

i Equilibrium potential difference between ed and el for reaction i
Ei Activation energy of reaction i
EOCV Open-circuit potential

EREV
i Reversible potential of reaction i

F Faraday constant

gE Excess Gibbs free energy due to mixing
gik Gibbs energy for mixture of species i and k
G Gibbs free energy
ΔG◦i Change in standard-state Gibbs free energy
ΔHi Change in enthalpy for reaction i
i Current density

i0 Exchange current density
i∗
0

Exchange current density prefactor
ie Butler–Volmer current density
Jk Flux of species k
kB Boltzmann constant
kbi Backward rate constant for reaction i
kt

bi
Thermal backward rate constant for reaction i

kct Charge transfer rate coefficient
kfi Forward rate constant for reaction i
kt

fi Thermal forward rate constant for reaction i
Ki Reaction equilibrium constant for reaction i
Kk j Friction coeff. matrix
Lk j Onsager coeff. matrix

L0
k j Negative inverted matrix of M0

k j
m Molality and phase index
Mk j Modified friction coefficient matrix

M0
k j Modified Mk j matrix

ne,i Electrons transfered in reaction i
ni Temperature exponent
nk Moles of species k
nT Total moles in solution
Nspecies Number of species in solution
p Pressure
p∗i Inverse equilibrium constants for reaction i
pk Partial pressure of species k
qbi Backward rate of progress for reaction i
qfi Forward rate of progress for reaction i
q̇F,i Faradaic heat generation rate for reaction i
qi Rate of progress for reaction i
q̇ohm Ohmic heat generation rate
rk Radius of species k
R Universal gas constant
S Entropy
t Time
tk Transference number of species k
t0
k Transference number of species k based on species 0

T Temperature
uk Mobility of species k
v Bulk velocity
vk Diffusive velocity of species k
Wk Molecular weight of species k
x, y Intercalation fraction
Xk Mole fraction of species k
[Xk] Concentration of species k[
X◦k
]

Standard state concentration of species k
Yk Mass fraction of species k
zk Charge of species k
αa Anodic transfer coeff.
αc Cathodic transfer coeff.
β Symmetry factor
βa Anodic symmetry factor
βai Anodic symmetry factor for reaction i
βc Cathodic symmetry factor
βci Backward symmetry factor for reaction i
β f Forward symmetry factor
ε Phase dielectric constant
εm Volume fraction for phase m
ζ Friction coeff.
γk Activity coeff. of species k
γ± Binary concentrated solution mean molal activity coeff.
Γm Total available surface site density of phase m
ηact Activation overpotential
η j Viscosity of solvent j
θk,m Site fraction of species k on surface of phase m
μk Chemical potential of species k
μ◦k Standard-state chemical potential of species k
μ̃k Electrochemical potential of species k
ν Poisson’s ratio
ν+ Cation stoichiometric coefficient in binary mixture
ν− Anion stoichiometric coefficient in binary mixture
ν′ki Forward stoichiometric coeff. for kth species in ith reaction
ν′′ki Reverse stoichiometric coeff. for kth species in ith reaction
νki Net stoichiometric coeff. for kth species in ith reaction
ρ Local charge density
ρm Density of phase m
σ Ionic/electric conductivity
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σh Hydrostatic stress
σeff Effective conductivity
υ Sliding coeff.
Φk Electrostatic potential of species k
Φm Electrostatic potential of phase m
χk Chemical symbol for the species k
ω̇k Volumetric production rate of species k
Ωk Partial molar volume of species k
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Abstract

With programmatic leadership from the Colorado School of Mines, a nationwide team of experts in the chemically

reacting flow modeling proposes to develop and support next-generation modeling tools. The technical scope considers

significant advances in three areas—non-ideal gas phase kinetics, heterogeneous catalysis, and electrochemistry.

The software structure follows notionally in the footsteps of Chemkin, but the proposed effort builds on extensions

to Cantera. The resulting software will be developed and maintained as open-source, enabling unfettered access

and collaborative interactions between researchers in academia, National Laboratories, and industry. Successfully

accomplishing the proposed research and development requires a substantial, sustained, and coordinated effort among

subject-matter experts, including chemistry and transport theory as well as software development. The proposed effort

is structures in the spirit of a MURI. That is, the multidisciplinary team is drawn from several universities where the

team members are recognized as experts and leaders. Although detailed budgets would need to be negotiated, the

nominal plan calls for roughly $1M annual over a five-year project period.
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Introduction

Modeling and simulation play critical roles in the re-

search, development, and deployment of a diverse array

of chemical processes. Energy-conversion processes in

the context of primary propulsion (e.g., combustion) or

auxiliary power (e.g., batteries or fuel cells) are topics

of particular interest to the Air Force. Numerical models

can be an efficient and effective method to identify limi-

tations, optimize device designs and control strategies,

and explore the impact of new materials. As such, robust,

generalized, and widely-available chemical simulation

tools are essential to accelerate the pace of scientific

discovery and associated technology development. For

example, the widespread availability and use of Chemkin

for over 30 years has made major contributions to enable

the modeling of complex combustion processes and cou-

pling into reactive flow simulations. However, widely

available, generalized chemical kinetic software tools

have not, in recent years, kept pace with the increasing

chemical complexity and interdisciplinarity of advanced

technology solutions. The present project builds on the

foundation of the successes brought about by Chemkin’s

widespread promulgation, and will establish next gener-

ation modeling tools with major advances in non-ideal

chemical kinetics, heterogeneous catalysis, and electro-

chemistry.

The proposed software development effort will sub-

stantially advance the state of the art in modeling chemi-

cal kinetics and transport processes relevant for

• homogeneous reacting flows of real gases and flu-

ids,

• heterogeneous reactions for catalysis, bulk deposi-

tion, and solid decomposition,

• electrochemical processes in energy storage, energy

conversion, and corrosion.

The new theoretical formulations derived from this pro-

gram will be implemented in an open-source software

platform based on the existing Cantera framework. The

open-source platform will accelerate the implementa-

tion of these new capabilities in non-ideal homogeneous

chemistry, heterogeneous chemistry, and electrochem-

istry into a wide-array of computational tools to facilitate

broad fundamental scientific impact and practical tech-

nology design modeling and analysis.

Recognizing the diverse scope and the magnitude of

the undertaking, we propose to form a multidisciplinary,

nationwide team of experts. The proposed approach fol-

lows the spirit of Multidisciplinary University Research

Initiatives (MURIs). The technical approach is based on

the planning study and roadmap (Appendix A) that was

led by Colorado School of Mines (Mines) and supported

by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR).

The proposed software development will build upon the

current capabilities of Cantera. Cantera represents a

logical extension of the Chemkin capabilities. Cantera is

written in C++, providing a modern, object-oriented, ex-

tensible, programming environment in which to develop

flexible modeling structures for handling complex multi-

species and/or multi-phase thermodynamics, chemical

kinetics, and transport. Moreover, as discussed in Ap-

pendix A, Cantera already has a vibrant and growing

developer and user community representing academia,

government, and industry.

As articulated in the Roadmap planning, the proposed

approach will not only address the core scientific model-

ing capabilities for real fluids, heterogeneous interfaces,

and electrochemical processes, but also establish criti-

cal abilities for software management and integration

with other modeling tools and frameworks to facilitate

broad deployment for the relevant research and develop-

ment communities. The Roadmap identified four areas in

software management and integration, notably usability,

extensibility, compatibility, and maintainability, that are

critical to ensure that the developed scientific capabilities

are implemented broadly and supported sustainably for

2
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the relevant research and development communities to

benefit for decades to come.

Proposing Team

Although there are great benefits to working as a mul-

tidisciplinary cross-national team, effectively coordinat-

ing and managing such a team can be challenging. Prof.

Robert Kee is proposed to lead the team. Prof. Kee

was the principal architect of the Chemkin software and

he has successfully led an ONR MURI team involving

several universities and an ONR Research Tools Con-

sortium (RTI) involving two universities and an industry

partner. In broad terms, the proposed research will be

coordinated by Team leaders who are subject-matter ex-

perts in six functional areas. Of the six Teams, three

are concerned primarily with new chemistry and trans-

port capabilities. One Team is concerned primarily with

numerical mathematics and advanced computing archi-

tectures (e.g., parallel computing, graphical processing

units, etc.). The remaining two Teams are concerned

primarily with software integration, interoperability, and

quality (i.e., the user experience).

In addition to Prof. Kee, the team is composed of seven

members at six universities. The team has a wealth of

experience in a diverse array of content areas and in

developing open source, generalized chemical kinetic

software, either within Cantera or in other applications.

The team members, in alphabetic order, are:

• Steven C. DeCaluwe, Colorado School of Mines.

Expertise in electrochemical and combustion sim-

ulations, with a focus on mechanism development

for electrochemistry and and the influence of non-

ideal equations of state. Contributing developer to

Cantera.

• C. Franklin Goldsmith, Brown University. Exper-

tise in simulation and mechanism generation for

combustion and catalytic processes. Non-ideal ef-

fects on chemical kinetics and electronic structure

methods. Contributing developer of RMG and pri-

mary developer of RMG-Cat.

• Gregory S. Jackson, Colorado School of Mines.

Expertise in thermochemical and electrochemical

energy storage, catalytic chemical processes.

• Kyle E. Niemeyer, Oregon State University. Exper-

tise in advanced numerical methods for modeling

of combustion and reactive flows, including mecha-

nism reduction and algorithms for GPUs. Contribut-

ing developer at Cantera, and primary developer

of pyJac.

• Raymond L. Speth, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. Expertise in combustion modeling with a

focus on flame simulations, environmental impact,

and multi-phase combustion (soot and droplet dy-

namics). Primary developer at Cantera.

• Bryan W. Weber, University of Connecticut. Ex-

pertise in combustion simulations and open-source

software tools for combustion research and thermo-

dynamics. Primary developer at Cantera.

• Richard H. West, Northeastern University. Exper-

tise in development of detailed microkinetic models

for complex reacting systems. Contributing devel-

oper of RMG and primary developer of RMG-Cat.

Together with Prof. Kee serving as the project leader,

the Team leaders will form a de-facto executive council.

Each Team will be composed of individuals who are

experts both in the relevant chemistry and in software

development. Team leaders for each topic area are speci-

fied in bold text. Of course, numerous students and post-

doctoral fellows will also be actively engaged. Team

activities will be coordinated using both real-time virtual

communications (via Slack and web-conferencing), plus

annual in-person meetings. The following sections of

this report provide summaries of the Team scopes and

objectives.

Draft budget

The requested budget is $915,000 per year, as out-

lined in Table 1, which primarily funds salary and fringe

to staff the project, including graduate students, post-

doctoral associates, plus limited funds for travel (out-

reach and in-person team meetings) and computational

resources to demonstrate new capabilities to leverage

high-performance computing.

New Physical Modeling Capabilities

1. Homogeneous phase thermochemistry

Team: Goldsmith, Kee, DeCaluwe, West

1.1. Overview and objectives

Homogeneous thermochemistry and transport pro-

cesses play central roles in technology with wide-ranging

3
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Table 1: Proposed yearly project budget

Colorado School of Mines
Salaries, Wages, and Fringe: $246,000

(1 month Summer Salary per PI, grad student and post-doc staffing.)
Other direct costs – travel and computational resources. $12,000
Indirect Costs. $94,000

Mines total: $352,000
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Salaries, Wages, and Fringe: $101,000
(PI Salary, at 25% FTE, grad student staffing.)

Other direct costs – travel and computational resources. $7,000
Indirect Costs. $47,000

MIT total: $155,000
Oregon State University

Salaries, Wages, and Fringe: $78,500
(1 month Summer Salary, post-doc staffing.)

Other direct costs – travel and computational resources. $2,500
Indirect Costs. $38,500

OSU total: $119,500
Brown University

Salaries, Wages, and Fringe: $71,000
(1 month Summer Salary, grad student staffing.)

Other direct costs – travel and computational resources. $5,000
Indirect Costs. $38,000

Brown total: $114,000
Northeastern University

Salaries, Wages, and Fringe: $59,000
(1 month Summer Salary, grad student staffing.)

Other direct costs – travel and computational resources. $4,000
Indirect Costs. $36,000

NEU total: $99,000
University of Connecticut

Salaries, Wages, and Fringe: $40,000
(3 month Summer Salary, student staffing.)

Other direct costs – travel and computational resources. $3,000
Indirect Costs. $26,000

UConn total: $69,000
Other direct costs: computational resources. $20,000

Total: $928,500

societal impacts, ranging from combustion to chemical

processing to atmospheric chemistry. While robust and

mature chemical kinetic modeling tools (e.g., Chemkin)

have been available for decades, these tools are based

almost exclusively on ideal gas applications. However,

with the increasing relevance of high operating pressures

in combustion and condensed liquid- and solid-phases

in electrochemistry, it is crucial that chemical kinetic

modeling frameworks enable and support modeling of

non-ideal effects. This support includes implementing

non-ideal (aka ‘real gas’) equations of state and posing

thermodynamic, kinetic, and transport calculations in

a sufficiently generalized manner such that non-ideal

effects can be represented robustly and flexibly. State-

of-the-art theory in non-ideal thermodynamic, kinetic,

and transport phenomena most certainly should be im-

plemented, but beyond this non-ideal capabilities should

be developed in such a way that can easily be extended

and modified as new theories develop.

Thermodynamically-consistent treatment of non-ideal

effects must be centered on the equation of state (EoS).

Consider, for example the Peng-Robinson EoS [1],

which can be represented as:

p =
RT

v − b∗
− a∗α

v2 + 2b∗v − b∗2
. (1)

Here, p, T , and v are the phase pressure, temperature,

and average molar volume, respectively, R is the univer-

sal gas constant. a∗ and b∗ are composition-dependent

interaction parameters, and α is a temperature- and

composition-dependent interaction parameter. The cu-

bic EoS can be solved to determine the phase p–v–T
behavior. Additionally, integration of the EoS provides

an entry point to determining thermodynamic parame-

ters, which are required for accurate chemical kinetic

and transport rate calculations.

In particular, integrating the pressure at a fixed tem-

perature and composition, from some reference state

volume v◦ to the present molar volume v provides the

departure function for the Helmholtz energy a, relative

to the reference state:

4
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a − a◦ = −
∫ v

v◦
p dv. (2)

Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) and integrating pro-

vides an expression for the Helmholtz energy, relative

to some known reference state, which in turn provides a

means to calculate other required thermodynamic proper-

ties such as enthalpies, chemical potentials, and activity

coefficients.

Once thermodynamic properties have been defined ac-

cording to the EoS, the net rate of progress for a reaction,

qi, can be written as the difference between forward and

backward rates of progress:

qi = kfi

K∏
k=1

(γk [Xk])ν
′
ki − kri

K∏
k=1

(γk [Xk])ν
′′
ki , (3)

where kfi and kbi are the forward and reverse rate con-

stants, [Xk] and γk are the molar concentrations (mol

m−3) and activity coefficients of the participating species,

respectively, and ν′ki and ν′′ki are the forward and reverse

stoichiometric coefficients. Under ideal-gas conditions,

the activity coefficients are assumed equal to unity. Un-

der non-ideal conditions, however, the activity coeffi-

cients are calculated directly from the EoS:

RT ln

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝γk [Xk][
X◦k
]
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

(
∂ (nT (a − a◦))

∂nk

)
T,V,n j�k

, (4)

where
[
X◦k
]

is the molar concentration at the reference

state, and where nT and nk are the total number of moles

and the moles of species k, respectively. The Helmholtz

departure function comes from Eq. (2), directly linking

the non-ideal EoS to the resulting chemical kinetics.

As a general rule, support for a greater range of EoS

is required in chemical kinetic modeling frameworks.

Cantera currently supports a multi-component Redlich-

Kwong EoS, and additional EoS implementations (such

as multi-component Peng–Robinson EoS and greater

support for liquids and solids) will be developed and

implemented as part of the proposed work. Additionally,

in this section we highlight four broad areas where next-

generation software is essential to enable quantitative

predictions under extreme chemical environments:

• Represent real-gas effects on rate coefficients,

• Quantify reactions involving non-thermalized

species,

• Represent collider effects in a physically meaning-

ful manner,

• Provide increased flexibility for representing inter-

molecular potentials and their effects on transport

properties.

1.2. High-pressure effects on rate constants

Although considerable advances have been made re-

garding real-gas equations of state for thermodynamic

properties, the same cannot be said of chemical kinetics

under extreme pressures. The current state-of-the-art in

computational kinetics for homogeneous chemistry im-

plicitly assumes that the transition state behaves ideally,

even when the rest of the fluid is assumed to behave non-

ideally. Real-gas behavior can have a profound effect on

the chemical source terms in reactive flow simulations,

and general purpose software must be able to account for

these effects in a thermodynamically consistent manner.

The rate constants in Eq. (3) should be consistent with

the fluid equation of state (i.e., the kinetic and thermo-

dynamic equilibrium states are equal). In virtually all

models to date, however, the rate constant actually used

is that of an ideal gas: kfi ≈ k0
fi. The rate constant un-

der real-gas conditions can be related to the ideal-gas

rate constant by including the effect of the non-idealities

consistently for both the reactant and the transition state:

kfi = k0
fiγk/γ

∗, where γ∗ is the effective activity coeffi-

cient of the transition state complex. As reviewed re-

cently by Kogekar et al. [2], one can rewrite the rate of

progress for the ith reaction as:

qi =
1

γ∗

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣k0
fi

K∏
k=1

(γk [Xk])ν
′
ki − k0

ri

K∏
k=1

(γk [Xk])ν
′′
ki

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (5)

For some reactions, the transition state activity coeffi-

cient may be close to that of the reactant, γk/γ
∗ ≈ 1, and

thus real-gas effects may cancel. For other reactions (par-

ticularly reactions for which the transition state is struc-

turally dissimilar from the reactant), γ∗ � γk, and the

effects of real-gas behavior on kinetics become essential.

Contemporary reactive flow simulations may include the

γk’s in the rate of progress, but they never include γ∗, in

part because there is no systematic method for represent-

ing the activity coefficient for transition states.

Proposed Technical Solution: We propose to include

ability to provide transition state activity coefficients for

elementary reactions. The syntax likely will be modeled

5
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Figure 1: Effect of prompt dissociation of hot HCO on laminar flame

speeds of acetylene in air at standard conditions.

on the analogous syntax for chemical species for the

same fluid.

1.3. Non-Boltzmann effects

An implicit assumption in all reactive flow simulations

is that the chemical species are thermalized, i.e., that the

distribution of internal states follows a Boltzmann dis-

tribution, which is determined by the local bath temper-

ature. In other words, conventional phenomenological

rate theory assumes that the products in an exothermic

reaction may be formed in a ro-vibrationally hot state,

but they will be completely thermalized via a sequence

of non-reactive, inelastic collisions before successive

chemical reactions can occur.

However, a growing body of evidence suggests that

many reactions violate this paradigm, and that elemen-

tary reactions involving non-thermalized species can

have a significant impact on the observable kinetic prop-

erties of a system. These “non-Boltzmann” reactions

exhibit markedly different behavior, including the forma-

tion of entirely different products. Furthermore, the ele-

mentary rate coefficients that result from non-Boltzmann

reactions exhibit a complex functional dependence on

temperature, pressure, and composition.

Together, this combination of multiple product chan-

nels and concentration-dependent rate coefficients consti-

tute a new class of reactions that cannot be modeled using

current software. In some instances, the ro-vibrationally

hot products will isomerize and/or decompose prior to

thermalization. In other instances, ro-vibrationally hot

products can react other species to unlock new reactions.

These two types of effects are described separately be-

low.

1.3.1. Prompt dissociation

Figure 1 presents recent work on the effect of prompt

dissociation of a single radical, HCO. At high tempera-

tures, a fraction of the nascent, vibrationally hot HCO∗
will decompose to H + CO prior to thermalization. For

reactions that produce HCO, such as OH + CH2O −−−→
H2O + HCO, a fraction of the total rate will produce

H2O + H + CO instead. When this effect is included

in a mechanism, the laminar flame speed increases by

up to 15%. The modeling results in Figure 1 were ob-

tained through a cumbersome ad hoc process that would

be difficult to perform consistently for arbitrary radi-

cals in larger systems. The results in Figure 1 suggest

that non-Boltzmann reactions contribute meaningfully

to macroscopic combustion properties, but current mod-

eling paradigms cannot capture the essential chemical

physics.

1.3.2. Reacting while hot

To illustrate the effect of bimolecular reactions involv-

ing non-thermalized species, it is helpful to consider the

example of low-temperature auto-ignition. The ignition

delay time is governed by a sequence of reactions that be-

gins with the formation of an alkyl radical R, progresses

by the successive addition of two O2 molecules, and con-

cludes with the decomposition of a keto-hydroperoxide

to form a keto-alkyloxy radical, OQ′O. The net reaction

can be written as RH + OH + 2O2 −−−→ OQ′O + 2OH +

H2O. This reaction is chain branching, since it starts

with a single radical on the left and yields three radicals

on the right. Figure 2 presents a simplified potential

energy diagram for propane, heptane, dimethyl-ether,

and n-butanol. The net reaction for the oxygenated fu-

els is considerably more exothermic, which is a critical

consideration for non-Boltzmann effects.

The first step in this sequence produces a vibrationally

hot alkyl radical, R∗. R∗ must undergo a succession of

non-reactive collisions to quench it to a thermalized R.

However, these radicals are reactive with one of the main

colliders, O2. Thus, a small percentage of the nacent

R∗ will react with O2 to form vibrationally hot RO2
∗,

which isomerizes to hot QOOH∗. If this hot QOOH∗
reacts with the second O2, then additional excess energy

is imparted into the nacent O2QOOH∗, which is carried
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Figure 2: Potential energy diagram illustrating the six key reactions that govern low-temperature auto-ignition for four different fuels.

all the way through to the final step, the decomposition

of OQ′OOH to OQ′O + OH.

As with the prompt dissociation of hot species in

Figure 1, there is no systematic way to include hot bi-

molecular reactions in current kinetic models, and these

effects must be implemented and tested in a highly la-

borious, ad hoc process. Figure 3 illustrates the par-

ticular case of low-temperature ignition of n-heptane

under fuel lean conditions, φ = 0.5. The solid black

line is the conventional model (in this case, the LLNL

mechanism [3, 4]). The three colored lines represent

what would happen if a small percentage of the reaction

RH+OH(+ 2O2) −−−→ R+H2O(+ 2 O2) were replaced

with RH + OH + 2O2 −−−→ OQ′O + 2OH + H2O. The

4% (short-dash red) is approximately the upper limit.

Even for the smaller cases, these reactions have a pro-

nounced effect. The results in Figure 3 are likely to be

an under-estimate, because additional non-Boltzmann

reactions should be included, which would accelerate

the ignition. Moreover, these results are likely to be

even more pronounced for the two oxygenated fuels in

Figure 2, since they are considerably more exothermic

and thus require more non-reactive collisions to maintain

thermalization. Indeed, this cascade of non-Boltzmann

reactions could be the root cause of the unexplained de-

pendence of n-butanol ingition delays on oxygen partial

pressures.

Proposed Technical Solution: To capture non-Boltzmann

effects, we will devise and implement one or more strate-

gies for representing elementary rate coefficients as func-

tions of temperature, pressure, and fluid composition.

1.3.3. Collider effects

Reactions that proceed through one or more unimolec-

ular intermediates are ubiquitous in gas-phase chemistry,

and the rate constants for these reactions are functions of

pressure. This pressure dependence results from the com-

petition between collisional energy transfer and chem-

ical transformation. Importantly, the rate of collisional

energy transfer itself depends strongly on the bath-gas

composition. Most kinetic studies are performed in a

single bath, e.g., excess N2 or Ar, but real-world systems

involve vastly more diverse bath gases. Combustion

by-products such as H2O, CO2, and CO have markedly

different rates of collisional energy transfer than N2 and

Ar. Although laboratory experiments (e.g., shock tubes)

can measure rate constants with high accuracy, it is unre-

alistic (and in many cases unfeasible) to measure them

with a suitable range of colliders. In principle, theoretical

calculations can “fill in” all the missing information by

providing rigorously computed rate constants for differ-
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ent colliders. The current approach is to represent these

collider-specific results independently using the PLOG

formalism.

The challenge is that current software cannot repre-

sent how multi-component mixtures influence pressure-

dependent rate constants in a physically realistic manner.

The current state of the art assumes a linear mixture rule.

This rule, while convenient, is not physically justifiable

(at a minimum, it consistently over-predicts the rate con-

stants). Instead, accurate extrapolation from detailed

laboratory studies to engine-relevant conditions requires

the ability to consider non-linear mixture rules, but cur-

rent software lacks the flexibility to consider these effects.

Preliminary evidence suggests that errors induced by the

standard linear mixture rule can in some circumstances

exceed the errors in laboratory measurements and in the-

oretical predictions. In other words, the considerable

effort that is expended to obtain accurate measurements

and predictions is then wasted when it comes to calcula-

tions involving multi-component mixtures.

Proposed Technical Solution: Advanced non-linear mix-

ture rules will be implemented, in collaboration with

Prof. Michael Burke at Columbia University.

1.3.4. Transport properties

The explosion of computational chemistry, from accu-

rate electronic structure theory to large-scale molecular

dynamics simulations, has provided a wealth of infor-

mation on intermolecular interactions. These atomistic

simulations can be used to compute transport properties,

such as diffusion coefficients, with impressive accuracy.

However, the standard approach to computing transport

properties in reactive flow simulations assumes that in-

termolecular interactions are described by the Lennard-

Jones(12,6) potential. The LJ(12,6) model is qualita-

tively correct, but it is now well-established that it is not

an accurate representation of intermolecular interactions,

particularly at small separation distances. Thus, despite

enormous advances in computational chemistry, the stan-

dard approach to estimating transport properties still

relies on a century-old approximation that was born out

of a mathematical convenience. Species-specific binary

diffusion coefficients can be computed accurately using

routine methods, but there is no agreed upon formal-

ism or syntax for including these results in simulations.

Alternative parameterizations of interaction potentials,

such as the Buckingham model, are known to be more

accurate than the LJ(12,6) model, but it is currently im-

possible to test the sensitivity of combustion properties

8
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to alternative transport models.

The importance of accurate diffusion coefficients, and

the sensitivity of global models to them, will increase

as the density approaches that of a condensed phase.

Once the density approaches that of a liquid, the rate

is frequently diffusion controlled; in other words, the

dynamical bottleneck is no longer the intrinsic activation

in the reaction, but rather is the ability of reactants and

products to diffuse through the solvent medium. More-

over, condensed phases with mobile charged species are

pervasive in electrochemical energy devices, such that

new thermodynamic and transport models must be im-

plemented to enable accurate transport predictions.

Proposed Technical Solution: Provide more user flexibil-

ity to define alternative parameterizations for intermolec-

ular potentials, as well as user-defined binary diffusion

coefficients.

1.4. Homogeneous Chemistry Software Needs

The homogeneous chemistry field has reached a state

where the theory is well ahead of the current capabilities

in generalized and widely available chemical kinetics

software. As described above, new thermodynamic and

chemical kinetic theories are currently developed and

implemented in an ad hoc manner, at great cost to indi-

vidual researchers. Creating software frameworks in a

generalized, open-source software platform (e.g., Can-

tera) which enable the development, evaluation, and

implementation of new theory would greatly acceler-

ate the pace, efficiency, and promulgation of scientific

advances in homogeneous chemistry. Moreover, such

computational frameworks would allow researchers to

evaluate new kinetic theories, for example, in the context

of relevant transport and thermodynamic phenomena.

Implementing capabilities in Cantera to reflect state-

of-the-art theory would represent a significant advance in

homogeneous chemistry modeling. Furthermore, while

it is of course not possible to anticipate future scien-

tific advances, implementing non-ideal capabilities in a

generalized and flexible manner (for example, accepting

inputs as a generalized polynomial, where appropriate,

rather than assuming a particular functional form) will

facilitate incorporation of new theories, as they develop.

Specific capabilities to be implemented as part of this

content area include:

• Implement a wider array of non-ideal equations of

state. This includes multi-component Peng Robin-

son and Soave-Redlich-Kwong, as well as linking to

and implementing currently-available models such

as CALPHAD [5–7] and CoolProp [8] for solid

and liquid phases.

• Implement software frameworks to incorporate the

influence of transition state activity coefficients γ∗
on kinetic rate constants (e.g., Eq. (5)).

• Develop software routines to incorporate non-

Boltzmann effects. Represent families of non-

thermalized reactions where ro-vibrationally hot

species may undergo prompt dissociation or other-

wise react prior to thermalization.

• Moving beyond Arrhenius rate coefficients: Enable

rate constant formulations with complex functional

dependence on temperature, pressure, and chemical

composition.

• Create software structures to represent collider ef-

fects on rate constants. Reflect non-linear mixing

rules via generalized, higher-order polynomial ex-

pressions.

• Implement generalized binary diffusion coefficient

routines, to enable models other than Lennard–

Jones(12,6), such as the Buckingham Model.

2. Heterogeneous Chemistry

Team: Jackson, Speth, Goldsmith, West, DeCaluwe

2.1. Overview and objectives

Many chemical processes are mediated through sur-

faces (i.e., heterogeneous phase interfaces). Reactions

at interfaces between solid catalyst and gas or liquid

flows describe innumerable heterogeneous chemical pro-

cesses to enhance desired reactions such as reforming of

hydrocarbon fuels or impact deleterious reactions such

as surface carbon formation during fuel decomposition.

Beyond catalysis, numerous heterogeneous chemical pro-

cesses drive bulk material deposition, such as soot par-

ticle growth in combustion environments, or bulk con-

sumption such as ablation of protective surfaces in hy-

personic flight. Generalized software tools for modeling

heterogeneous surface chemistry at the continuum-level,

such as Surface Chemkin or Cantera, have limited capa-

bility beyond ideal lattice-site models. These models as-

sume that surface reactions take place on fixed sites with

local thermodynamic properties independent of neigh-

boring species or bulk-phase support. Such ideal lattice

models have been the basis for linking atomistic mod-

eling of surfaces via density functional theory (DFT) to

continuum-level CFD modeling with surface chemistry

9
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[9], but they fail to capture critical phenomena related to

surface-species interactions and bulk-surface exchange

relevant to many technologies. Establishing and imple-

menting a generalized software framework for interfa-

cial surface chemistry that captures critical non-idealities

and the complexities of multi-phase surfaces represents

a principal goal for this software development effort.

Ideal lattice surface thermochemistry models such as

Langmuir–Hinshelwood (L-H) assume a fixed number

of reactive sites that are occupied or not by adsorbed

species. The adsorption rate of gas-species, which is

often a rate-limiting step in heterogeneous catalysis or

growth processes, is the product of: (i) the fraction of

free sites available for adsorption θs, raised to the power

of the number of sites νsi needed for a single adsorption

event, (ii) the collision rate of molecules on the surface

Zk, and (iii) the probability that a collision results in an

adsorption reaction or ‘sticking’ on the surface, i.e., a

sticking coefficient σk. The resulting adsorption reaction

rate can be expressed as:

ṡi = σiZkθ
νsi
si =

[
σ◦i
( T
T 0

)nTi

exp
(
−Eai

RT

)] [ Pk√
2πWkRT

]
θνsi

si

(6)

where the square brackets capture general expressions,

respectively, for the activated adsorption sticking coeffi-

cient and for the ideal gas collision flux with the surface.

In typical surface chemistry (often referred to as mi-

crokinetic) modeling, adsorption reactions are coupled

to reactions involving surface species reacting with each

other and desorption reactions that create open lattice

surface sites. An Arrhenius, mass-action rate expres-

sion for reactions involving only surface-bound reactants

relates the rate to total surface site density Γ◦i and site

fractions for each reacting species θki:

ṡi = A0
i

( T
T 0

)nT,i

exp
(
−Eai

RT

) K∏
k=1

(
Γ◦i θk

)ν′ki (7)

The number of surface reactions can grow to many

tens or more for catalytic mechanisms, such as CH4

steam reforming, as illustrated in the figure Figure 4.

Implementing surface reaction mechanisms for Ni-based

CH4 steam reforming [10] or for other singificant cat-

alytic chemistries like methane dehydroaromization in

gas-to-liquids fuel processing [11, 12] is challenged by

the number of uncertain rate parameters such as σki,

A0
i , nT,i, and Ea,i for specific elementary reaction steps.

Although net species production or consumption rates

in the interacting flow may have limited sensitivity to

reaction rate parameters of many individual surface re-

actions, it is still vital that the individual reaction rates

predict equilibria that are consistent with species ther-

modynamics. For a specific surface reaction that does

not involve adsorption/desorption, thermodynamic con-

sistency requires that rate parameters for the forward

reactions (index f i) and reverse reactions (index ri) are

linked to the different species molar enthalpies h̄k and

standard state entropies s̄0
k as follows.

A0
f i

A0
ri

( T
T 0

)(nTfi−nTri)

exp
(Eari − Eafi

RT

)
=

exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝Δs̄0
i

R

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ exp

(
−Δh̄i

RT

)
Γ◦i

∑K
k=1νki .

(8)

The variables Δs̄0
i and Δh̄i in Eq. (8) represent the change

in standard state entropy and the change in enthalpy of

the forward reaction. Eq. (8), which does not apply for

adsorption/desorption equilibria, does provide a relation-

ship for other surface reaction rate parameters with the

thermodynamics for an ideal lattice model.

For surface chemistry, surface thermodynamic quan-

tities such as h̄k and s̄0
k are often influenced by strong

interaction potentials between surface species and be-

tween the surface and underlying bulk phases. For fixed

lattice surface chemistry models, the enthalpy of interac-

tion potentials can result in mean-field reaction expres-

sions for Ea,ri−Ea, f i = Δh̄i with functional dependencies

on surface site fractions θk or bulk-phase fractions Xkb.

However, state-of-the-art modeling tools for fixed lattice

surface chemistry have neither adequate data structures

for consistent thermodynamic properties nor rate expres-

sions to capture these species-dependent interaction po-

tentials, other than by entering them on a reaction-by-

reaction basis. For example in Table 2, Ea,ri − Ea, f i for

reactions with CO(s) indicate an apparent interaction

potential between CO(s) sites of 50.0 kJ mol−1, which

shows up in the effective Δh̄i for relevant CO(s) reactions.

It is highly unlikely that the CO-CO interaction potential

is the only non-ideal interaction for the numerous surface

species in Table 2.

A more comprehensive approach to surface species in-

teraction potentials can enable significant gains in hetero-

geneous chemistry modeling. For example, interaction

potentials and associated coverage dependencies of Δh̄i

can lead to metastable equilibrium points and provide a

means for predicting commonly observed hysteresis in

catalytic and surface growth reactions. Currently, such

dependencies are handled on a reaction-by-reaction ba-

sis. However, for more complex surface thermodynamic
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Figure 4: Schematic of a packed bed reactor configuration for testing hydrocarbon CxHy steam reforming over particulate Ni catalyst supported on

an active yttria-doped barium zirconate (BZY) matrix. The two callouts show desired surface chemistry on the Ni catalyst and impact of the support

and possible surface contamination chemistry (with S or C).

models, surface species and bulk interactions can be es-

timated or learned through DFT simulations to derive

the interfacial equivalent of non-ideal state equations.

The current proposed effort will develop data structures

and tools for deriving such non-ideal surface thermody-

namics and consistent surface mechanisms to support

continuum-level modeling of surface-mediated chem-

istry.

Moving beyond ideal-lattice interface models will en-

able more robust surface mechanisms for chemical de-

vice/process modeling by facilitating true multi-scale

simulation from atomistic modeling to continuum-level

simulations. In addition, numerous other opportunities

as described below present high-impact opportunities

to improve surface chemistry modeling related to bi-

functional interfaces, nucleation/growth, and dynamic

surface structures important in catalysis, materials pro-

cessing, and other reactions. Such multi-functional and

dynamic surface processes must move beyond simple

fixed-lattice, L-H mechanisms. The proposed effort here

will advance new approaches to surface chemistry mod-

eling and provide a general framework to make them

widely accessible to reacting flow modeling communi-

ties across numerous fields:

• Develop general surface state models and data struc-

tures to facilitate thermodynamically consistent

mechanism construction with species interactions

that can be readily informed/trained by atomistic

modeling,

• Establish numerical models and methods for sim-

ulating bifunctional and multi-phase surface reac-

tions that incorporate surface mobility and spillover

mechanisms such as oxidative coupling,

• Provide thermodynamic and transport framework

for supporting bulk-surface interactions that drive

critical surface phenomena in catalysis, membranes,

and materials processing,

• Formulate heterogeneous chemical kinetics to facil-

itate dynamic surface formations that support nu-

cleation, surface growth, evaporation, and surface

restructuring.

2.2. Extending heterogeneous catalysis lattice models

The limitations of fixed-lattice surface chemistry have

largely restricted detailed mechanism development to
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simple surfaces, such as metals where phenomena such

as bifunctionality, bulk-surface reactions, and surface

site transformations are neglected. Table 2 provides an

example of such a detailed mechanism for the previously

illustrated CH4 steam reforming on a Ni metal catalyst in

Figure 4 [10]. This detailed mechanism has been used to

predict performance for technologically significant pro-

cesses such as solid-oxide fuel cells and catalytic steam

reformers. However, because of the inherent limitations

of the ideal lattice model, it cannot assess critical off-

design or rapid-transient conditions where phenomena

such as bulk Ni oxidation or carbon surface growth im-

pact operation and durability. Firstly, both Ni oxidation

and surface carbon formation depend highly on reactions

between the oxide support and the Ni surface, and as

such, surface chemistry models must account for inter-

actions across multiple surfaces. Secondly, Ni oxidation

and carbon formation reactions result in bulk and sur-

face site transformations that violate fixed lattice site

assumptions.

A detailed mechanism such as Table 2 can mark the

approach toward conditions that lead to catalyst oxida-

tion or surface carbon growth, but the fixed lattice site

model and associated rate expressions and parameters

in Eqs. (6) and (7) cannot capture dynamic evolution of

the catalyst bulk and surface. Bulk and surface reactions

associated with catalyst oxidation or carbon formation

impact gas-surface interactions both thermodynamically

(in terms of h̄k and s̄0
k) and kinetically (in terms of σki

and Ea,i). This highlights the benefits of moving be-

yond the limitations of fixed lattice models. Key exten-

sions to lattice models can offer significant enhancements

to modeling capabilities that accelerate development of

technologies driven by surface-mediated processes:

• Provide framework for handling surface-species

interactions and bulk-surface interactions that en-

sure thermodynamically consistent non-ideal mech-

anisms,

• Establish computational tools that support the link-

ing of atomistic modeling results to lattice mecha-

nism development,

• Enhance modeling capabilities for capturing bulk-

surface exchange and its effects on surface and bulk

phase reactions,

• Extend modeling interfaces to support bifunctional

surface and multi-surface mechanisms including

surface transport.

The high density of surface species on reactive sur-

faces strongly suggests that non-ideal thermodynamics

involving surface-species and bulk-surface interactions

will play a critical role in surface chemistry. Even with

the rapid rise of atomistic modeling employed to in-

form microkinetic surface mechanism development, such

non-idealities have been largely neglected. This short-

coming may in part be explained by the lack of formal

frameworks and structures in surface reaction modeling

tools to support the inclusion of non-ideal interactions

in a thermodynamically consistent framework. Targeted

atomistic modeling can estimate surface-species inter-

action potentials on a fixed lattice surface to derive a

functional model of nonreaction thermodynamics Δh̄i

that include non-ideal excess enthalpy functions h̄ex,s.

Excess enthalpy and thus Δh̄i can depend on the vec-

tors of surface site coverages
[
θ js

]
and underlying bulk

species concentrations
[
Xjb

]
, as shown here.

Ea,ri − Ea, f i = Δh̄i

=

Kg∑
kg=1

νkgih̄kg +

Ks∑
ks=1

νksi

[
h̄0

ks
+ h̄ex,s

(
[θ js], [Xjb]

)]
.

(9)

h̄ex,s can be a complex function that depends upon or-

dered surface phases structures as demonstrated for O

coverage on transition metals [13]. On the other hand,

for some surfaces, h̄ex,s can be reasonably approximated

with a linear dependence on
[
θ js

]
and

[
Xjb

]
as suggested

here.

Ea,ri − Ea, f i = Δh̄i =

Kg∑
kg=1

νkgih̄kg +

Ks∑
ks=1

νksi

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣h̄0
ks
+

Ks∑
js=1

εks jsθ js − +
Kb∑

kb=1

εkskb Xkb

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(10)

εks js and εkskb are matrices that catalog the change in

h̄ks due to the presence of surface species js and of bulk-

phase mole fraction of kb, respectively. Although approx-

imate εks js have been documented for simple chemistry

such as CO or O2 adsorption on metal catalysts, the

complexity of incorporating full matrices of εks js and

εkskb for a detailed mechanism like Table 2 requires a

structured framework that automates the incorporation

of such non-idealities into surface thermochemistry.

Incorporating non-idealities even in a simple form like

Eq. (10) increases the input parameters necessary for a

surface mechanism. Computational tools are needed to

facilitate assignment of meaningful parameters for h̄ex,s

with confidence. In this regard, it is critical that software

tools like Cantera incorporate accessible data structures

that can link to the wealth of thermodynamic information
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Table 2: Heterogeneous reaction mechanism for CH4 reforming on Ni-based catalysts.

Reaction Ai or σki nT,i Ea,i

f1. H2 + Ni(s) + Ni(s)→ H(s) + H(s) 1.000 × 10−02† 0.0 0.00

r1. H(s) + H(s)→ Ni(s) + Ni(s) + H2 5.593 × 10+19 0.0 88.12

f2. O2 + Ni(s) + Ni(s)→ O(s) + O(s) 1.000 × 10−02† 0.0 0.00

r2. O(s) + O(s)→ Ni(s) + Ni(s) + O2 2.508 × 10+23 0.0 470.39

f3. CH4 + Ni(s)→ CH4(s) 8.000 × 10−03† 0.0 0.00

r3. CH4(s)→ Ni(s) + CH4 5.302 × 10+15 0.0 33.15

f4. H2O + Ni(s)→ H2O(s) 1.000 × 10−01† 0.0 0.00

r4. H2O(s)→ Ni(s) + H2O 4.579 × 10+12 0.0 62.68

f5. CO2 + Ni(s)→ CO2(s) 1.000 × 10−05† 0.0 0.00

r5. CO2(s)→ Ni(s) + CO2 9.334 × 10+07 0.0 28.80

f6. CO + Ni(s)→ CO(s) 5.000 × 10−01† 0.0 0.00

r6. CO(s)→ Ni(s) + CO 4.041 × 10+11 0.0 112.85-50.0θCO(s)

f7. O(s) + H(s)→ OH(s) + Ni(s) 5.000 × 10+22 0.0 97.90

r7. OH(s) + Ni(s)→ O(s) + H(s) 2.005 × 10+21 0.0 37.19

f8. OH(s) + H(s)→ H2O(s) + Ni(s) 3.000 × 10+20 0.0 42.70

r8. H2O(s) + Ni(s)→ OH(s) + H(s) 2.175 × 10+21 0.0 91.36

f9. OH(s) + OH(s)→ O(s) + H2O(s) 3.000 × 10+21 0.0 100.00

r9. O(s) + H2O(s)→ OH(s) + OH(s) 5.423 × 10+23 0.0 209.37

f10. O(s) + C(s)→ CO(s) + Ni(s) 5.200 × 10+23 0.0 148.10

r10. CO(s) + Ni(s)→ O(s) + C(s) 1.418 × 10+22 -3.0 115.97-50.0θCO(s)

f11. O(s) + CO(s)→ CO2(s) + Ni(s) 2.000 × 10+19 0.0 123.60-50.0θCO(s)

r11. CO2(s) + Ni(s)→ O(s) + CO(s) 3.214 × 10+23 −1.0 86.50

f12. HCO(s) + Ni(s)→ CO(s) + H(s) 3.700 × 10+21 0.0 -50.0θCO(s)

r12. CO(s) + H(s)→ HCO(s) + Ni(s) 2.338 × 10+20 −1.0 127.98

f13. HCO(s) + Ni(s)→ O(s) + CH(s) 3.700 × 10+24 −3.0 95.80

r13. O(s) + CH(s)→ HCO(s) + Ni(s) 7.914 × 10+20 0.0 114.22

f14. CH4(s) + Ni(s)→ CH3(s) + H(s) 3.700 × 10+21 0.0 57.70

r14. CH3(s) + H(s)→ CH4(s) + Ni(s) 4.438 × 10+21 0.0 58.83

f15. CH3(s) + Ni(s)→ CH2(s) + H(s) 3.700 × 10+24 0.0 100.00

r15. CH2(s) + H(s)→ CH3(s) + Ni(s) 9.513 × 10+22 0.0 52.58

f16. CH2(s) + Ni(s)→ CH(s) + H(s) 3.700 × 10+24 0.0 97.10

r16. CH(s) + H(s)→ CH2(s) + Ni(s) 3.008 × 10+24 0.0 76.43

f17. CH(s) + Ni(s)→ C(s) + H(s) 3.700 × 10+21 0.0 18.80

r17. C(s) + H(s)→ CH(s) + Ni(s) 4.400 × 10+22 0.0 160.49

f18. O(s) + CH4(s)→ CH3(s) + OH(s) 1.700 × 10+24 0.0 88.30

r18. CH3(s) + OH(s)→ O(s) + CH4(s) 8.178 × 10+22 0.0 28.72

f19. O(s) + CH3(s)→ CH2(s) + OH(s) 3.700 × 10+24 0.0 130.10

r19. CH2(s) + OH(s)→ O(s) + CH3(s) 3.815 × 10+21 0.0 21.97

f20. O(s) + CH2(s)→ CH(s) + OH(s) 3.700 × 10+24 0.0 126.80

r20. CH(s) + OH(s)→ O(s) + CH2(s) 1.206 × 10+23 0.0 45.42

f21. O(s) + CH(s)→ C(s) + OH(s) 3.700 × 10+21 0.0 48.10

r21. C(s) + OH(s)→ O(s) + CH(s) 1.764 × 10+21 0.0 129.08

∗ Arrhenius parameters for the rate constants written in the form:
k f i = AT n exp(−E/RT ). The units of A are given in terms of moles,
centimeters, and seconds. E is in kJ/mol.
† Sticking coefficient pre-exponential σ0

Total available surface site density is Γ = 2.60 × 10−9 mol/cm2.

derived from atomistic DFT models of surface species

phases and interactions and associated changes in elec-

tronic structure of the bulk phase.

Energetic and entropic properties for fixed lattice mod-

els can be numerically derived from surface partition

functions that combine numerical sampling of atomistic

modeling and classical analytical expressions of internal

energy storage modes derived from known molecular

structure of adsorbed species [14]. Current data struc-

tures for microkinetic modeling in Cantera and other

software tools do not facilitate the transfer of molecular

structural data such as surface-adsorbate bond energet-

ics and vibrational frequencies into the calculation of

thermodynamic properties. The proposed effort will

develop those data structures and functions and demon-

strate key examples to support the development of lattice-

site surface chemistry mechanisms that maintain ther-

modynamic consistency for non-ideal surface models.

This will reduce the degree of empiricism involved in

formulating complex non-ideal surface thermochemistry.

Algorithms that can learn from atomistic simulations

will improve numerical estimations of configurational

contributions to surface partition functions to develop ap-

propriate functions for h̄ex,s for improved fidelity surface

chemistry.

Much of the advances in non-ideal surface thermo-
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chemistry models have focused on metallic surfaces.

However, many reactive surfaces for catalysis involve

carbides, oxides, or other ceramic materials. Like metals,

ceramic surfaces can be modeled to first approximation

with fixed lattice sites, although in many cases such as

zeolites with multiple types of surface sites. Ceramic

materials readily exhibit strong bulk-surface interactions

in reactive environments. For example, oxide surfaces,

like the yttria-doped barium zirconate (BZY) surface in

Figure 4, can react with the underlying bulk phase due

to mobile oxide vacancies, polarons, and other defects.

Depending on the effective oxygen partial pressure pO2
,

sub-surface oxide vacancies V••O can pull surface oxygen

O(s) into the bulk BZY, as shown in reaction 11, to create

bulk phase polarons O•O and a surface vacancy V(s),

O(s) + V••O + O×O � 2O•O + V(s) (11)

This reaction can change the BZY sub-surface elec-

tronic structure and the resulting surface thermochem-

istry. The incorporation of thermodynamically consis-

tent bulk-surface reactions for oxides, other ceramics,

and bulk-active metals will require additional reaction

rate functionality as well as thermodynamic functions

akin to eq. 9. Ideally, these models will be informed

and guided by links with external atomistic modeling

of these sub-surface interactions to develop robust and

accurate models for the bulk composition
[
Xjb

]
depen-

dency in h̄ex,s. Such dependencies can still incorporate

fixed lattice chemistry with the realization that major

bulk compositional changes will likely lead to surface re-

structuring and the need for other approaches to surface

chemistry modeling.

Figure 4 illustrates a common configuration where

multiple surfaces interact in one system. The primary

catalyst (metallic Ni particles) resides on the BZY oxide

support that also participates in reactions. Although both

surfaces can be approximated with independent fixed-

lattice models, reactions can occur at the three-phase

boundaries (tpb) of the Ni-BZY-gas. These tpb reactions,

such as oxidation of Ni-adsorbed fuel species at the tpb

or spillover of H from the Ni to the oxide surface, require

a modeling framework that permits cross-surface reac-

tions with consistent thermodynamics. Cantera has de-

veloped the framework for such reactions but improved

implementation of consistent thermodynamics for these

reaction models is required. Further, ’tpb’ reactions cre-

ate surface chemical potential gradients that drive surface

transport on length scales of nanometers to microns. Sur-

face transport involves activated diffusion over barriers

between lattice sites, which can be extracted from atom-

istic modeling. Modeling multi-surface tpb reactions

and surface transport will require calculations of surface

mobility and the effects of surface chemical potential

gradients on tpb surface site densities. The development

effort here will establish the models for surface transport

with fixed lattice chemistry involving multi-surface tpb

reactions. The incorporation of surface-transport limited

reactions in conjunction with non-ideal thermochemistry

will extend modeling capabilities to allow for complex

reactions like CH4 reforming on Ni-BZY composites to

be simulated in a more robust manner with higher fidelity

for continuum-level reactor design.

2.3. Surface chemistry for bulk deposition and removal

The previous section focused on fixed lattice surface

chemistry where the dynamic nature of the surface was

principally limited to changes in adsorbate species and

perhaps minimal changes in the bulk phase due to species

incorporation. However, in those cases, the surface lat-

tice sites did not significantly change in nature or struc-

ture. Many surface chemistry processes involve signifi-

cant changes in the surface structure due to bulk-phase

deposition and/or removal. For example, Figure 5 shows

how bulk oxidation of a transition metal (Pd) and the shift

in bulk-surface thermodynamics leads to substantial hys-

teresis and metastable states in heating and cooling cy-

cles [13, 15]. Such transitions may also occur in dynamic

material processes such as sputtering or aerosol forma-

tion where the reactive surface and underlying bulk struc-

tures have dynamic thermodynamic properties as well as

number of sites. Similarly surface reactions involving

bulk removal such as solid fuel combustion/gasification

and surface ablation also require consideration of evolv-

ing surface structures and thermodynamics for reliable

simulation.

Dynamic surface structures invalidates the fixed-

lattice modeling discussed in the previous section and

requires additional surface chemistry modeling capabili-

ties. The chemistry of bulk material deposition or abla-

tion requires some degree of understanding how phase

structures are formed or removed during reactions. The

numerous advances in solid-phase modeling of structural

materials such as metals and ceramics have improved

the ability to quantify the thermodynamics and kinetics

of bulk-material transformations that underpin surface.

Tools such as Thermo-Calc and FactSage have developed

sophisticated numerical tools including the CALPHAD

methodology to derive experimentally calibrated bulk-

phase diagrams and associated thermodynamics for a

host of material sets. These tools can provide a taxon-

omy and framework on which to build dynamic bulk
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Figure 5: Hysteresis in bulk and surface oxidation and reduction of

Al2O3-supported polycrystalline Pd/PdO catalysts as observed in ex-

periments and captured in modeling derived from non-ideal surface

and bulk thermodynamics as reported in [15]

chemistry models and associated free-surface chemistry

models that support bulk deposition and ablation reac-

tions. The current effort in heterogeneous chemistry

modeling for a next-generation Cantera will develop

links between those tools and other bulk-phase model-

ing advances to achieve the following objectives toward

advancing dynamic surface chemistry models:

• Provide framework for linking state-of-the-art bulk-

phase thermochemistry models with reactive sur-

face chemistry models that involve deposition

and/or ablation of bulk material,

• Formulate heterogeneous chemical kinetic func-

tions that account for dynamic evolution of surface

sites and thermodynamics due to deposition or re-

moval

• Implement bulk-surface chemistry modeling tools

that permit the formation and destruction of

aerosols, precipitates, and particulate materials.

Many important surface-mediated reactions, such as

the aforementioned Pd oxidation in Figure 5 as well as

carbon deposition and associated carbide formation [16],

have significant bulk transformation and surface growth

and/or restructuring. These examples have additive bulk

reactions and in both cases the number and type of sur-

face sites available at the interface with the surrounding

fluid are dynamic. The approach to modeling such reac-

tions requires at a minimum that the surface site density

Γi, the number of surface sites, or the interface area be

treated dynamically. In addition the transition of ma-

terial from the surface to the bulk or vice versa must

be accounted for in the bulk material thermodynamics

models. Dynamic bulk models in cases such as oxide

or carbide formation material models that can handle

dynamic composition evolution not just in stoichiometry

but also in terms of phase. To this end, adaptation of

models like those developed in state-of-the-art materials

modeling like the CALPHAD models [5–7] in Thermo-

Calc and FactSage provide an ideal approach for simu-

lating realistic bulk materials evolution during additive

surface reactions. The implementation of such material

thermochemical models into Cantera will require the

development of new phases with dynamic properties that

vary within compositional space.

In addition to additive bulk processes, subtractive pro-

cesses like coal combustion or material ablation presents

some of the same challenges. In some cases, reactions

that involve loss of surface material can cause very dy-

namic surface structures with substantial increases in

porosity as in coal combustion. As with additive pro-

cesses, the need for dynamic models of surfaces as well

as of any gas and bulk-phase transport to the surfaces.

The implementation of such dynamic surface models

will enable advances in critical processes such as coal

combustion or oxide ablation in hypersonic flight. The

combination of subtractive and additive processes in

redox cycles for processes like chemical looping will

also provide a key test for incorporating dynamic bulk

material models based on state-of-the-art material ther-

mochemical frameworks.

Additional bulk-surface modeling capabilities must

be implemented for simulating aerosol growth and de-

struction for simulating combustion of solid or liquid

fuels, the formation of soot, and the condensation of

emissions species into atmospheric particulate matter.

Aerosol particles are subject to a homogeneous and het-

erogeneous nucleation, coagulation and coalescence, and

surface growth and ablation through surface reactions

and fragmentation. The rates of these processes both

depend on and determine how a population and structure

of aerosol particles evolves, which often requires, cou-

pled solving of both the gas phase chemistry and aerosol

surface chemistry.

While many aerosol models have been described in the

literature [17–19], software implementations of the nec-

essary heterogeneous chemistry models are generally not

available, particularly in generalized forms where they

can be modified, extended, or coupled to other codes.

Implementing individual tightly-coupled aerosol model

in Cantera would not be beneficial,.but development of

a general aerosol chemistry framework through which
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a range of aerosol models, including both sectional and

moment-based methods, can have great impact for the

relevant scientific and engineering . Functionality for

coupling models built on this framework will be intro-

duced for both Cantera’s reactor network model and its

one-dimensional reacting flow (flame) model. To demon-

strate the application of this framework, a high-level

implementation of a soot model will be developed, incor-

porating soot nucleation from gas-phase species, growth

through a range of chemical mechanisms, coagulation,

and oxidation.

2.4. Heterogeneous Chemistry Software Needs

Heterogeneous chemistry at solid-fluid interfaces re-

mains an area where the impact of improved fidelity

and flexibility of models in generalize software frame-

works has not been realized. The links between rapidly

advancing atomistic modeling and mean-field microki-

netic models for continuum-level device modeling have

not been fully exploited for developing non-ideal ther-

modynamics and kinetics for heterogeneous chemistry

mechanisms. In addition, the advances in thermochemi-

cal modeling of bulk materials and their phase transitions

in compositional space has not been well established ex-

cept in a few isolated efforts. Cantera, as the proposed

software environment, provides an ideal platform for

developing the computational functions, data structures,

and solvers that will enable more timely and rigorous

interfaces between continuum-level heterogeneous chem-

istry models and atomistic modeling and state-of-the-art

bulk materials thermodynamic models.

New heterogeneous chemistry modeling for surface

and bulk phases in Cantera as detailed above presents

a broad range of needs to be addressed in this proposed

effort. New data structures, new dynamic non-ideal bulk

and surface models are needed that have accessible and

flexible links to atomistic thermochemical calculations

and to advanced material phase models. Furthermore, the

ability to enhance heterogeneous chemistry by allowing

heretofore static properties such as surface sites and bulk

thermodynamics to evolve is critical for advancing the

software capabilities for heterogeneous chemical process

simulation. Specific capabilities to be implemented for

heterogeneous chemistry include the following:

• Develop new data structures to facilitate complex,

non-ideal thermodynamics that evolve with compo-

sition for both surfaces and bulk phase.

• Implement tools that allow for surface and bulk-

phase energetic and entropic properties to be

adopted from atomistic modeling and statistical

sampling of relevant configurations derived from

atomistic modeling

• Establish numerical models for thermodynamically

consistent three-phase boundary reactions with the

possibility for incorporating relevant surface trans-

port effects,

• Provide material phase models that link to bulk ma-

terials modeling frameworks in Thermo-Calc and/or

FactSage to support the modeling of bulk additive

and subtractive processes that involve notable com-

positional changes in materials.

• Incorporate new solvers for handling dynamic struc-

ture morphologies as well as aerosol formation and

destruction.

3. Electrochemistry

Team: DeCaluwe, Kee, Jackson, and Goldsmith.

3.1. Overview and objectives

Electrochemistry plays a central role for technolo-

gies in energy conversion, energy storage, and mate-

rial/chemical processing. Corrosion processes and their

mitigation are also grounded in electrochemistry. Elec-

trochemical systems such as batteries and fuel cells can

provide primary or auxiliary power with high efficiency

and low environmental impact for a range of vehicles

or stationary applications, including military operations.

However, improved energy density and durability are

needed to enable broader deployment. Such technologi-

cal advances must build on fundamental understanding

of electrochemical processes over many length scales.

Flexible and robust computational tools can play a key

supporting role in accelerating that understanding and

technology breakthroughs. Advances in atomistic mod-

eling have helped identify materials with finely tuned

properties at the nanoscale [20–23], but the lack of con-

current development of modeling frameworks at the de-

vice scale impedes the translation of these materials into

working electrochemical systems.

With few exceptions, the electrochemistry modeling

literature is based on one- or two-step global charge-

transfer reactions. In actual applications, the chem-

istry and electrochemistry are often far more complex.

For example, in Li-ion batteries, the formation of solid-

electrolyte-interface (SEI) films involves poorly under-

stood, multi-step electrochemistry. Solid-oxide fuel cells
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operating on hydrocarbon fuels are typically modeled

with two global reforming reactions and one charge-

transfer reaction, but actual chemistry involves compet-

ing reactions for hydrogen production, fuel oxidation,

electrode oxidation, and surface carbon formation. Nu-

merous other examples can illustrate where more com-

plete models of electrochemistry can benefit technology

development.

Despite this opportunity, the lack of available soft-

ware to express electrochemical complexity limits the

inclusion of such complexity into experimental interpre-

tation and system analysis. Although current modeling

efforts can be effective and useful, there are significant

benefits to developing new electrochemistry modeling

capabilities as proposed here. Such new modeling tools

should be closely coupled with functional relationships

and material properties that can be readily extracted from

atomistic modeling or basic analytical measurements,

rather than from empirical parameter fits that are difficult

to generalize.

Fundamental underpinnings for electrochemistry are

well documented in textbooks and a vast archival litera-

ture and cannot be explained in a few pages. Rather, the

following sections attempt to highlight areas where new

modeling and software capabilities can advance under-

standing. Drawing from specific applications in batteries

and fuel cells, the following discussion shows how de-

velopment and deployment of new generalized software

capabilities can enable modeling of complex electro-

chemical processes such as multi-ion species transport

and multi-step charge-transfer chemistry, Such advances

in electrochemistry software tools can significantly assist

the design of new high-performance electrochemical sys-

tems to accelerate the pace of technology development.

3.2. Electrochemical device processes

All electrochemical cells depend on interactions be-

tween electrodes and electrolytes. Electrodes (anode and

cathode) are incorporated with an electronically conduc-

tive phase, and electrolytes conduct the ions from one

electrode to the other. Mixed conducting electrolytes,

such as those used in ionic membrane separators, can

conduct multiple ions, often including small polarons.

Charge-transfer reactions, which are at the core of elec-

trochemistry, represent the transfer of charge across the

electrode/electrolyte phase interfaces. Using illustrations

from Li-ion batteries, the following sections elucidate

key software needs related to ion transport in the elec-

trolyte and charge transfer at electrolyte/electrode inter-

faces.

Figure 6 uses a Li-ion battery to illustrate the processes

in a typical electrochemical cell. During discharge, elec-

trochemical charge-transfer reactions remove Li from

the anode phase, delivering Li+ ions into the liquid elec-

trolyte and electrons to the anode. The Li+ ions are

transported through the electrolyte in the separator by

diffusion and migration to the cathode. Charge transfer

reactions between the Li+ and electrons from the exter-

nal circuit deliver Li for incorporation into the cathode

phase as shown in the inset in Figure 6 and as expressed

in its simplest form in Reaction 12.

Li+(el) + e−(C) −−−⇀↽−−− Li(ed). (12)

Li+(el) and Li(ed) represent a Li ion within an electrolyte

and a charge-neutral Li incorporated in a battery elec-

trode, respectively, and e−(C) represents an electron pro-

vided from the carbon current collector. As written, the

forward direction is cathodic, meaning that the reaction

consumes electrons, which is the case for a battery cath-

ode during discharge or for a battery anode during charg-

ing. The reaction is driven by the Gibbs free energy of

reaction (i.e., change in chemical potentials) and by the

electric potential difference at the electrode-electrolyte

interface. The electric potential differences at the two

electrolyte/electrode interfaces and the electric potential

gradients needed to drive ion fluxes establish the cell

voltage, from which usable electrical energy is derived

during discharge.

With simple one-step charge transfer expressions like

Reaction 12 and simple single-ion transport as described

here, electrochemical modeling can appear relatively

straightforward. However, actual Li-ion battery chem-

istry and ion-transport can be significantly more complex,

with secondary charge transfer reactions involving the

electrolyte and multi-species ion transport due to mo-

bile electrolyte species. To develop higher performance

and intrinsically safe Li-ion batteries with new materials

and micro-structures, robust modeling tools must cap-

ture these important complexities to accelerate material

adoption and facilitate device design.

3.3. Electrolyte-phase transport

Within an electrolyte or ion-conducting phase, molar

fluxes of species k can be represented as

Jk = −uk[Xk] (∇μk + zkF∇Φ) , (13)
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Figure 6: Illustration of processes in a Li-ion battery with a Li4Ti5O12 anode, liquid electrolyte, and LiFePO4 cathode.

where uk, [Xk], μk, and zk represent species-specific mo-

bilities, molar concentrations, chemical potentials, and

charge numbers respectively. F and Φ represent the Fara-

day constant and electrostatic potential. Assuming an

ideal solution leads to the Nernst–Planck representation

for ion fluxes:

Jk = −uk (RT ∇[Xk] + [Xk]zkF ∇Φ) (14)

where R is the universal gas constant. The right-hand-

side terms in Eq. (14) represent diffusion and migration

respectively.

The commonly used Nernst–Planck formulation as-

sumes dilute solution theory and thus neglects the ef-

fects of ion/species interactions on both mobilities uk

and chemical potentials μk. A more accurate model for

fluxes with one or two mobile ions uses a form of con-

centrated solution theory (CST) [24], which employs a

more accurate representation of μk based on non-ideal

thermodynamics. Fluxes with CST may be written as

Jk = − uk[Xk]

[
2RT

(
1 +
∂(ln f±)

∂(ln[Xk])

) (
1 − t◦±

)∇ ln Ce,k

+ zkF∇Φ
]
,

(15)

where t◦± is the ionic transference number. The “thermo-

dynamic factor” (1 + ∂(ln f±)/∂(ln[Xk])) is generally fit

to experimental measurements and only handles one or

two mobile ions in the phase. Furthermore, the impact of

non-ideal species interactions on mobilities uk [25, 26]

is not captured in Eq. (15). Thus, although CST trans-

port is widely used in Li-ion battery models [27–38],

Eq. (15) has limited value in establishing a general, ther-

modynamically consistent framework or data structure

for modeling diverse ion-conducting phases. Establish-

ing a generalized thermodynamic framework to capture

non-ideal species interactions and their impact on trans-

port and thermodynamic properties will be a critical part

of the proposed software development.

Electrolyte phases may involve liquids, solids, or

multi-phase composites. Current day Li-ion batteries

use organic-solvent electrolytes (e.g., ethylene carbon-

ate), but battery safety concerns are driving advances in

solid electrolytes [39–41]. High-temperature solid-oxide

electrochemical cells use solid ceramic, mixed ionic-

electronic conductor electrolytes for oxide-ion and/or

proton conduction, placing significant challenges on

the electrolyte transport and thermodynamic models ex-

tending beyond Eq. (15). Numerous other electrolyte

chemistries and architectures, including nano-porous

polymers, ionic liquids, and molten salts, present unique

and complex transport challenges that will benefit from

improved transport modeling frameworks.

A generalized approach to electrolyte transport model-

ing must tie chemical potentials to structural properties

derived from atomistic modeling and analytical measure-

ments to enable model implementation for a range of

electrolyte chemistries. Flexible but well-defined input

syntax must allow users to choose a suitable level of

complexit, similar to how gas-phase transport enables

users to choose between mixture-averaged or full multi-

component diffusion, with additional optional physics

such as the Soret effect for increased accuracy. In this
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proposed effort, a generalized approach for calculating

chemical potentials necessary for transport and reaction

rates (as described in the next section) will be imple-

mented in Cantera and based on readily defined input

parameters that also enable the representation of non-

ideal effects on species mobilities. This will provide a

framework for evaluating Eq. (13) for a range of elec-

trolyte chemistries. A flexible user-interface syntax will

be developed such that the species mobility can be de-

rived from a range of accessible user inputs with software

in place to generalize and convert inputs into the required

transport parameters.

3.4. Charge-transfer chemistry

Electrochemical reactions occur at phase interfaces

where charge is transferred between phases at different

electric potentials (Φm where m represents a specific

phase). The rate of a charge-transfer reaction at a multi-

phase interface depends on the difference in Φm between

the participating electrode and electrolyte phases and

the Gibbs free energy of the reaction ΔGrxn. As such,

accurate electrochemical reaction modeling must incor-

porate adequate thermodynamic phase models to support

thermodynamically reversible kinetics which are self-

contained and generalizable.

To show the importance of formulating a consistent

thermodynamic framework to support detailed electro-

chemical rate calculations, we consider the problem of

solid electrolyte interface (SEI) chemistry in the Li-ion

battery anodes. The SEI is a passivation layer at the

anode-electrolyte interface which prevents electrolyte

degradation, but which reduces battery efficiency and

power and contributes to capacity fade and safety con-

cerns. Although details of anode-SEI chemistry are not

Table 3: Proposed SEI film growth reaction mechanism for a graphite

particle [42]. Terms in parentheses describe the phase of each species

– Electrolyte (E), SEI surface (Ss), SEI bulk (Sb), and carbon anode

(C6).

Graphite-SEI interface
C3H4O3(E) + (Ss) � C3H4O3(Ss)
Li+(Ss) � Li+(E) + (Ss)
C2H4(E) + 2(Ss) � C2H4(Ss)

C3H4O−
3

(Ss) � C3H4O3(Ss) + e−(Sb)

C2H4(Ss) + CO2−
3

(Ss) � C3H4O−
3

(Ss) + e−(Sb) + 2(Ss)

CO2−
3

(Ss) + 2Li+(Ss) + (Sb) � Li2CO3(Sb) + 3(Ss)

Li(Sb) + (Ss) � V−(Sb) + Li+(Ss)

Li+(Sb) + (Ss) � Li+(Ss)

SEI-electrolyte interface
e−(Sb) � e−(C6)

Li(C6) + V−(Sb) � Li(Sb) + e−(C6) + (C6)

Li(C6) � Li+(Sb) + e−(C6) + (C6)

well understood, active studies to understand the charge

transfer and related reactions at the interface have eluci-

dated key SEI processes [27, 42, 43]. Table 3 shows the

reaction mechanisms proposed by Colclasure et al. [42]

for SEI chemistry. As just one example of the need

for chemical complexity in electrochemical modeling,

software must support sophisticated models beyond that

shown in Table 3 to enable the scientifically-guided de-

sign of durable, conductive SEI layers for Li-ion bat-

teries. A more complete understanding of SEI forma-

tion and evolution requires software which can readily

support parallel charge transfer pathways at multiple

interfaces, multiple charge carriers in the SEI, and as

described in Sec. 2.3, generalized software routines to

describe surface chemical reactions with dynamic sur-

face restructuring (in this case, growth and evolution of

the SEI phase).

Two approaches to charge-transfers kinetics—one

based on fundamental Marcus theory and the other based

on the commonly used Butler-Volmer formalism—will

be implemented and linked in the proposed software

development. While properly implemented Marcus

theory inherently captures thermodynamic reversibility,

it requires precise thermodynamic expressions for all

species in a mechanism. The Butler-Volmer formal-

ism, meanwhile, can use easily measured cell voltages

to define a sufficient thermodynamic framework with

less rigor than is required for Marcus theory. However,

the Butler-Volmer form must be carefully formulated

to ensure reversibility and accurate cell potential pre-

dictions. This becomes particularly challenging when

multiple charge transfer reactions occur simultaneously

at an electrode/electrolyte interface. The proposed mod-

eling framework will incorporate appropriate tools to

enable researchers and developers to assess detailed elec-

trochemical reaction formulations for appropriate cell

potential and current evaluations.

3.4.1. Marcus Theory

A reaction’s rate of progress can be written in terms of

the difference between forward (anodic) and backward

(cathodic) reaction rates of progress qi as

qi = qfi − qbi = kfi

K∏
k=1

(γk [Xk])ν
′
ki − kbi

K∏
k=1

(γk [Xk])ν
′′
ki ,

(16)

where [Xk] and γk are the molar concentrations and activ-

ity coefficients of the participating species, respectively,

as discussed in Section 1. For an ideal surface, the activ-

ity coefficients of surface-adsorbed species are equal to
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unity, and the molar concentrations are the surface cover-

ages Γmθk,m, where θk,m is the site fraction for species k
on the surface of phase m and Γm is the total available sur-

face site density on phase m. ν′ki and ν′′ki are the reactant

and product stoichiometric coefficients, respectively.

When there is a transfer of charge between phases at

different electric potential, the charge transfer current

density j is evaluated by multiplying the rate of progress

by the Faradaty constant F and the total charge trans-

ferred, n:

ji = nFq̇i. (17)

The rate is influenced by the electric-potential difference

between the two participating phases. The forward and

backward rate expressions for each reaction i are written

as

kfi = kt
fi exp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣−βfi

K∑
k=1

νkizkFΦm,k

RT

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (18)

kbi = kt
bi exp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣+βbi

K∑
k=1

νkizkFΦm,kRT

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (19)

where νki = ν
′′
ki − ν′ki. βfi and βbi are the forward and

backward symmetry factors, with βfi + βbi = 1 for el-

ementary (i.e., single-electron transfer) reactions. The

forward and backward thermal rate coefficients (i.e., at

zero electric-potential difference) are represented as kt
fi

and kt
bi. Generally, each species electric potential Φm,k

assumes the electric potential of phase in which it exists,

Φm. Gas phases are usually considered to be electrically

neutral.

The thermal reaction rate coefficients kt
i (kt

fi or kt
bi) are

usually represented by a modified Arrhenius expression,

as in gas-phase thermochemistry. To satisfy microscopic

reversibility and maintain thermodynamic consistency,

the thermal component of the backward rate kt
bi is re-

lated to the forward rate kt
fi via the reaction equilibrium

constant Ki as

Ki =
kt

fi

kt
bi

= exp

(
−ΔG◦i

RT

) K∏
k=1

([
X◦k
])νk
, (20)

where ΔG◦i is the change of the standard-state Gibbs

free energy for the reaction, and
[
X◦k
]

are the species

concentrations at the standard state at which ΔG◦i is eval-

uated. Evaluating ΔG◦i , and hence the equilibrium con-

stant requires quantitative thermochemical properties for

all species in the reaction, but guarantees that the mecha-

nism is thermodynamically consistent.

3.4.2. Butler-Volmer

The Marcus theory is therefore flexible and inherently

thermodynamically reversible, so long the user avoids

specifying the reverse reaction rate coefficient. How-

ever, nearly all battery and fuel-cell models are based on

the Butler–Volmer formulation. In the so-called Butler–

Volmer form, the charge-transfer rate can be expressed

as

ji = j0,i
[
exp

(
αaFηact

RT

)
− exp

(−αcFηact

RT

)]
, (21)

where i is the current at the electrode/electrolyte inter-

face, the rate coefficient i0 is known as the exchange

current density, F is Faraday’s constant, ηact is the acti-

vation overpotential, and αa and αc are the anodic and

cathodic transfer coefficients, respectively. The activa-

tion overpotentials ηact are defined as

ηact = (Φed − Φel) − (Φed − Φel)
eq , (22)

where Φed and Φel are the electrostatic potentials in the

electrode and electrolyte phases, respectively. The term

(Φed − Φel)
eq represents the equilibrium electrostatic-

potential difference, which is typically measurable at

open-circuit conditions.

As expressed by Eq. (22), the Butler–Volmer formu-

lation references electrostatic potentials to equilibrium

reversible potential differences. At first, this may seem

indirect and cumbersome. However, the advantage is

that open-circuit voltages can be easily measured and,

in many cases, evaluated theoretically. However, as dis-

cussed subsequently, as the chemistry becomes more

complex, there are also some limitations and complica-

tions associated with the Butler–Volmer formulation.

Although the Butler–Volmer formulation is very

widely used and has some significant advantages, it also

has some very significant limitations. The Butler–Volmer

formulation depends on there being a single rate-limiting

charge transfer reaction. If the chemistry is represented

simply as a single reaction (e.g., Eq. (12)), then the lim-

itations are not demanding. In fact, for such simple

chemistry, there is relatively little need for generalized

software. However, if the charge-transfer chemistry is a

multi-step process, then the Butler–Volmer formulation

is much less appropriate and difficult to implement in a

generalized software framework, as discussed in the next

section.
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3.4.3. Thermodynamic consistency

Maintaining thermodynamic consistency and micro-

scopic reversibility are important considerations in most,

if not all, chemical kinetics modeling. With gas-phase

mixtures, the equilibrium composition is easily evaluated

because the thermodynamics for most gas-phase species

are readily available. In electrochemistry, the situation

is quite different. Consider an elementary electrochem-

ical reaction mechanism, as in Table 3, with the rates

being expressed in the form of Marcus theory. Such

mechanisms typically involve ionic species and surface

adsorbates, the thermodynamic properties for which are

largely unknown. These thermodynamics are critical

in establishing the equilibrium state, which in turn im-

pacts the predicted equilibrium electrostatic potential

differences (i.e., the open-circuit potential). For appli-

cations such as batteries or fuel cells, predicting correct

open-circuit potentials is a critically important aspect of

a model. Thus, it is critically important that a model

using the Marcus formalism have complete and accurate

thermodynamic properties for all species.

In the Butler–Volmer setting, the reversible half-cell

potentials can be specified independently. Then, the

activation overpotentials are measured relative to the re-

versible potentials (Eq. (22)). Thus, a model based on the

Butler–Volmer formulation is suited to respecting known

reversible potentials and open-circuit potentials with eas-

ily accessible user inputs. However, the Butler–Volmer

formulation depends on simplifying assumptions, some

of which may not be consistent with the intent of the

multi-step reaction mechanism. As reaction mechanisms

become more complex, the Butler–Volmer formulation

becomes increasingly cumbersome. Moreover, depend-

ing on details of the multi-step reaction mechanism, ther-

modynamic properties for individual species may be

required to derive the Butler–Volmer exchange current

densities. Thus, the potential value of the Butler–Volmer

framework is diminished, and maybe inappropriate, with

increasing electrochemical complexity.

The Marcus framework is certainly the most appro-

priate as the electrochemistry complexity increases. Be-

cause the Marcus framework demands thermodynamic

properties, there is a need to establish and validate the

needed properties. Direct measurements, if possible, are

difficult. Thus, there are opportunities for developing

new atomistic-scale and ab-initio simulation capabilities

that are specifically targeted toward ionic species and

surface adsorbates.

3.5. Electrochemistry Software Needs

As a practical matter, a general software implementa-

tion of the preceding topics is needed. The user should

be able to describe the chemistry in terms of understand-

able reactions, with the software providing the needed

functionality to pose and solve complex electrochemistry

problems. The challenge for developing such software is

much more complex than is the case for homogeneous

gas-phase chemistry. At this time, no such general pur-

pose electrochemistry software is available to assist the

research and development of critical electrochemistry

applications and technologies.

The proposed approach builds on the Cantera frame-

work, which has already implemented significant electro-

chemistry capabilities. The following development direc-

tions are likely required to adequately describe needed

levels of electrochemical generality and complexity:

• Implement data structures and a computational

framework for self-consistent thermodynamic prop-

erties required for participating phases and species

including condenses solids and liquids, ions, and

surface adsorbates.

• Develop general electrochemical kinetic modeling

tools within the Marcus theory.

• Develop and implement computational functions

and user input syntaxes to accommodate kinetics

as expressed in Butler–Volmer form. The inherent

limitations and restrictions associated with Butler–

Volmer formulations notwithstanding, the vast ma-

jority of published literature uses Butler–Volmer

charge-transfer kinetics.

• Build out thermodynamically consistent transport

software functions which incorporate thermody-

namics based on fundamental species parameters

and species interactions.

• The software must be designed to accept material

properties (e.g., thermodynamic and transport pa-

rameters) from other independent models or ex-

periments. For example, needed thermodynamic

properties may be developed from atomistic-scale

and ab-initio simulations.
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4. Numerics

Team: Niemeyer, Speth

4.1. Overview and objectives

Cantera’s development to date has focused more on

functionality than computational performance, due to

a lack of dedicated support; as a result, for some prob-

lems its performance lags behind what users may expect,

particularly compared with that of commercial software.

There is thus an opportunity to greatly improve the soft-

ware’s usability and adoption by leveraging advanced nu-

merical routines for increased computational efficiency.

Currently, Cantera can take advantage of multicore

parallelism (on a single workstation or computing node)

by using some parallelized versions of core linear alge-

bra routines. This provides a performance benefit when

using larger kinetic models, by speeding up linear system

factorization and solution steps. However, performance

can be improved significantly by taking advantage of

system sparsity—or reformulating problems to achieve

sparsity—and by specifically parallelizing computation-

ally expensive operations. In addition, Cantera has yet

to leverage recent advances in hardware acceleration us-

ing graphics processing units (GPUs) and similar devices

such as Intel Xeon Phis; dedicated development target-

ing these platforms could enable order-of-magnitude

improvement in performance for some applications.

This project thrust will focus on improving computa-

tional performance of Cantera’s existing and proposed

capabilities, by both improving the efficiency of solution

procedures and modifying physical representations to en-

able better performance. This will be achieved through

automatic differentiation, integrator improvements, par-

allelization, and hardware acceleration.

4.2. Automatic differentiation

Most of the computationally-expensive routines

in Cantera involve linear algebra; both the zero-

dimensional unsteady reactor network and one-

dimensional flame applications require linear system

factorization and solution steps of large Jacobian matri-

ces, which grow in size with the kinetic model. In theory,

many or most of these systems are sparse—for example,

few species in large models interact directly—but cur-

rently Cantera estimates Jacobians numerically using

finite differences. As a result, the Jacobian structure is

not known a priori, and dense system routines are used.

For example, the CVODE integrator used from the Sundi-

als suite of solvers [44, 45] relies on first-order forward

finite differences to evaluate the Jacobian matrix of the

kinetic system.

Jacobian matrix sparsity can be obtained by evaluating

the matrices analytically through automatic differentia-

tion, rather than the current numerical evaluation. This

will also increase performance, since the cost of eval-

uating Jacobians analytically scales linearly with the

number of species while numerical evaluation scales

quadratically with species [46]. Automatic differenti-

ation may be achieved by using existing tools such as

Adept, a C++ library [47] based on expression templates,

or through pyJac, a Cantera-based Python software pack-

age for generating analytical Jacobian matrices for chem-

ical kinetics [48, 49]. (The latter focuses specifically on

the chemical kinetics ODE system, while the former may

be used more generally.)

However, as Schwer et al. [50] pointed out, the typical

temperature and mass fraction-based kinetic system for

an adiabatic, constant-pressure reactor leads to a fully

dense Jacobian matrix. Thus, to expose sparsity in the

species evolution equations, we will develop alternate

system formulations based on, e.g., species concentration

or mass (as opposed to species mass fraction or mole

fraction). 1

4.3. Integrator improvements

Cantera currently relies on the CVODE integrator

from the Sundials suite of solvers [45] to advance reactor

networks. While CVODE is a robust solver capable of

handling the sometimes-extreme stiffness of chemical

kinetics ODEs, its computational complexity and cost

may not be necessary for all problems at all times. As

Niemeyer and Sung showed, depending on the level of

stiffness in the chemical kinetics system, even explicit

methods can outperform typical implicit integrators [51].

We propose to incorporate additional ODE integra-

tors with Cantera to improve performance. The selec-

tion of solvers to be explored will be based on those

included in the accelerInt library [52] and provided by

the Julia language’s differential equations solver [53];

1Cantera previously exposed an alternate set of governing equa-

tions to improve computational performance in the ideal gas constant

pressure/volume reactors.
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particularly interesting methods include Tsitouras’s ex-

plicit 5/4 Runge–Kutta method [54, 55], stabilized ex-

plicit Runge–Kutta–Chebyshev methods [51], the Ro-

das4 4th-order Rosenbrock method [56, 53], and the

Radau IIA implicit Runge–Kutta method [57]. The now-

available analytical Jacobian matrix enables or supports

some of these methods, in particular the Rosenbrock

method which can outperform the backwards differen-

tiation formula method that CVODE uses [56]. We

will provide these additional integrators as options for a

user to select, and also implement dynamic algorithm-

switching based on stiffness estimates. The latter fea-

ture will determine when an explicit algorithm is unsta-

ble or too expensive (due to extremely small required

timestep sizes) and switch to a more-efficient implicit

algorithm; estimates of stiffness will be based on the

Julia DifferentialEquations.jl package [53] and

ongoing research.

4.4. Improved parallelization

Currently, Cantera can take advantage of multicore

parallelism for certain operations when built with a par-

allel BLAS/LAPACK implementation, such as Intel’s

MKL library or OpenBLAS. We will extend this to

OpenMP-based parallelization for evaluating reaction

and species rates, thermochemical properties, and trans-

port properties (particularly the multicomponent diffu-

sion model). For individual reactor problem (e.g., au-

toignition), this will particularly benefit larger kinetic

models (paired with the existing parallelized linear alge-

bra routines). For one-dimensional flame problems, we

will explore parallelizing either (a) over grid points, with

one CPU thread/core handling rate/property evaluations

for an individual grid point; or (b) over all evaluations

combined with grid points, to further saturate the proces-

sors with tasks, particularly at lower grid resolutions. It

is not clear at this point which strategy will lead to higher

performance, so we will investigate both directions.

4.5. Leverage advances in hardware acceleration

Currently, Cantera is not able to benefit from the ad-

vances in computational performance offered by modern

accelerators such as GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi proces-

sors. We will extend Cantera to exploit these platforms,

inspired by the work of Shi et al. [58], who first used

GPU-based linear algebra routines and kinetic rate eval-

uations to accelerate Chemkin-based autoignition prob-

lems. They showed an order of magnitude improvement

in performance with larger kinetic models, and we expect

similar improvement in performance—possibly more for

one-dimensional flame problems—with Cantera.

We will integrate the open-source MAGMA li-

brary [59–61] with Cantera to enable straightforward

hardware acceleration; MAGMA provides linear algebra

routines for heterogeneous and hybrid architectures, i.e.,

systems with combinations of CPUs, GPUs, Intel Xeon

Phis, and similar processors. Currently, the MAGMA

project does not provide routines for banded matrices,

which Cantera relies on for one-dimensional flame prob-

lems; we will develop the appropriate routines for Can-

tera, and contribute them back to MAGMA.

4.6. Coupling with CFD

Finally, while most Cantera users will work within its

ecosystem, many users—particularly in industry or work-

ing on more applied problems—perform multidimen-

sional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations

of reacting flows, including combustion, electrochem-

istry, and catalysis. These users need a straightforward

way to integrate Cantera’s capabilities into complex

modeling software (beyond Cantera’s scope), including

the existing gas-phase chemistry and proposed heteroge-

neous chemistry models.

Currently, Cantera can be coupled CFD software, but

two obstacles prevent adoption: (1) there is very limited

documentation and no examples showing how to do this,

and (2) the complete Cantera C++ framework must be

built and linked with the software. We will work to solve

both issues, first by exposing a lightweight C++/Fortran

interface that avoids building unnecessary and complex

components such as, the one-dimensional flame solvers.

Then, we will document how to integrate Cantera with

CFD software, culminating in an example using the pop-

ular, open-source CFD platform OpenFOAM [62, 63].

Users of Cantera coupled with multidimensional

CFD applications will also benefit from most the per-

formance improvements discussed previously in this

section, since these applications will treat rate evalu-

ations and source term integrations (e.g.) as “black

boxes” within Cantera. Furthermore, we will integrate

additional techniques to reduce cost such as dynamic/

adaptive chemistry [64], which automatically reduce the

size of kinetic models based on the local thermochemical

state.
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Software Management and Integration

5. Extensibility and Interoperability

Team: Speth, Weber, Niemeyer, Goldsmith, West,

Jackson

5.1. Overview and objectives

Cantera has so-far been successful in applications

where it forms the top of software stack, i.e., where users

interact directly with its models and algorithms to solve

problems and generate results, as in the case of the ho-

mogeneous reactor networks and one-dimensional flame

models. However, Cantera is currently less widely-used

in cases where it serves as a middle layer, e.g., as a chem-

ical source term evaluator embedded in a CFD code, and

in cases where the built-in physics models need to be

extended by the user, e.g., particular formulations of non-

ideal equations of state. The improvements described

in this section aim to make Cantera more suitable for

these purposes, by introducing an innovative, flexible

interface for users to implement new models, and a new

data file format for input and output that would improve

interoperability with other software.

5.2. High-level interface for model implementation

Currently, all of the models present in Cantera, repre-

senting everything from species thermodynamic proper-

ties to reaction rates to reactor governing equations, are

implemented in C++. While this is a computationally-

efficient choice, and while these capabilities are avail-

able to be used from other Cantera interfaces (Python,

Matlab, and Fortran), new models or extensions to the

existing ones can currently only be implemented in C++.

Implementing models in C++ can represent a significant

barrier to scientific users who are not necessarily expert

software engineers, as well as being time-consuming

even for those who are. This barrier discourages ex-

ploratory model implementations, which are valuable

in many cases where those new models need to be eval-

uated and refined within the context of other Cantera

capabilities, e.g., a new thermodynamic model which

must be evaluated within the context of kinetic and trans-

port calculations. Here, a method which would allow

new models to be implemented in a high-level language

is described, reducing this barrier.

The proposed software development effort is the ad-

dition of a new interface layer to the Cantera Python

module, which would allow users to implement new ther-

modynamic, reaction rate, transport property, chemical

reactor, and other models as Python classes. The inter-

face layer would then allow these user-defined classes to

be called by existing Cantera classes, e.g., a new rate

expression implemented in Python could be used in a 1D

flame simulation using the current C++ solver for these

problems. The interface layer would be implemented

using the method already used in Cantera to implement

“callback” functions in the 1D flame module. For each in-

terface class, the underlying C++ class used would track

which methods had custom implementations provided

by the user, and use the implementations from the base

C++ class for any other methods. This approach would

allow the user to provide only the minimal set of methods

needed to implement a particular model and avoid incur-

ring the overhead of calling the slower Python methods

except where necessary.

Compared to C++, Python is a more accessible, less

error-prone language for modelers to use, and is well-

suited for rapid prototyping. Since Python code does

not need to be explicitly compiled as part of a library,

users can make changes to a Python-implemented class

and test them without recompiling Cantera. In addition,

users could share their implementations of a model eas-

ily as standalone modules, in contrast to modifications

to the C++ code which require users to distribute and

compile modified versions of Cantera. The value of this

flexibility increases further when considering the nor-

mally daunting task of merging changes from multiple

modified versions of the source code.

The approach described here makes an explicit

trade-off between speed and accessibility. Python-

implemented capabilities which prove to be valuable

in the longer term, but introduce an undesirable per-

formance penalty, can be later converted to C++.

Computationally-efficient C++ implementations of a

model frequently involve transformations which are not

trivial to relate back to a straightforward mathemati-

cal description of the model. For example, the Ar-

rhenius rate expression AT be−E/RT is actually imple-

mented in Cantera as A * exp(b * logT - EoverR

* recipT). More complex formulas can differ even

more from their mathematical representations. To main-

tain a clear link between the original model and the soft-

ware, Python implementations which follow to the more

natural formulation can be retained as “reference imple-

mentations” when it is eventually desired to implement

a higher-performance version in C++. Such reference

implementations would be valuable tools in diagnos-
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ing errors which can be introduced when attempting to

implement high-performance versions of a model. An

intermediate level of performance and accessibility could

be achieved with user-developed models implemented in

Cython [65], an optimizing compiler for Python which

allows users to generate faster code by selectively apply-

ing type declarations to performance-sensitive code.

The new interface layer described here will support

the development of the enhanced models which are de-

scribed in other sections of this proposal, e.g., general-

izations of heterogeneous reaction rates, representation

of aerosols in homogeneous reactors, etc. Furthermore,

developing these capabilities simultaneously with the

implementations of these models will ensure that this

interface layer will provide comprehensive access to the

underlying C++ features that need to be accessed in

order to implement capabilities from Python.

5.3. Enhanced data exchange capabilities

Cantera currently supports two separate input file

formats: XML and CTI. XML files are machine-readable,

but are verbose and difficult for humans to read or write.

CTI files, on the other hand, are human-readable and

-writeable, but are essentially Python files which must be

converted to XML format for efficient machine parsing.

Moreover, metadata in CTI files are currently entered as

unstructured Python comments (i.e., preceded by a hash

#), which means that this information is not accessible

from within Cantera, and cannot be utilized by relevant

extension software. Interoperability between Cantera

and other software packages would therefore greatly

benefit from a more flexible data exchange file format in

Cantera.

Part of the proposed effort will develop and imple-

ment a new, extensible file format to replace CTI and

XML input and output files, based on the YAML format.

Unlike the XML and CTI formats, YAML documents

are both machine- and human-readable. YAML docu-

ments are constructed using a few general-purpose data

structures, e.g., arrays and key–value mappings, that

provide a consistent approach for structuring data and

make it easy to preserve metadata that should go along

with an input file. Cantera data structures will be up-

dated to preserve input data which is not directly used

by Cantera, but may be used by user applications which

utilize Cantera, e.g., molecular structures, and to make

this data accessible across different Cantera interfaces.

These capabilities will make it easier to build tools which

extend Cantera’s capabilities, since these tools will be

able to simply extend Cantera’s input and output data,

without the complexity of introducing data structures of

their own which parallel those in Cantera. In particular,

this approach to handling input data will make such data

available to user-defined model classes, as described in

the previous section. Additionally, using the standard

YAML format will simplify the implementation of tools

which generate input files from other formats, such as the

existing tool for converting Chemkin-format mechanism

files.

YAML is a standard file format, which can be read

in many programming languages (C++, Python, Java,

Javascript, and more), which makes it easier for other

tools to work with Cantera. A generic interface for se-

rializing objects using the YAML format will be added

to Cantera, applicable to both built-in Cantera ob-

ject types (e.g., species and mixture definitions) as well

as user-defined types which extend Cantera’s capabili-

ties. Cantera-generated YAML files will be restricted

to a subset of YAML which can easily be transformed

into JSON, for which libraries are available for an even

wider range of languages, including Matlab and For-

tran. Among other capabilities, this serialization inter-

face will enable the generation of new input files from

within Cantera, and allow mechanism generation and

reduction codes to be implemented on top of Cantera’s

built-in functionality.

6. Software Quality: Usability and Maintainability

Team: Weber, Speth, Niemeyer, DeCaluwe

6.1. Overview and objectives

Software quality is a broad topic, encompassing ele-

ments of software correctness, user satisfaction, and suit-
ability for purpose. The International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotech-

nical Commission (IEC) have developed the ISO/IEC

25010:2011 standard to define software quality as un-

derstood by the industry [66]. This standard defines

software quality in terms of 8 characteristics. Several of

these characteristics have been implicitly discussed in

previous sections, especially relating to the functional
suitability and the performance efficiency of Cantera.

In this section, we will focus on the usability and the

maintainability of Cantera.
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6.1.1. Usability

While software usability perhaps lacks the gravitas of

some of the aforementioned scientific capability improve-

ments, ensuring software quality is essential to support

high-impact scientific research. Without software that is

easy to install, use, and extend, the likelihood that the

improvements in the preceding sections are leveraged for

scientific breakthroughs drops considerably. Therefore,

Cantera’s scientific capabilities must proceed in parallel

with improvements to the software’s usability.

It is well recognized that open-source software (OSS)

has a reputation for being more difficult to use than com-

mercial, closed-source software. This tendency has been

studied by several authors [67–70], with the general con-

clusion that since many OSS projects start with a small

group of user-developers satisfying a particular unmet

need, making the software “useable” for people other

than the original developers has traditionally taken a

back seat. Nonetheless, Cantera is (and will be) used by

a wide range of users, from inexperienced undergradu-

ate students to world-leading domain experts; thus, the

usability of Cantera in a wide range of conditions is

paramount to its success. Moreover, we note that soft-

ware with poor usability (frustrating installation, unclear

documentation, and poor backward compatibility) will

have little impact in scientific research, no matter how

many advanced capabilities it enables, because users

will give up trying before they get to use the advanced

capabilities.

The ISO/IEC 25010:2011 standard formally breaks

software usability into six sub-characteristics [66]: 1. Ap-

propriateness recognizability; 2. Learnability; 3. Oper-

ability; 4. User error protection; 5. User interface aes-

thetics; and 6. Accessibility. The Cantera development

team has put considerable effort to improve the usability

of the software. Primarily, we have focused on operabil-

ity by developing several interfaces to to the core library

in languages that are recognized as being “easier to use”

than the C++ used for the core (namely, interfaces are

available for the Python and Matlab environments). We

have also partially addressed the learnability aspect by

having extensive documentation with detailed examples

available for users. More recently, we have begun host-

ing workshops at the US meetings of the Combustion

Institute, which address both the “appropriateness rec-

ognizability” and “learnability” aspects. Attendance at

these workshops has been between 15–60 attendees of

the conference, demonstrating the impact these kinds of

events can have on users’ ability to learn and operate

Cantera.

However, as we discuss in the following sections, we

have several ideas to further improve several of these

aspects as they relate to Cantera and its users. Many

of these ideas are driven by user feedback, both im-

plicit (judged by repeated, similar, questions posted to

our mailing list or asked at the workshops), and ex-

plicit (judged by specific feature or change requests from

users).

6.1.2. Maintainability

Another important part of ensuring that Cantera can

meet the needs of its community is the maintainability of

the software. The ISO/IEC 25010:2011 standard defines

software maintainability as the “degree of effectiveness

and efficiency with which a product or system can be

modified by the intended maintainers.” The previous

sections have discussed many new areas where we en-

vision Cantera to be extended; actually implementing

these ideas requires Cantera to be effectively able to be

modified.

Similar to usability, the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 stan-

dard breaks software maintainability into five compo-

nents [66]: 1. Modularity; 2. Reusability; 3. Analysabil-

ity; 4. Modifiability; and 5. Testability. One of the cur-

rent strengths of Cantera is that it already incorporates

several of these characteristics, particularly the modu-

larity, reusability, and testability aspects. Cantera was

designed from the beginning to be modular and allow

for significant reusability of the components. Moreover,

Cantera has an extensive test suite that ensures new

changes to the code don’t break older functionality and

that results from the code are correct.

Nonetheless, there are several areas where the main-

tainability of Cantera should be improved. These pri-

marily focus around ensuring that users do not have to

be expert programmers to add functionality to Cantera

(c.f., Sec. 5), replacing areas of the code that are diffi-

cult to modify and maintain, and automating as much as

possible.

6.2. Usability and Maintainability Software Needs

6.2.1. Documentation Improvements

This topic is related to all six of the subcharacteristics

of the “usability” definition in Section 6.1.1. Cantera’s

current documentation contains a thorough description
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of our API and a good set of examples for users to peruse.

However, there are several issues with how this infor-

mation is presented, which limit its usability. The land-

ing page (http://cantera.org) is essentially a list of

links to pages deeper in the documentation. There is no

distinction between links to API documentation, links to

examples, or links to other high-level material (physical

modeling descriptions, etc.). This format makes it diffi-

cult for both new and experienced users to find required

information. For new users looking for a few helpful

hints to get started, the format is simply intimidating.

Moreover, because information on the desired class or

method may be buried behind two or three links, it is

difficult for even experienced users to find the particular

method or class they want. Finally, the overall theme is

outdated and in need of a refresh.

In addition, the method of generating the documen-

tation inhibits our ability to keep the documentation

up-to-date. At present, Cantera’s user documenta-

tion (examples, physical model descriptions, compila-

tion/installation instructions, etc.) and API documenta-

tion (detailed descriptions of the specific functions in

Cantera) are collected in the same repository. This ar-

rangement has several flaws, the most glaring of which

is that changes to the user documentation must be com-

mitted to the main Cantera code repository, coupling

the generation of the user documentation and the API

documentation. This limits our ability to release updates

to the user documentation because it requires copying all

user documentation changes to the release maintenance

branch, resulting in duplicated commits and builds.

This portion of the proposal will benefit the commu-

nity by providing easier access to the information that

users need, covering a range of activities from installa-

tion to basic use to advanced applications. It will make it

easier for new users to find tutorial material or examples,

and it will make it easier for advanced users and devel-

opers to find detailed documentation. This will make

using Cantera easier for current users, and also help

encourage adoption by new users, broadening Cantera’s

reach. In addition, the proposed changes will make it

easier for developers to maintain the documentation and

provide timely updates or add new material. Finally, im-

proving the “look-and-feel” of the website will improve

the professional appearance of the project and make it

more appealing to new users.

6.2.2. User Interface Improvements

Cantera’s core functionality can be accessed either

by coding directly in C++ or via a number of interface

applications, including Python, Matlab, and Fortran.

While the diverse array of access points ultimately bene-

fits the user community, it is challenging from a software

maintenance standpoint. Each interface language essen-

tially acts as a new software dependency, and the need to

keep the Cantera code up-to-date with new releases of

each interface places additional burden on the develop-

ment team. Below, we outline the development priorities

for four software interfaces: each of the current Can-

tera interfaces, plus Cantera’s graphical user interface

‘MixMaster.’

Python. At present, the Python interface is relatively

well-developed and stable. Recently, we have added new

capabilities to attempt automatic solution of simple 1-

D flame cases. Aside from the examples discussed in

Sec. 5, there are other additions we would like to make to

the Python interface to improve usability. For instance,

by default, Cantera accepts and returns values in SI

units (Pa, K, kg, s, etc.) with the exception of using kmol

instead of mol. However, many users work on problems

in some other set of customary units, whether the cgs

system, the English Engineering system, or others. For

these users, specifying inputs to or working with outputs

from Cantera results in significantly more arithmetic,

increasing the chances the user introduces a mistake in

their process. Thus, we envision adding an option to

the Python interface that uses a standard unit conver-

sion library to allow the user to easily accomplish these

conversions. Ideally, this option would allow the user

to specify whatever units they would like as an input

to a function (provided the quantities are dimensionally

consistent) and the relevant output quantity would be re-

turned in a form that would allow automatic conversion

to the user’s desired unit system.

C/Fortran. We envision the C and Fortran interfaces

as primarily an intermediate layer between the under-

lying Cantera functionality and other higher-level pro-

grams, such as CFD solvers. At present, these interfaces

are capable of this task; however, they are severely under-

documented and very few examples exist for how to in-

tegrate these interfaces with other programs (see also

Sec. 4.6). We would like to ensure that users who want

to use Cantera in downstream codes have the resources

available so that they can do that in a straightforward

manner.
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Matlab. Matlab’s ubiquity in undergraduate STEM pro-

grams means that it is many students’ first software lan-

guage. Matlab is easy to learn and has significant user

support in the form of help files, online documentation,

and undergraduate instruction. Maintaining a Matlab

software interface to Cantera functionality therefore

makes the software accessible to a wide array of users,

ranging from undergraduates to professors.

That said, the current Cantera–Matlab interface is

restrictive and cumbersome, driven primarily by the

fact that all function calls from Matlab to Cantera’s

C++ core are linked through Matlab’s ‘Mex’ interface,

which requires all calls to the Cantera library to be

routed through a single function. The resulting Cantera–

Matlab interface is therefore difficult for the average user

to understand and debug, and writing the interface code

for new features implemented in Cantera’s C++ core is

tedious and error-prone, leading the Matlab toolbox to

fall behind in functionality.

However, Matlab currently supports several alterna-

tive methods for calling external code, which would

make it easier to connect Matlab to Cantera’s under-

lying functionality. We therefore propose to revamp

Cantera’s Matlab toolbox using one of three possible

pathways. One pathway involves linking calls in Mat-

lab directly to the Cantera C interface. This method

would be computationally efficient, but may limit the

degree of integration possible. The second pathway uti-

lizes Matlab’s ability to interact with Python modules,

and would involve the Matlab toolbox calling Cantera’s

Python module, which in turn interfaces directly with

the underlying C++ functionality. This is advantageous

in that examples of similar Matlab–Python interfacing

are quite common and can be used as a template for this

work. Furthermore, such an approach reduces the mainte-

nance workload for the Cantera developers, by reducing

duplicate coding tasks: functionality implemented in

the Python module is automatically accessible via Mat-

lab. However, this approach requires any user interested

solely in the Matlab toolbox to also install the Python

module. Furthermore, it is not clear whether such an

indirect method of calling Cantera’s C++ code carries a

computational expense (i.e., codes run slower). Finally,

a third approach is to continue using the Mex interface,

but replace the manually-written wrapper functions in

C++ and Matlab with a code generation approach where

these functions are automatically generated as part of

the build process, eliminating the repetitive coding tasks

that lead to the Matlab interface falling behind in func-

tionality. As part of the proposed work, we will first

evaluate the strengths and drawbacks of each approach

on a limited set of test functions, before deciding on a

final approach.

GUI interface/MixMaster. Graphical user interfaces

(GUIs) provide an intuitive, visually accessible interface

to the underlying software capabilities. While advanced

users will no doubt need to access Cantera functional-

ity through coded software commands, access to basic

Cantera functions through a GUI can reduce barriers to

entry for a broad class of users who are intimidated by

command-line or compiled software or otherwise prefer

a visual approach. Cantera originally included a GUI,

called MixMaster, but it has not been updated in several

years and is essentially non-functional. As part of the up-

grade to Cantera’s user interface, then, we propose to re-

store MixMaster’s functionality and update the module’s

documentation to include examples of its capabilities, to

include in outreach materials for new Cantera users. An

easy-to-understand, highly-functional MixMaster GUI

will a key component to extending Cantera’s reach to

a include the broader range of researchers who would

benefit from chemical kinetic software capabilities, but

who are intimidated by traditional software interfaces.

Aside from access to basic Cantera features, another

important use case for GUIs is visualizing chemical ki-

netic information or simulation output. For instance,

Figure 7a shows how the temperature output from a 1-D

simulation can be visualized interactively, while Fig-

ure 7b shows a reaction path analysis, following the ele-

mental flux of H through reactions involving OH. Aside

from these functions, users may be interested in visu-

alizing rates of reactions or thermodynamic properties.

This is particularly valuable in light of recent studies

showing that many kinetic mechanisms contain reaction

rates that are unphysical [71]. In the work of Chen et

al. [71], they propose “that computational tools should

be made available for authors to conduct the same rate

coefficient screening,” a role that MixMaster would be

well equipped to handle.

Finally, as discussed in Section 5.3, the Cantera in-

put file format for chemistry is a format specific to

Cantera that is not directly compatible with legacy

Chemkin input files. Cantera offers a conversion util-

ity from Chemkin to CTI format, but unfortunately,

many Chemkin files contain formatting errors, dupli-

cate thermodynamic/transport/species entries, thermody-

namic/transport entries for species not in the species list,

and other errors where the correct conversion behavior is

unclear. In many cases, users are not sure where the error
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Figure 7: Demonstration of MixMaster functionality, including: a) Post-processing of simulation results. Here, a slider is used to interrogate the 1-D

flame simulation temperature as a function of axial length z; b) Reaction path analysis. Details such as contributions from specific reactions and

reactants are displayed by clicking on the figure. Part of the proposed work will restore and upgrade MixMaster’s functionality.

in the file is located and are unable to fix the problem

on their own. This is another case where a GUI could

help users identify and correct issues with input files

independently, a role that MixMaster is well suited for.

6.2.3. Installers

Another important aspect of usability is installation

of the software. For many platforms, we have binary

installer packages available that allow the users to install

Cantera with little effort; however, some other com-

mon platforms are missing or somewhat more difficult

to use. For instance, we do not offer a complete in-

staller package for RHEL/CentOS, which are commonly

used operating systems on HPC clusters. To ensure the

maintainability of this aspect, and streamline the process

of releasing new versions of Cantera, we envision a

long-term, low-maintenance automated solution to build

binary packages for all of the platforms of interest to

the project. We already build several artifacts from a

new release on free-for-open-source Continuous Integra-

tion platforms such as TravisCI [72] and Appveyor [73].

These platforms run automated build scripts when a new

version of Cantera is released, and can significantly ease

the burden on the maintainers. However, even automated

build systems require continuous maintenance efforts

in order to keep up with updated versions of operating

systems, compilers, build tools, and libraries on which

the process depends.

7. Broader Impacts: Sustainable Software Develop-
ment

While the proposed efforts will provide unprecedented

support for the development of open-source chemical

kinetics software, it is also incumbent we develop a

sustainable long-term model for software development

in Cantera. Some of the items described above will

contribute to long-term sustainability, particularly those

items in Sections 5 and 6 that streamline processes re-

lated to software maintenance and documentation, and

those that lower the entry barrier for developers wish-

ing to contribute to Cantera. However, there must also

be a concurrent emphasis on developing the software’s

leadership structure and revenue streams to extend and

support Cantera well beyond the timeline of the current

proposed work.

This proposal comes at an exciting time in Cantera’s

development. The past 1.5 years have seen Cantera

formalize its leadership structure and establish a Fiscal

Sponsorship Agreement with NumFOCUS, a non-profit

devoted to the support of open-source software. Both

of these developments have enabled a more strategic

approach to Cantera development and outreach, and

present new opportunities for funding improvements to

Cantera, as described below. In the following section,

we will describe ways in which the present funding pro-

posal will be leveraged to develop sustainable software

development practices in the Cantera organization. This
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includes establishing a broader leadership team, the def-

inition of operational norms to govern and streamline

future Cantera developments, and the development of

new sources of income to put Cantera on a sustainable

financial footing that will pay dividends to the commu-

nity, down the road. This section demonstrates how we

intend to leverage the current proposed funding to estab-

lish relationships and build the infrastructure to make

Cantera sustainable, long-term.

7.1. Leadership Structure

For most of its history, Cantera development has been

almost entirely ad hoc and has relied on the spontaneous

contributions of individual volunteers. While Cantera’s

success can be attributed largely to the incredible dedi-

cation of these volunteers, there is an opportunity to ex-

tend Cantera’s reach and formalize institutional knowl-

edge by implementing a more formal leadership struc-

ture, identifying strategic development priorities, and

defining operational norms for how the software is man-

aged. Over the past 1.5 years, Cantera has formalized

its leadership structure by identifying a Steering Commit-

tee [74], composed of six members from the current team

(in alphabetical order: DeCaluwe, Goldsmith, Niemeyer,

Speth, Weber, and West). The Steering Committee has

established both formal and informal channels for inter-

nal communication including an annual web-conference

and real-time chat system.

The Steering Committee is responsible for managing

day-to-day Cantera development—user support, docu-

mentation, developing and managing improvements to

the codebase, etc. Guaranteeing that all code merged into

Cantera is of high quality typically requires significant

oversight and multiple rounds of edits on an author’s

initial submission, and direclty supporting this work will

have significant impact on the quality and sustainability

of Cantera’s future development. The Steering Com-

mittee is also responsible for identifying and pursuing

near-term strategic opportunities for code development,

software support, and outreach. Outreach has been a

particular focus in the last year, primarily by hosting

three Cantera workshops in conjunction with Technical

Meetings of the Combustion Institute (2017 US National

Combustion Meeting, 2018 Eastern States Section of the

Combustion Institute Technical Meeting, and 2018 West-

ern States Section of the Combustion Institute Technical

Meeting; see Figure 8).

Another important role for the Steering Committee

is to define operational norms around how developers

Figure 8: Cantera Workshop held in conjunction with the National

Combustion meeting in Washington, DC in April 2017. The work-

shop was organized and facilitated by Drs. Raymond Speth, Steven

DeCaluwe, and Bryan Weber.

interact with the software. This necessarily includes

developing requirements for code to be included in Can-

tera, in terms of relevance to the user community and

quality of the code itself. For instance, the Steering

Committee has created suggestions for code style that

developers should follow for their code to be included in

Cantera [75]. Moreover, the Steering Committee should

define a standard for when a feature should be included

in Cantera. In this sense, the Steering Committee must

balance the freedom of the community to add new fea-

tures to Cantera with the requirement for that feature to

be useful and for it to be supported over the life of the

software. Further defining such operational norms will

be a near-term objective of the current proposed work.

In addition to the Steering Committee, the proposed

project will establish a Cantera Advisory Board to sup-

plement the leadership provided by the Steering Com-

mittee. The Advisory Board’s job will be to work with

the Steering Committee to:

• Ensure that software developments are relevant

and compatible with ongoing adjacent efforts in

academia, industry, and national labs.

• Provide feedback on the overall software develop-

ment and identify strategic opportunities for future

developments.
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• Identify and develop revenue streams to support

successful software development.

As suggested by the above responsibilities, Advisory

Board membership will consist of senior leaders in a

variety of fields closely tied to chemical kinetics sim-

ulation, and should include members from academia,

national labs, and industries including CFD companies

and others that rely on chemical kinetics software (e.g.,

engine manufacturers, aerospace companies, etc.). The

Advisory Board will be established within the first year

of the grant, and standard procedures will be developed

to govern how they operate and interact with the Steering

Committee.

7.2. NumFOCUS

In February, 2018, Cantera entered into a Fiscal Spon-

sorship Agreement with NumFOCUS [76, 77] a non-

profit organization that provides a stable, independent,

and professional home for projects in the open source

scientific data stack. NumFOCUS is the home to sev-

eral prominent open-source data science tools, such as

NumPy, Matplotlib, and Pandas, and provides several

direct benefits to Cantera:

• Financial account service to support fundraising,

an account for centralized Cantera development

funds, and mechanisms for accepting donations.

• Opportunities for small, competitive development

grants.

• Advising, community-building resources, and out-

reach support.

• Legal assistance to protect the code’s open source

status.

Cantera has already leveraged the relationship with

NumFOCUS to support development. As part of the

the NumFOCUS organization, Cantera will mentor a

2018 Google Summer of Code (GSoC) [78] student, who

will spend three months developing a plug flow reactor

model with surface chemistry in Cantera. Additionally,

NumFOCUS has awarded a grant to Steering Committee

members Weber and DeCaluwe to begin upgrading and

modernizing Cantera’s online documentation during

Summer 2018.

By providing a dedicated fundraising channel for Can-

tera, NumFOCUS also provides a way to combine fund-

ing from multiple streams to directly support Cantera

development. With this fundraising channel, the support

does not have to come entirely from one grant or fund-

ing source. Rather, funds can be appropriated toward

Cantera development as they become available. Further-

more, routing such funds through NumFOCUS instead

of through individual developer’s academic institutions

helps reinforce the open-source nature of the project,

and avoids the perception that any one institution ‘owns’

Cantera.

7.3. Fiscal Sustainability

To date, most funding for Cantera development has

come in the form of grants to individual PIs interested in

model development to support a particular project. While

this is appropriate and grounds Cantera development in

relevant scientific capabilities, there are some necessary

aspects of code development that are not well supported

by such a model. In particular, given the pressure to meet

funding milestones and deadlines, such projects typically

do not have sufficient time to fully document their code

or develop test suite modules which help assure that

developments elsewhere in the code do not ‘break’ the

implemented functionality. As a result, modules added to

Cantera sometimes fall into disuse and inoperability if

the original developer does not remain directly involved

maintaining the code and documentation. Moreover, user

support and user interface development do not typically

fall under the purview of traditional funding agencies,

and as such rarely receive any direct funding.

To support Cantera’s long-term fiscal sustainability,

we will pursue a hybrid financial model for Cantera. De-

velopment of new scientific capabilities will continue to

be funded primarily by grants to individual PIs. However,

these funds will be supplemented by dedicated Cantera

support, routed through NumFOCUS. These funds will

be used to support user interface development, integra-

tion of new modeling capabilities, code maintenance and

documentation, release management, and outreach to the

broader Cantera community. Identifying and develop-

ing revenue streams for these purposes will be a joint

responsibility of the Steering Committee and Advisory

Board. Potential sources include, but are not limited to:

• Strategic partnerships with individual CFD and

other commercial software companies (e.g., Math-

works, who develop Matlab) to develop tailored

interfaces or even Cantera modules for integrating

advanced Cantera functionality into CFD packages.

This would have the ancillary benefit of simultane-

ously increasing Cantera’s recognition and use in

the CFD community.

• Establish a structure for Cantera users to write a

subscription fee into grant budgets for enhanced
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user support. While the Cantera software will

always be freely-available and open-source, this

would provide a way for the broader user commu-

nity to support the software, with some further tan-

gible benefit to the user.

• Given the popularity of the first three Canterawork-

shops offered (attendance has ranged between 15–

60 users per workshop), a registration fee would

help support outreach activities.

• Finally, a sustainable long-term model would be to

enlist corporate sponsors to form a Cantera foun-

dation, similar to that for Python [79]. This would

take a number of years and significant outreach to

develop, but if successful, would represent the most

secure approach to long-term fiscal sustainability.

Concurrent with the proposed software developments,

the executive council formed by the current proposal

team will develop the leadership structure and build re-

lationship in each of the aforementioned areas to build

a sustainable foundation for Cantera’s long-term de-

velopment. Through these efforts, we will establish

a long-term model to guarantee that the investment

made by the current proposal will be leveraged to build

next-generation chemical kinetic tools that have broad-

ranging scientific impacts for many years to come.
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